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Abstract
This work considers aspects of almost holomorphic and meromorphic Siegel modular forms
from the perspective of physics and mathematics. The first part is concerned with (refined)
topological string theory and the direct integration of the holomorphic anomaly equations.
Here, a central object to compute higher genus amplitudes, which serve as the generating func-
tions of various enumerative invariants, is provided by the so-called propagator. We derive a
universal expression for the propagator for geometries that have mirror curves of genus two
which is given by the derivative of the logarithm of Igusa’s cusp form χ10. In addition, we illus-
trate our findings by solving the refined topological string on the resolutions of the three toric
orbifolds C3/Z3, C3/Z5 and C3/Z6.
In the second part, we give explicit expressions for lowering and raising operators on Siegel
modular forms, and define almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms based on them. Extend-
ing the theory of Fourier-Jacobi expansions to almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms and
building up on recent work by Pitale, Saha, and Schmidt, we can show that there is no analogue
of the almost holomorphic elliptic Eisenstein series �E2. In the case of genus 2, we provide an
almost meromorphic substitute for it. This, in particular, leads us to a generalization of Ra-
manujan’s differential equation for �E2.
The two parts are intertwined by the observation that the meromorphic analogue of �E2 co-
incides with the physical propagator. In addition, the generalized Ramanujan identities match
precisely the physical consistency conditions that need to be imposed on the propagator.
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1| Introduction and Summary
The topological string theory on non-compact Calabi-Yau geometries M provides exact moduli
dependent amplitudes in the N = 2 low energy effective action of type II string theory on these
backgrounds. Expanded in flat coordinates for the moduli, these exact amplitudes are generating
functions of related symplectic invariants, namely the Gromov-Witten-, Donaldson-Thomas- or
Pandharipande-Thomas invariants. From the physics point of view themost natural invariants are
the actual numbers NβjL , jR ∈ N of refined BPS states with a given representation ( jL , jR ) of the 5d
little group and the charge β ∈ H2(M ,Z). Non-compact Calabi-Yau geometries exhibit typically an
U (1)R isometry, which is most obvious in the toric cases. ThisU (1)R symmetry allows a motivic
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decomposition of the Pandharipande-Thomas moduli space of stable pairs and a mathematical
definition of the NβjL , jR [CKK14].
Topological string theory on non-compact Calabi-Yau spaces exhibits mirror symmetry and is
related by string-gauge theory duality to three dimensional Chern-Simons theory [Wit95] and ma-
trix models [AKMV04]. This makes A-model localization techniques [KZ01], B-model approaches,
see e.g. [HKR08], and largeN-dualitymethods available for its solutions. The largeNChern-Simons
theory leads to the topological vertex [AKMV05]. The Chern-Simons theory large N expansion can
be seen as mirror dual to a matrix model large N expansion [AKMV04]. The Ward identities of the
matrixmodels leads to an iterative solution of the topological string in the genus [Mar08],[BKMP09].
Recently possible non-perturbative completions of the topological string were studied using a free
Fermi-gas approach [MP12] and quantum mechanical systems [GHM14]. This led to a profound
connection of topological string theory to operator analysis [KM15].
The full moduli dependence of the closed amplitudes F (g ) is most efficiently studied in the B-
model using modularity and the holomorphic anomaly equation of BCOV [BCOV94]. For topologi-
cal strings the F (g ) can be compared at special points in the moduli space with the A-model local-
ization computation e.g. of Gromov-Witten invariants. A first check of mirror symmetry at higher
genus was performed in [KZ01] for the non-compact toricO (−3)→P2 Calabi-Yau space. The BCOV
equations can be generalized to the refined holomorphic anomaly equations (2.6) [HK12][KW11]1,
which can be used to compute the refined amplitudes F (n,g ). The corresponding check of refined
mirror symmetry for topological strings was done in [CKK14] on the same geometry O (−3)→P2.
The B-model of a wide class of local Calabi-Yau geometries is defined by a mirror geometry,
whose data are a family of Riemann surfacesCg of genus g and ameromorphic differentialλ. These
data (Cg,λ) define also N = 2 Seiberg-Witten theories, where Cg is known as Seiberg-Witten curve
and λ as Seiberg-Witten differential [SW94], and matrix models [Mar08],[BKMP09] with algebraic
spectral curve Cg. In this case λ defines the filling fractions. So far the B-model approach using
modularity properties has been developed for g = 1 starting with [HK07]. Here we will extend the
formalism to g= 2. This extension applies to the calculation of closed amplitudes in all the settings
mentioned above.
The occurrence of elliptic quasi-modular- and almost holomorphicmodular forms [Shi86] in the
solution of the holomorphic anomaly equation was noticed in [HK07]. In particular the identifica-
tion of the propagator
Stt = ctτ
1
2πi
∂
∂τ
F (0,1) = 1
2πi
∂
∂τ
ctτ
�
log(y)+4log(|η|| f1|)
�= ctτ
12
�E2+G2 (1.1)
with the almost-holomorphic Eisenstein series �E2 = E2− 3πy up to ameromorphic ambiguous piece
G2 was found 2. This was in the context of N = 2 Seiberg Witten theories of rank one on R4, which
do emerge in the field theory limit of Type II theories on non-compact Calabi-Yau spaces, whose
mirror geometry is a family of elliptic curvesCg=1. Here η is the Dedekind eta-function, τ ∈H(g=1) is
in the Siegel (Poincaré) upper half space (plane) and we denote3 τ= x+ i y . ctτ is a constant whose
geometrical significance is explained following eq. (1.3). Further f1(z), a rational function of the
absolute modular invariant z4 of the family C1, is the holomorphic ambiguity at genus one. G2 is
hence a meromorphic weight 2 form of the monodromy group Γ of Cg=1. Here Γ ⊂ SL(2,Z) is a
congruent subgroup and often ameromorphic weight 2 form of Γ does not exits, which fixes f1 = 1.
In any case we may set f1 = 1 and henceG2 to zero in the definition of the propagator. This merely
modifies the form of the higher genus holomorphic or modular ambiguity. It was argued in [HK07]
that the latter can be fixed by regularity and the conifold gap for the unrefined theory. In [HKR08]
this fact has been more carefully established.
1The one of [KW11] is correct after a shift.
2It is also implicit in the invariant N = 4 sector of the Z3⊗Z3 orbifold example in [BCOV94].
3Due to a conflict with other parameters we use in the physical part also explicitly Re(τ) and Im(τ) for x and y .
4It is traditionally called u = 12TrΦ2 for Seiberg Witten curves.
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Historically almost holomorphic (elliptic) modular forms were defined by Shimura [Shi86], who
called them “nearly holomorphic”. The occurrence of the regularized quasi modular Eisenstein
series E2 in topological string theory can be traced back to the world-sheet contact terms in the
derivation of the holomorphic anomaly equation [BCOV94]. Related occurrences ofE2 due to space
contact terms in Seiberg-Witten theory on compact target spaces, where one integrates over the
phase space, were noted in [MW97] and in 2d QCD on the torus in [Dij95]. The occurrence of
E2 in the latter case was related systematically to almost holomorphic forms in [KZ95], where the
isomorphism of the ring of quasi modular and almost holomorphic modular forms, the closures
of these rings under the Serre- and Maass derivative respectively and the relation to weak Jacobi-
forms5 was explained. Quasimodular forms have Fourier expansions. Fourier coefficients attached
to quasimodular forms are not only counting refined BPS states, but they have been connected to a
vast variety of combinatorial and geometric quantities – see, for example, [BO00] and papers citing
it. In many cases no recursive holomorphic anomaly is known. E.g. for the 2d QCD example it was
argued in [Rud94] that such a recursion does not exist.
The general structure on almost holomorphic modular forms, which is particularly useful when
holomorphic anomaly equations govern the theory, is as follows: The non-holomorphic Maass
derivative acts as raising operator R on weight k modular forms as ∂τ− ki2 y−1. In addition, there
is the lowering operator L= y2∂τ, which acts trivially on quasi modular forms, but non-trivially on
almost holomorphic ones. The commutation relation [L,R]= −k4 is crucial when proving that �E2 is
essentially the only proper quasi modular form that does not arise from differentiating other ones.
This structure allows for the direct integration of the holomorphic anomaly equations (2.6) and
an effective way to determine the F (g ,n) for mirror curves Cg=1 of genus one [ABK08][GKMW07].
The covariant derivative in the holomorphic anomaly equation (2.6) becomes theMaass derivative
after changing from the flat coordinate t to the τ coordinate using dtdτ =C−1t t t . The fact that theMaass
derivative closes on the generators of the ring of holomorphic forms by the Ramanujan identities,
e.g. if the modular group of the family is Γ0 = PSL(2,Z) they read
1
2πi
∂τ �E2 = 1
12
� �E22 −E4�, 12πi ∂τE4 = 13 �E2E4−E6�, 12πi ∂τE6 = 12 �E2E6−E24� , (1.2)
implies that the r.h.s. of (2.6) is a polynomial in �E2, with coefficients that are rational functions
in the absolute modular invariant z. The uniqueness of the an-holomorphic �E2 implies further
that the an-holomorphic derivative on the l.h.s of the holomorphic anomaly equation (2.6) can be
replaced by a derivative by �E2. Hence the recursive equations (2.6) can be solved by integration
w.r.t. to �E2 up to an integration constant. This constant in �E2 is another rational function in z called
the holomorphic or modular ambiguity. In the refined case it can also be completly determined
from regularity requirements and a refined gap condition [KW11] [HK12][HKPK13]. Note that F (g )
or F (g ,n) are meromorphic functions and in fact it is convenient to define a meromorphic almost
holomorphic generator (4.5).
The purpose of this paper is to extend this analysis from families of elliptic mirror curves Cg=1
to families of mirror curves of genus two Cg=2. A key observation is that in the generalization of
(1.1) the Dedekind η-function is replaced by the Igusa cusp form 6 χ10 of weight 10, so that the
propagators becomes
Si j =CipC jq
1
2πi
∂
∂τpq
F (0,1)mod =
1
2πi
1
10
�
∂τpq log
�
χ10
�+ 5
i
(Imτ)−1pq
�
CipC
j
q . (1.3)
Here we set in F (0,1)mod the holomorphic ambiguity f1 = 1. Of course this corresponds just to choice
of the ambiguity in the propagator. In this universal relation the indices i , j refer to the flat coor-
5Based on [KMW12] quite spectacular all genus results have been obtained in [HKK15] for compact elliptical fibered
Calabi-Yau 3 folds using this relation to weak Jacobi-forms.
6There are two classical normalizations of the weight 10 genus two cusp form. The Maass lift φ(2)10 used in section nine
is related to it by 4χ10 =φ(2)10 .
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dinates as in (1.1) and the relative coefficients of the terms on the r.h.s. are fixed by the weight.
The matrix Cip is the intersection matrix of the homology basis of a genus two surface, which is in
general different from the identity matrix. In fact, for toric geometries, the non-standard intersec-
tion form Cip is determined by the intersection pairing in the even-dimensional homology of the
A-model geometry due to mirror symmetry. In addition, we show that the physical consistency
conditions on the propagator coincide with generalized Ramanujan identities which are derived in
the mathematical half of this paper. In the genus 2 case one has due to the Riemann Roch theorem
a normal formwith a corresponding theory of classifying invariants, the Igusa invariants, which re-
place the j-function of the elliptic case. The Fourier expansion of these invariants allows to extract
the period matrix τ given the algebraic normal form of the Riemann surface, without any further
calculation.
Even though Shimura studied nearly holomorphic modular forms in full generality the theory of
quasi Siegel modular forms has not yet been developed. We fill this gap in this paper, and reveal
several interesting, possibly unexpected phenomena. The theory of Siegel differential operators is
well-known, but it has not yet been made explicit. Section 6 contains expressions for raising (6.13)
and lowering (6.6) operators, as well as their commutation relations (Lemma 6.11 and 6.12).
Fourier Jacobi expansions are important tools, when investigating Siegel modular forms. The
theory of Jacobi forms which arise from vector valued Siegel modular forms was initiated recently
in [IK11], and we extend it to the case of genus 2 almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms. Fur-
thermore, we set up a framework for Jacobi forms that arise from vector valued Siegel modular
forms of arbitrary genus. We do not characterize them as precisely as in the genus 2 case; rather
this will be the theme of a sequel to this paper.
In Section 8, we classify almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms of genus 2, and find that ev-
ery proper quasi Siegel modular form arises from differentiating other ones. We thus complete the
independent classification by Pitale, Saha, and Schmidt [PSS15], which exhausted all almost holo-
morphic modular forms except for those of weight det3syml . As opposed to the case of elliptic
modular forms constant modular forms do not occur in the image of the lowering operator. This
insight naturally leads us to Section 9, in which we study the genus 2 case in detail. We introduce
almost meromorphic Siegel modular forms with determined singular locus, which comprise the
inverse of Igusa’s χ10 [Igu62]. All of a sudden, we observe behavior very similar to the genus 1 case:
There is an almost meromorphic Siegel modular form S(2) whose image under the lowering oper-
ator is 1. It naturally does not occur in the range of the raising operator; That is, the associated
meromorphic quasi Siegel modular forms cannot be obtained as a derivative of any meromorphic
Siegel modular form: It is analogue to �E2. In Proposition 9.3 we provide an analogue of the Ra-
manujan differential equation for S(2).
Increasing the genus of themirror curve is e.g. very natural for themirror curves of resolved orb-
ifolds for the A-model geometry. Consider e.g. theC3/Z3 orbifold. Resolving the singularity leads to
O (−3)→P2 geometry. The Kähler parameter of the P2 is mapped to the one modulus of the genus
onemirror geometry. If one considers the C3/Z5 orbifold themirror will have g= 2. More precisely,
it is a special two parameter family of genus two curves, where the two parameters correspond to
the two blow up divisors of the C3/Z5 blowup geometry. These blow ups have toric descriptions
and the genus g of the mirror curve is given by the interior points of the 2d toric diagram, which
represents the trace of the non-compact 3d cone that representsM . It is not directly related to the
number of (Kähler) parameters nk , which is given by the total number of points in the 2d toric di-
agram minus 3. The inner points correspond to dynamical fields of the 4d gauge theory, while the
rest of nk parameters correspond tomass or non-dynamical parameters. The latter are given by the
non-vanishing residua of the meromorphic form λ. Their number is not directly related to g, even
though by the Riemann Roch theorem the latter determines an upper bound on the number of non
dynamical parameters. An easy example, where such non-dynamical fields arise in the orbifold
construction with a genus two mirror curve is the C3/Z6 orbifold. Our main computational contri-
bution is to solve the C3/Z5 and the C3/Z6 cases to n+ g = 3 and n+ g = 1 respectively, checking
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the general formalism in great detail.
As reviewed in [BGHZ08], Siegel modular forms can be constructed from products of θ functions
θ[�]= �
m∈Zg
e2πi[(m+�
�/2)tτ(m+��/2)+(m+��/2)���/2], (1.4)
where � =
�
��
���
�
with ��,��� ∈ {0,1}g encoding the spin structure. The simplest way is to raise the
product of the 2g−1(2g−1+1) θ-functions with even spin structure to a power so that no phase trans-
formation occurs. E.g. for g= 1: 28η24 =
�
θ
�
0
0
�
θ
�
0
1
�
θ
�
1
0
��8
, for g= 2: 214χ10 =−�� evenθ[�]2, while
for g = 3 the product of the 36 even theta functions defines a Siegel cusp form of weight 18 under
Sp6(Z). It is therefore natural to speculate that (1.1,1.3) get replaced, at least for genus 3, using the
corresponding canonical cusp form and adapting the coefficients to the corresponding weight.
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2| Calculating Refined BPS Invariants
In this sectionweprovide somenecessary backgroundmaterial. We startwith a reviewof the notion
of refined BPS numbers in paragraph 2.1. Afterwards, we present the mirror symmetry for toric A-
model geometries. We move on with a review of (refined) B-model computational techniques in
2.2. In particular, we rigorously discuss how the non-symplectic basis of the mirror curve modifies
the well-known relations that apply to the case of a standard homology basis. Finally, we end by
pointing out the quasi- respectively almost modular structure of the generating functions of the
(un-)refined BPS invariants in paragraph 2.4.
§2.1 The refined A-model. In this subsection we provide some necessary background material
for the discussion of refined BPS invariants. These can bemeaningfully defined within five-dimen-
sional theories with eight supercharges and an additional U(1)R symmetry. Such theories are
naturally engineered by M-theory compactifications on toric Calabi-Yau threefolds X . Physically,
these refined BPS invariants count particles arising fromM2-branes that wrap holomorphic curves
within X . Besides the homology class β ∈H2(X ,Z), these particles are in addition classified by their
spins ( jL , jR ) under the five-dimensional little group SU(2)L × SU(2)R . The multiplicities NβjL , jR are
called the refined BPS invariants. These are counted by a five-dimensional index which reads
ZBPS(�1,�2)=Tr(−1)2(JL+JR ) exp
�−�(�1−�2)J3L + (�1+�2)J3R + (�1+�2)J3R +βH�� . (2.1)
Herewehave denoted the respectiveCartan generators by J∗. It is crucial to note that the invariance
under deformations follows from the twist of the generator JR by JR . It turns out to be convenient
to re-organize the refined BPS invariants in the so-called refined free energy that takes the form
F (�1,�2, t )=
∞�
jL , jR=0
k=1
(−1)2( jL+ jR )
NβjL , jR
k
jL�
mL=− jL
qkmLL
2sinh
�
k�1
2
�
jR�
mR=− jR
qkmRR
2sinh
�
k�2
2
� Qkβ, Qβ = e−β·t . (2.2)
Here ti denote the Kähler moduli and qL/R = e�1±�2 . There is a second set of invariants, denoted by
nβgL ,gR which are related to the refined BPS numbers by a change of spin basis given as
I n∗ =
�
2[0]∗+
�
1
2
�
∗
�⊗n
, ∗ ∈ {L,R} , (2.3)
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which is easily recognized as the spin content of the Lefshetz decomposition of ann-torus. In terms
of this new basis, the nβgL ,gR are explicitly given as�
gL ,gR
nβgL ,gR I
gL
L ⊗ I
gR
R =
�
jL , jR
NβjL jR
�
jL
2
�
⊗
�
jR
2
�
. (2.4)
While both sets of invariants take values in the integers, the refined BPS invariants NβjL , jR are in
addition non-negative. It is also useful to rewrite the refined free energy as
F (�1,�2, t )=
+∞�
n,g=0
(�1+�2)2n(�1�2)g−1F (n,g )(t ) . (2.5)
One recognizes the genus expansion of the unrefined topological string in the limit �1 = −�2. The
F (n,g )(t ) can be recursively determined using the refined holomorphic anomaly equations
∂¯i¯ F
(n,g ) = 1
2
C¯ jk
i¯
�
DjDkF
(n,g−1)+�
m,h
�
DjF
(m,h)DkF
(n−m,g−h)� , n+ g > 1, (2.6)
which are discussed in more detail in section 2.3 and taking the holomorphic limit
F (n,g )(t )= lim
t¯→i∞
F (n,g )(t , t¯ ). (2.7)
Mathematically, the formulation of refined BPS invariants is based on the notion of stable pairs.
These are defined as a pure sheafF of complex dimension one with
ch2 (F )=β, χ (F )= n, (2.8)
where β ∈ H2(X ,Z) gets identified with the D2-brane charge and n determines the number of D0-
branes. In addition, one requires a section s ∈H0(F ) that generatesF outside a finite set of points
Q. All this information can be organized within an exact sequence
0−→ IC −→OX s−→F −→Q −→ 0,
where IC denotes the annihilation ideal of a curve C representing β. The moduli space of stable
pairs with charges β,n is denoted Pn(X ,β) and carries a symmetric and perfect obstruction theory.
This implies the existence of a virtual fundamental class
�
Pn(X ,β)
�vir which can be integrated to a
number, the Pandharipande Thomas invariant
Pn,β =
�
Pn (X ,β)
�
Pn(X ,β)
�vir . (2.9)
These are organized in the following generating function
ZPT =
�
n,β
Pn,βq
nQβ. (2.10)
The latter is conjectured, and in the toric case proven, to coincide with the generating function of
disconnected Gromov-Witten invariants
ZGW = exp(FGW (λ,Q)) , FGW (λ,Q)=
�
β�=0
�
g
λ2g−2Qβ, (2.11)
provided one identifies q =−eiλ.
Only recently the notion of refinement on the level of PT-invariants has been established in
[CKK14]. It requires an C∗-action on Pn(X ,β) with finitely many isolated fixed points p and gives
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rise to a virtual Bialynicki-Birula cell decomposition. More precisely, for any fixed point p one con-
siders the decomposition of the tangent space into eigenspaces of positive and negative characters
χ of the C∗-action
TpX =
�
χ∈X (C∗)
T χp X =
�
χ>0
T χp X� �� �
T +p X
⊕�
χ<0
T χp X� �� �
T −p X
, (2.12)
and defines d±p = dim
�
T±p X
�
. This construction allows to define the virtual motive
�
Pn(X ,β)
�vir = �
p∈Pn (X ,β)C∗
�
−L− 12
�d+p−d−p
, (2.13)
where L denotes the absolute motive of C. Interpreting the right-hand side as a direct sum of irre-
ducible SU(2) characters, one ends up with the following decomposition into refined PT invariants
[P1−pa (X ,β)]
vir =�
jR
(−1)2 jR Nβpa/2, jR
�
jR
�
(2.14)
where
�
jR
�
denotes the representations associated to the respective characters. In particular the
refined PT partition function
Zre fPT =
�
β, jL , jR
jL/R�
mL/R=− jL/R
∞�
m=1
m−1�
j=0
�
1−L−m/2+1/2+ j−mR (−q)m−2mLQβ
�(−1)2( jL+ jR )NβjL , jR , (2.15)
coincides with the refined string partition function
Zre f = exp[F (�1,�2, t )] , (2.16)
whereF (�1,�2, t ) denotes the refined free energy defined in (2.2).
§2.1.1 Local A-model geometries. A toric (i.e. in particular non-compact) Calabi-Yau three-fold
M is specified as the quotient of some open subset of Ck+3 by a groupG = �C∗�k ×C , where the last
factor denotes a possible discrete part
M = �Ck+3−Z �/G . (2.17)
The continuous part of the group action is specified by k charge vectors Qα ∈ Zk+3 satisfying the
Calabi-Yau condition
k+3�
i=1
Qαi = 0, (2.18)
that act on the open subset as
xi �→µQ
α
i
α xi . (2.19)
Finally, Z denotes the Stanley-Reisner ideal which is the fix point set of the group action (2.19) and
needs to be substracted in order to make M being well-defined as a variety. All this information is
encoded in the so-called toric diagram.
a1 b1 1 Q11 . . . Q
n
1 ←D1
...
...
ak bk 1 Q
1
k . . . Q
n
k ←Dk
↑ ↑
C1 Cn
 (2.20)
Here Dk = {xk = 0} denotes the divisor associated to the coordinate xk corresponding to the ray
ek = (ak bk 1) within the toric diagram. The Cα denote a basis of the Mori cone and constitute a
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distinguished basis of H2(X ,Z). In particular, the intersection number between the divisor Di and
the curveCα is given by
Qαi =Cα ·Di . (2.21)
From a physics point of view, the toric variety (2.17) has an interpretation as the vacuum field con-
figuration of a two-dimensional Sigma-model. Here the coordinates xi get identified as the vacuum
expectation values of the scalars of the chiral multiplets having charge vectorsQi under the gauge
groupU (1)k . The vacuum field configuration arises from the D-term constraints
Dα =
k+3�
i=1
Qαi |xi |2 = rα. (2.22)
The inequivalent vacua are obtained by dividing out the groupU (1)k . In addition, rα = �Cα J + iB
correspond to the complexified Kähler parameters, where J denotes the Kähler class and B is the
Kalb Ramond field.
§2.2 The refined B-model.
§2.2.1 Local B-model geometries. The local B-model geometry can also be constructed in terms
of the toric charge vectors using the Hori-Vafa method. For this one introduces two C-valued coor-
dinatesw+,w− as well as the homogeneous coordinates xi := eyi which are subject to the rescaling
xi �−→λxi , λ ∈C∗ , (2.23)
and are further constrained by
(−1)Qα0
k+3�
i=1
x
Qαi
i = zα . (2.24)
The local mirror geometry is then defined by
w+w− =H =
k+3�
i=1
xi , (2.25)
where the constraints (2.24) as well as the rescaling relation (2.23) can be used to eliminate all but
two (x, y) of the homogeneous coordinates such that the geometry takes the form of a conic bundle
over a family of Riemann surfaces H(x, y,zα) parametrized by the complex structure moduli zα.
The local B-model geometry (2.25) naturally inherits a holomorphic three-form from the ambient
space which is given as
Ω= dHdxdy
Hxy
. (2.26)
After integrating out the non-compact directions this gets reduced to a meromorphic one-form
defined on H
λ= log(y)dx
x
. (2.27)
As the Riemann surfaces arising in this way are generically non-compact, one does not expect
to be able to find a normalizable symplectic basis in general. Instead the most standard form of a
basis Ai ,Bj of H1(H ,Z) is subject to the intersections
Ai ∩ Aj = 0, Bi ∩Bj = 0, Ai ∩Bj = nij , nij ∈Z. (2.28)
In fact, these intersections can be determined from toric diagramof the A-model geometry, see also
the discussion in section 2.2.3. For the following discussion we always make use of a normalizable
basis and devote the section 2.2.2 to analyse the modifications in the case of a non-normalizable
basis.
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One refers to the respective period integrals of λ along this basis as the A- and B-periods respec-
tively, denoting them by ti and t iD respectively. These periods are annihilated by a set of linear
differential operators, called the Picard-Fuchs equations
Dα =
�
Qαi >0
∂
Qαi
xi −
�
Qαi <0
∂
−Qαi
xi . (2.29)
The solutions are constructed by the Frobenius method. Starting with the fundamental period
[CKYZ99]
w0(�z,�ρ)=
�
�n
1
Γ
�
Qαi (n
α+ρα)+1� ((−1)Qα0 zα)nα+ρα , (2.30)
one obtains a constant solution, as well as a number of linear logarithmic solutions.
X 0 =w0(�z,0)= 1, ti = 1
2πi
∂
∂ρi
w0(�z,�ρ)|ρ=0 . (2.31)
Second order derivatives with respect to �ρ are not solutions to (2.29), but suitable linear combi-
nations 7 of them constitute the B-periods t iD . The number of these solutions is combinatorically
determined by the toric diagram as well. In fact, any inner point gives rise to a single as well as
a doubly logarithmic solution (that are dual to each other), while the other points give rise to fur-
ther linear logarithmic solutions. The first class of solutions corresponds to true complex structure
moduli of the Riemann surface, while the second class of solutions is identified with additional
residuesmk of the meromorphic one-form that correspond to non-normalizable directions in the
complex structure moduli space and therefore are merely parameters of the geometry rather than
real moduli. As the residues of themeromorphic one-form give rise tomasses of fundamental mat-
ter in the Seiberg-Witten theory engineered by this Riemann surface, these parameters are also
referred to as mass parameters. From a homological point of view, these moduli correspond to
curves that have no compact dual within the geometry, compare also the discussion in 2.2.3. Yet
another interpretation is given as isomonodromic deformations. In fact, the periods may undergo
non-trivial monodromies when encircling singularities in the complex structure moduli space. As
these monodromies have to respect the symplectic form, they have to constitute a subgroup Γ ⊂
Sp2g(Z). This action takes explicitly the form
t˜i = a ji t j +bi j t
j
D +E ki mk (2.32)
t˜ iD = ci j t j +cij t
j
D +F ikmk (2.33)
m˜k = mk
�
a b
c d
�
∈ Sp2g(Z) . (2.34)
The pairs of true periods and their duals are related to the prepotential F (0,0) as
t iD =
∂F (0,0)
∂t j
. (2.35)
The period matrix of the mirror geometry τ= �τi j �(i , j=1,...,g ) is related to the prepotential as
τi j =− ∂
2
∂tk∂tl
F (0,0) . (2.36)
7Clearly, one may also add logarithmic solutions of order zero and one to the double-logarithmic solutions. The latter
do not affect the instanton part of the prepotential, but only its classical contribution. Nevertheless, they are crucial
in order to obtain a set of solutions that forms an integral basis for the monodromies. See [Hos06] for a conjecture
how this basis is obtained. Recently, the choice of basis has been related to the Γˆ-classes and the hemisphere partition
function, see [CBKL14] for an application to fourfolds andmore detailed references.
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The third derivatives of the prepotential F (0,0)
Ci jk = ∂ti ∂t j ∂tk F (0,0) , (2.37)
are called the Yukawa couplings. Finally there is the Kähler potential
K = 1
2i
�
ti t¯
i
D − t¯i t iD
�
. (2.38)
Note that this form only holds true in the local case, in contrast to the compact case where the right
hand side of (2.38) gets dressed by a logarithm. From this one deduces the Kähler metric
gti t¯ ¯ =
∂2K
∂ti∂t¯ ¯
= Imτ . (2.39)
§2.2.2 Modifications for non-compact Riemann surfaces. In this subsection we discuss the mo-
difications of the results obtained in the previous section for a canonically normalized basis of the
Riemann surface.
We start with a basis (Ai ,B j ) of A− and B−cycles of a Riemann surface of genus g. Their inter-
section matrix defines the symplectic form
Jg =
�
1g
−1g
�
, (2.40)
and with respect to this one defines the pair of dual cycles
ti =
�
Ai
λ, t jD =
�
B j
λ, (2.41)
where λ is themeromorphic one-form that is inherited from the Calabi-Yau three-form. As already
discussed, ti and t
j
D provide an integral basis for the monodromy group and are related via
t iD =
∂F (0,0)
∂ti
. (2.42)
In contrast, if there is no normalizable basis, i.e. the A− and B− cycles intersect as
Jnon-norm.g =
�
C
−C
�
, (2.43)
the dual periods are given as non-trivial linear combinations of derivatives of the prepotential
[Hos06]
t iD =Cij
∂F (0,0)
∂t j
, (2.44)
and it is the pair (ti , t
j
D ) that provides an integral basis for the monodromy group.
In order to derive the modification of the period matrix, we note the following behavior under
the symplectic transformation�
A
B
�
�→
�
C 0
0 C−1
��
A
B
�
=
�
CA
C−1B
�
, τ �→CτC for
�
C 0
0 C−1
�
∈ Sp2g(Z) . (2.45)
Instead of a change from (A,B) to (CA,C−1B), we can interpret (2.45) also as transforming into the
basis (A,C−1B) while changing Jg into Jnon-norm.g at the same time. I.e. (2.45) changes the canonical
symplectic form into a non-canonical form which is characterized by the intersection matrix C .
Accordingly, the period matrix is connected to the prepotential as
τi j =−Cki C lj
∂2F (0,0)
∂tk∂tl
. (2.46)
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§2.2.3 Mirror symmetry and the mirror map. Mirror symmetry relates the B-model on a three-
fold X to the A-model on the mirror three-fold Y . Mathematically, it is a conjectured equivalence
between the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X and the the derived Fukaya cat-
egory DFuk(Y , J ) with the Kähler form J viewed as a symplectic form. This equivalence gives in
particular rise to a symplectomorphism
mir :K c (X )−→H3(Y ,Z) . (2.47)
Here, K c (X ) denotes the Grothendieck or K-theory group of coherent sheaves on X . As our main
interest is in non-compact three-folds, we have to demand that the latter are compactly supported.
As a consequence of the Grothendieck Riemann Roch theorem the Chern character map gives rise
to a further symplectomorphism
K c (X )⊗Q∼= Aceven(X )⊗Q , (2.48)
that identifies the pairing on K c (X )
χ(R,S)=
�
ch(R∗)ch(S)td(X ) , (2.49)
with the intersection pairing on Aceven(X ). The latter denotes the compactly supported Chow group
which coincides with the homology group in case of crepant resolutions of C3/G where G is an
abelian subgroup of SL(3,Z) which is the concern of the present publication. For this class of ge-
ometries the generators of as well as the pairing in the compact K-theory group can be calculated
group-theoretically using the McKay correspondence8.
Roughly speaking,mir identifies A-cycles in the mirror geometry with curves in X and B-cycles
with divisors such that the natural intersection pairing between curves and divisors on the left side
gets identified with that of A- and B-cycles on the right side. To be more precise, we have the fol-
lowing identification, as compactly summarized in table 1. For every generatorCα of theMori cone
there is a dual element of the Kähler cone Jk . Also we have a basis of H4(X ,Z) given by divisorsDk .
To all these elements we associate the following sheaves [Hos06; OFS02]
Cα −→ OCα(−Jα) :=OC ⊗O (−Jα), (2.50)
Dk −→ ODk (Lk ) :=OD ⊗Lk , Lk =OX (−ak,1 J1 ... −ak,l Jl ) . (2.51)
Here, OCα and ODk are supported
9 onCα andDk . The coefficients in (2.51) are chosen such that
χ
�
ODj (L j ),ODk (Lk )
�= 0. (2.52)
Finally there is the D0-brane charge which is supported on a skyscraper sheaf Op and corresponds
to the trivial solution of the Picard-Fuchs equations. By construction, the only non-trivial intersec-
tion between the K-theory generators is given by
Cαβ =χ
�
OCα(−Jα),ODβ(Lβ)
�
, (2.53)
which corresponds to the intersection between divisors and curves and can directly be read off
from (2.20). We end by noting that the matrixC defined by (2.53) is in general not regular. This can
be traced back to the fact that there are curves which have no compact dual in H4(X ,Q). These are
precisely given by the mass parameters discussed in section 2.25.
8Strictly speaking, this is only guaranteed for the resolution given byG-Hilb.
9One way to construct these sheaves is to consider a coherent sheaf SV on a compact sub-manifold ι : V �→ X
and to compute the compact Chern character chc (S) := ch(ι∗SV ) by the Grothendieck Riemann Roch theorem
ι∗(ch(SV )td(V ))= ch(ι∗SV )td(X ).
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Solution of the PF eqn. Charge Heven(X ,Z) K c (X ) comp. dual
1 D0 H0(X ,Z) Op no
transcendental single log. D2 H2(X ,Z) OCα(−Jα) yes
rational single log. D2 H2(X ,Z) OCα(−Jα) no
double log. D4 H4(X ,Z) ODj (L j ) yes
Table 1: The elements of the compact K-theory group together with their associated D-brane
charges andmirror maps.
In the second part of this subsection we aim to discuss a a second - obviously not unrelated -
notion of mirror map which provides an identification of the Kähler moduli in the A-model on Y
in terms of the complex structure moduli of the B-model on X . Concretely, one identifies for every
normalizable complex structure parameter zi the logarithmic solution given as
ti = 1
2πi
log(zi )+Σ(z j ) , (2.54)
where Σ(z j ) denotes a power series with the Kähler modulus ti . The relation with the homo-
logical mirror map is obtained by noting that the complex structure moduli are parameterized
by H (0,1)(X ,T (1,0)X ) ∼= H (2,1)(X ) and the Kähler moduli by H (1,1)(X ) and passing to the respective
Poincaré dual homology. The transcendental mirror map is finally given by inverting (2.54) in fa-
vor of the monodromy invariant variables Qi = e2πi ti . In contrast, moduli corresponding to non-
normalizable directions have rational mirror maps.
§2.3 The refined holomorphic anomaly equations. Refined holomorphic anomaly equations
have been proposed in [HK12; HKPK13]. They read
∂¯i¯ F
(n,g ) = 1
2
C¯ jk
i¯
�
DjDkF
(n,g−1)+�
m,h
�
DjF
(m,h)DkF
(n−m,g−h)� , n+ g > 1. (2.55)
Here the prime signals the omission of (m,h)= (0,0) and (n,g ). The covariant derivatives are with
regard to the bundle T (1,0)X and its symmetric powers. More precisely, for a correlation function of
k operators they take the form
Dt = ∂t −kΓt , (2.56)
where Γ denotes the Christoffel symbol of the Kähler metric (2.39). In general, the free energies at
genus g transform as a section of a line bundleL 2g−2 that gives an additional contribution to the
connection in (2.56). However, in the local limit,L becomes trivial and (2.56) is exact.
While the unrefined holomorphic anomaly equations can be rigorously derived, a worldsheet
interpretation of the refined holomorphic anomaly equations is so far missing. However, it was
conjectured in [HKPK13] that the second deformation parameter corresponds to the insertion of n
times an operator O into the worldsheet of genus g . Accordingly, the refined free energies take now
the form
F (n,g ) =
�
M¯g
〈On
3g−3�
k=1
βk β¯k〉g dm∧dm¯ . (2.57)
Thus, the second sum in (2.55) gets an interpretation as the distribution of the n points among the
degenerated components of the Riemann surface. In particular, it was conjectured that
F (n+1,0) = 〈φ(0)(0)φ(0)(1)φ(0)(∞)On〉g=0 . (2.58)
This implies in particular that F (1,0) is purely holomorphic such that its most general ansatz reads
F (1,0) = 1
24
log
�
Δ
�
i
uaii
�
j
m
bj
j
�
, (2.59)
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where Δ denotes the discriminant locus of the mirror curve and the constants ai ,bj are fixed by
requiring regularity at infinity and the knowledge of a few BPS numbers. In contrast, F (0,1) corre-
sponds to the unrefined free energy and obeys a holomorphic anomaly equation as well. The most
general ansatz for F (0,1) is given in the local limit by
F (0,1) = 1
2
log
�
Δa
�
i
uaii m
bj
j |g−1i j¯ |
�
. (2.60)
Here gzi z¯ ¯ = ∂zi ∂¯z¯ ¯K refers to the Kähler metric (2.39) transformed into the coordinates zi . This can
be re-expressed as
gzi z¯ ¯ =
�
∂2K
∂tk∂t¯l¯
�
∂tk
∂zi
∂t¯l¯
∂z¯ ¯
= (Imτkl )Gki G¯ l¯j¯ . (2.61)
The quantity
G ji =
∂ti
∂z j
, (2.62)
is often referred to as the topological metric in the local and holomorphic limit. Clearly, the factor
|Imτi j | is not holomorphic. Accordingly, F (0,1) can be split as
F (0,1) = 1
2
log
�|Imτi j |−1�+ 1
2
log
�
|�G¯−1� ¯ı¯ |�+ 12 log
�
Δa
�
i
uaii m
bj
j |
�
G−1
� j
i |
�
= 1
2
log
�|Imτi j |−1�+ 1
2
log
�
|�G¯−1� ¯ı¯ |�+F (0,1) . (2.63)
As discussed in detail in section 4 for genus one and two, F (0,1) is invariant undermodular transfor-
mations, but not holomorphic. In contrast, F (0,1) alone is not modular invariant.
Having discussed the antagonistic behavior under modularity respectively holomorphicity of
F (0,1), we remark that the ambiguity can be fixed with the help of a few known BPS numbers, anal-
ogously to the case of F (1,0). Alternatively, they can also be determined from the behavior ofF (0,1)
near singularities, e.g.
lim
zi→0
F (0,1) =− 1
24
h2,1�
j=1
t j
�
X
c2 J j . (2.64)
Besides the prepotential F (0,0), the knowledge of the free energies at genus one is sufficient to
determine the higher genus free energies F (n,g ) using the refined holomorphic anomaly equations
up to an integration constant, called the ambiguity. The direct integration method proceeds by
calculating the so-called propagators Si j . They can be used to re-express the anti-holomorphic
derivative of F (n,g ) as
∂¯i¯ F
(n,g ) =C jk
i¯
∂F (n,g )
∂S jk
, (2.65)
which implies that F (n,g ) is a polynomial in Si j of degree 3(g +n)− 3. The propagators are de-
termined from a - in the multi-moduli case overdetermined - set of equations that reads for local
Calabi-Yau manifolds as follows
DiS
kl = −CimnSkmSlm + f kli , (2.66)
Γki j = −Ci j l Skl + f˜ kli , (2.67)
∂i F
(0,1) = 1
2
Ci jkS
jk + Ai . (2.68)
In these equations the ambiguities f kli , f˜
kl
i ,Ai can be solved from the following ansätze
f kli =
h(zi )�
i z
mi
i Δ
p
,
Ai = ∂i
�
a˜ j logΔ j + b˜ j logz j
�
.
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The first formula applies to both, f kli and f˜
kl
i and p is either zero or onewhile h(zi ) is a polynomial.
Finally, the integration constant in (2.55) can be fixed by matching the refined free energies with
a very particular behaviour of the refined free energies at the conifold locus known as the gap con-
dition. It arises from integrating out a particle becomingmassless by performing a Schwinger Loop
computation, where the coordinate t denotes the flat coordinate normal to the singularity
F (s,gs , t ) =
�∞
0
ds
s
exp(−st )
4sinh(s�1/2)sinh(s�2/2)
+O (t0) (2.69)
= �− 1
12
+ 1
24
(�1+�2)2(�1�2)−1
�
log(t )
+ 1
�1�2
∞�
g=0
(2g −3)!
t2g−2
g�
m=0
Bˆ2g Bˆ2g−2m�
2g−2m
1 �
2m
2 + . . .
= �− 1
12
+ 1
24
sg−2s
�
log(t )+ �− 1
240
g 2s +
7
1440
s− 7
5760
s2g−2s
� 1
t2
+� 1
1008
g 4s −
41
20160
sg 2s +
31
26880
s2− 31
161280
s3g−2s
� 1
t4
+O (t0)
+ contributions to 2(g +n)−2> 4. (2.70)
Here, Bˆm =
� 1
2m−1 −1
� Bm
m! with Bm denoting the Bernoulli numbers.
§2.4 Background independence of the topological string partition function and modularity.
Besides the (refined) holomorphic anomaly equations, there is a secondway to compute the higher
genus free energies which (so far) only applies to the unrefined case. This method is based on an
analysis of the monodromy group Γ that strongly constrains the form of the free energies. Namely
it requires them to transform as almost/quasi modular forms of Γ, as explained in the following. In
this case the topological string partition function is interpreted as a state |Z 〉 in the Hilbert space
obtained by quantizing H3(M ,Z) where gs plays the role of �. While |Z 〉 as an abstract state is
invariant under themonodromy action, this does not neccessarily have to hold for its wavefunction
(i.e. the projection of |Z 〉 onto a particular set of coordinates). There are two important choices of
coordinates. The first set {zi , z¯i } refers to picking a complex structure (holomorphic polarization),
while the second set {xi ,pi } refers to a background symplectic structure (real polarization).
The results of this analysis, performed in [ABK08] are as follows:
1. In the holomorphic polarization the free energies are almost modular forms of the mon-
odromy group Γ (i.e. modular invariant but not holomorphic) having an expansion
�F (g ) = F (g )0 + 3g−3�
i=1
hig (τ)(Imτ)
−i
with hi (τ) being holomorphic functions. From a physics point of view these are determined
by the holomorphic anomaly equation up to an integration constant.
2. In the real polarization the free energies are quasi modular forms of themonodromy group Γ
(i.e. holomorphic but not modular invariant) F (g ) and in fact F (g ) ≡ F (g )0 .
3. The holomorphic anomaly equation can be derived from transforming from the real polar-
ization to the complex polarization.
4. The propagator can be shown to be a modular form of weight two
�E I J (τ, τ¯)= EI J (τ)+ �(Imτ)−1�I J ,
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transforming as �E I J (τ, τ¯) �→ (cτ+d)IK (cτ+d)JL �EKL(τ˜, ¯˜τ), (2.71)
under
τ �−→ γτ= (aτ+b)(cτ+d)−1 , γ=
�
a b
c d
�
∈ Sp2g (Z) . (2.72)
Here E takes values in Cg×g. In fact, any free energy �F (g ) in holomorphic polarization can be
written as a polynomial in �E I J (τ, τ¯) where the coefficients are given bymeromophic modular
forms.
3| Invariants of Riemann surfaces and Their Modular Properties
This section is devoted to discuss the invariants of elliptic and genus two curves respectively. We
mainly focus on the Igusa invariants that classify the latter. In particular, their Fourier expansion is
used in the sections 4 and 5 in order to extract the period matrix of the mirror curve.
§3.1 Invariants of genus one curves. Any genus one curve can be represented inWeierstrass nor-
mal form
y2 = 4x3− g2(u,mi )x− g3(u,mi ) . (3.1)
Here u denotes the the true modulus of the curve that corresponds to the complex structure mod-
ulus τ, while the parametersmi denote possible isomonodromic deformations as discussed in sec-
tion 2.2.1. The coefficients g2,g3 are not true invariants, but enjoy a rescaling symmetry
g2 �→ r 4g2, g3 �→ r 6g3 . (3.2)
In particular there is an r such that
E4 = 12r 4g2, E6 = 216r 6g3, Δmod = r 12Δdis . (3.3)
Here, we denote the discriminant locus respectively the modular discriminant by
Δmod =
1
1728
�
E34(τ)−E26(τ)
�
, Δdis = g 32 (u,mi )−27g 23 (u,mi ) . (3.4)
In contrast to g2,g3, the associated j−function
j = g
3
2 (u,mi )
Δ(u,mi )
= E
3
4(τ)
E34(τ)−E26(τ)
= 1
q
+744+ . . . , q = e2πiτ , (3.5)
is a true invariant.
§3.2 Invariants of genus two curves. Any Riemann surface R of genus g = 2 can be represented
as hyperelliptic curve
y2 = v0x6− v1x5+ v2x4− v3x3+ v4x2− v5x+ v6 ,
=
6�
i=1
(x−λi ) vi , λi ∈C. (3.6)
To see this one notices that a hyperelliptic curve is a double cover of P1 which is equivalent to
a function of degree two on R. The existence of the latter is guaranteed by the Riemann Roch
theorem.
Two such hyperelliptic curves are conformally equivalent and define therefore the same Rie-
mann surface if their branch points λi differ by a fractional linear transformation. Thus themoduli
space of the hyperelliptic curves is locally parametrized by the λi and has dimension
dimM hypg = 2g +2−dimPSL2 (Z)= 2g −1. (3.7)
Note that this coincides for g = 2 with dimension of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces
dimMg = 3g −3. (3.8)
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§3.2.1 The Igusa invariants. In this subsection we discuss the Igusa invariants which provide a
natural generalization of g2,g3 which occur in the Weierstrass normal form and the absolute j -
invariant.
Given a genus two curve in the form (3.6), the Igusa invariants are defined as
A(vi ) = v20
�
15
(12)2(34)2(56)2 , (3.9)
B(vi ) = v40
�
10
(12)2(23)2(31)2(45)2(56)2(64)2 , (3.10)
C (vi ) = v60
�
60
(12)2(23)2(31)2(45)2(56)2(64)2(14)2(25)2(36)2 , (3.11)
D(vi ) = v100
�
i< j
(λi −λ j ) . (3.12)
In these expressions we have summed over all permutations σ ∈ S6 and used the abbreviation
(i j )= (λσ(i )−λσ( j )). The invariants (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) for a sextic of the form (3.6) are given
by
A =6v23 −16v2v4+40v1v5−240v0v6,
B =48v6v32 +4v24v22 −12v3v5v22 +300v0v25v2+4v1v4v5v2−180v1v3v6v2−504v0v4v6v2+48v0v34
−12v1v3v24 −80v21v25 +1620v20v26 +36v1v23v5−180v0v3v4v5+324v0v23v6+300v21v4v6
−540v0v1v5v6,
C =−36v25v42 −160v4v6v42 −24v34v32 −96v0v26v32 +76v3v4v5v32 +60v23v6v32 +616v1v5v6v32
+8v23v24v22 +26v1v3v25v22 −640v0v4v25v22 −900v21v26v22 −24v33v5v22 +28v1v24v5v22
+424v0v24v6v22 +492v1v3v4v6v22 −876v0v3v5v6v22 −160v0v44v2+76v1v3v34v2
+1600v0v1v35v2+330v0v23v25v2+64v21v4v25v2+3060v0v1v3v26v2+20664v20v4v26v2
+492v0v3v24v5v2−238v1v23v4v5v2−198v1v33v6v2−640v21v24v6v2−18600v20v25v6v2
−468v0v23v4v6v2−1860v21v3v5v6v2+3472v0v1v4v5v6v2−36v21v44 +60v0v23v34 −320v31v35
+2250v20v3v35 −119880v30v36 −24v1v33v24 +176v21v23v25 −900v20v24v25 −1860v0v1v3v4v25
−10044v20v23v26 +2250v31v3v26 −18600v0v21v4v26 +59940v20v1v5v26 +72v1v43v5+616v0v1v34v5
+26v21v3v24v5−198v0v33v4v5+162v0v43v6−96v20v34v6−876v0v1v3v24v6−2240v0v21v25v6
+330v21v23v4v6+1818v0v1v23v5v6+1600v31v4v5v6+3060v20v3v4v5v6,
D =v20Δ. (3.13)
The invariants A,B ,C ,D are the genus two analogues of g2 and g3 in the Weierstrass form. I.e. the
rescaled coordinates
r 2A, r 4B , r 6C , r 10D, r ∈C , (3.14)
define the same curve. In particular, one can find a proportionality constant such that one has 10
A =−24r 2χ12
χ10
, B = 4r 4E4, C � = 1
2
(AB −3C )= 4r 6E6, D =−214r 10χ10 . (3.15)
Altogether these invariants define a point in P1,2,3,5 and the complement of the divisor D = 0 de-
scribes the moduli space of genus two curves. However, if three roots in (3.6) coincide, the genus
two curve degenerates into a product of elliptic curves. At the same time, the three invariants
B ,C ,D vanish simultaneously such that the two-dimensional subspace parametrizing the two fac-
tors gets mapped onto the point [1 : 0 : 0 : 0]. One can show [Igu62; Igu67] that the following abso-
lute invariants
x1 = 2432 B
A2
, x2 =−2633 AB −3C
A3
, x3 = 2 ·35 D
A5
, (3.16)
10The Maass lift φ(2)10 used in section 9 is related to Igusa’s cusp form by 4χ10 =φ
(2)
10 .
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serve as good uniformizing parameters around [1 : 0 : 0 : 0]. In particular, by introducing the follow-
ing quantities
y1 =
x31
x3
, y2 =
x22
x3
, y3 =
x21x2
x3
. (3.17)
one obtains the relations between the invariants of the degenerated genus two curve and its re-
spective elliptic factors as
y1 = j (τ1) j (τ2), y2 =
�
j (τ1)−2633
��
j (τ2)−2633
�
. (3.18)
In this workwewill eventually be interested to use the Fourier expansion of (3.16) in order to extract
the complex structure parameters of a given genus two curve. We review some basic properties of
the ring of Siegel modular forms and the computation of their Fourier expansions in the appendix
C.
4| Direct Integration Algorithms based on Normal Forms of Mirror
Curves
Themethods presented in section 2.3 are perfectly sufficient in order to compute the (refined) free
energies up to arbitrary worldsheet genus. However, for mirror curves of genus one and two, the
fact that these possess a normal form allows to directly extract many quantities from the toric di-
agram. The key observation is that all quantities of the associated topological field theory can be
expressed in terms of invariants of the curves and their period matrices. The latter are obtained
by inverting the Fourier expansion of the associated absolute invariants which are constituted by
the j-function respectively the Igusa invariants. In contrast, there is no way to circumvent the di-
rect integration procedure to obtain the higher genus invariants in general. However there is one
universal object, the propagator, which in fact can be written down once the period matrices are
known. It is given by the second Eisenstein series E2 in the case of genus one and by the derivative
of log
�
χ10
�
in the case of genus two.
Mathematically, for the case of genus one this is reflected in the fact that it is precisely the second
Eisenstein series whose adjunction turns the ring of modular forms into the ring of almost respec-
tively quasi modular forms. We show in section 9 that a similar statement can be made for genus
two. The complete modular structure which is ensured to hold at least in the unrefined case is en-
coded in the monodromy group of the individual mirror curves and needs to be determined case
by case.
In the following two subsectionswe discuss the algorithmic integration procedures for genus one
and two separately.
§4.1 Direct Integration for genus one mirror curves. We summarize the integration procedure
in figure 1 and discuss in addition some salient points of the algorithm.
§4.1.1 Obtaining the periods. The relation between the A-period t of the meromorphic differen-
tial and the period of the mirror curve at a cusp point in the moduli space is given by
dt
du
=
�
E4(τ)g3(u,mi )
E6(τ)g2(u,mi )
!= 1
2πi
�
µ
dx
y
. (4.1)
It is obvious that this expression is not invariant under the rescalings (3.2). This ambiguity is fixed
by demanding that it coincides with the explicit integral over the vanishing cycle µ which implies
the leading behaviour t = 12πi log(u)+ . . . . It is trivial, but also important to note that (4.1) is also
the holomorphic limit of the topological metric and is to be identified11 with the proportionality
constant r in (3.3).
11Up to a numerical factor of 18.
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§4.1.2 Obtaining the propagator. It is also possible to derive a closed expression for the propa-
gator. One notices from (2.60) and (2.68) that one can choose At in such a way that one obtains
12
1
2
Ctt tS
t t =− 1
24
∂t log(Δmod) . (4.2)
From this one easily obtains
S t t = c0
12
E2 . (4.3)
We denote by c0 the intersection number of the A-cyclewith the B-cycle. Herewemade use of (2.46)
and the well-known relation
E2(τ)= 1
2πi
d
dτ
log(Δmod). (4.4)
After tensor transforming to the u-coordinates, one obtains
S uu = c0
12
g3(u,mi )
g2(u,mi )
E2(τ)E4(τ)
E6(τ)
. (4.5)
In this derivation we have used the generic form (2.63) ofF (0,1). Taking into account the modular
complement in equation (2.61), the right hand side of (4.2) picks up an additional summand
− 1
2
log(Imτ) , (4.6)
which precisely cancels themodular factor of the discriminant13. The relation (4.3) gets accordingly
replaced by
Stt = c0
12
�
E2− 3
πImτ
�
. (4.7)
In addition, one has to check in general that the relations (2.66) and (2.67) are satisfied as well. Here
we note that for genus two curves the relation (2.66) becomes just the Ramanujan identity
∂τE2 = 1
12
�
E22 −E4
�
. (4.8)
This follows from (4.3) and (2.46). In particular, one finds that
f t tt =
c20
144
Ctt tE4(q) . (4.9)
After transforming to u-coordinates one obtains
f zzz =
c20
12
g2Czzz . (4.10)
12In the following, we useS to denote the holomorphic part of the propagator.
13Actually this is not completely true. Under amodular transformation τ �→ aτ+bcτ+d , 1Imτ transforms into
|cτ+d |2
Imτ . But (2.61)
also contains a term ∂¯u¯ t¯ which is not taken into account in (4.2). Altogether these three contributions are modular
invariant.
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Mirror curve
y2 = 4x3− g2(u,mi )x− g3(u,mi )
Compute τ from
j = g
3
2
Δ
= 1
q
+744+ ...
Compute the
propagator as
S t t = c
2
0
12
E2(τ)
Compute the
A-period from
dt
du
=Guu =
�
g2E6(τ)
g3E4(τ)
Compute the free
energies at genus one
F (1,0) = 1
24
log
Δ�
j
ua
�
j
m
b j
j

F (0,1) = 1
2
log
Δ�
j
udm
e j
j
|G−1uu |

Compute the
prepotential
F (0,0)
∂t2
=− c
2
0
2πi
τ
Compute the
higher free energies
F (n,g )using (2.55)
and (2.65) up
to an ambiguity
Compute the
B-period from
tD = c0 ∂F
(0,0)
∂t
Fix the ambiguity
in the higher genus
free energies F (n,g )
The Gap
condition (2.69)
Figure 1: This diagram shows the algorithm based on genus one mirror curves to compute the free
energies via direct integration. Boxes show quantities that can derived purely from the
mirror curve while clouds denote information that is needed in addition.
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Mirror curve
y2 = v0x6−v1x5+v2x4−v3x3+v4x2−v5x+v6
Compute
�
τ11
1
2 τ12
1
2 τ12 τ22
�
from the Fourier
expansion of the
Igusa invariants
Compute the topo-
logical metric from
|G ji | =
�
BE6(τ)
C �E4(τ)
Compute the propagator as
S i j = 1
2πi
1
10
∂τpq log
�
χ10
�
CipC
j
q
Compute the A-
period from the
PF equations
Compute the free
energies at genus one
F (1,0) = 1
24
log
Δ�
j
ua
�
j
m
b j
j

F (0,1) = 1
2
log
Δ�
j
udm
e j
j
|G−1uu |

Compute the
prepotential
τi j =−Cki C lj
∂2F (0,0)
∂tk∂tl
.
Compute the
higher free energies
F (n,g )using (2.55)
and (2.65) up
to an ambiguity
Compute the
B-period from
t iD =Cij
∂F (0,0)
∂t j
Fix the ambiguity
in the higher genus
free energies F (n,g )
The Gap
condition (2.69)
Figure 2: This diagram shows the algorithm based on genus two mirror curves to compute the free
energies via direct integration. Boxes show quantities that can derived purely from the
mirror curve while clouds denote information that is needed in addition. In contrast to
the genus one case, also the knowledge of the A-periods is required.
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§4.2 Direct integration for genus twomirror curves.
§4.2.1 Obtaining the periods and the topological metric. Unfortunately there seems to be no
known generalization of (4.1) in order to obtain the A-periods of the meromorphic differential di-
rectly. Therefore these have to be computed by making use of the Picard-Fuchs equations in the
case of genus two. However we conjecture that (4.1), interpreted as the topological metric, gener-
alizes as follows to the case of genus two
|Gi j | =Det
�
∂ui t j
�=� E6(τ)B(ui ,mj )
E4(τ)C �(ui ,mj )
. (4.11)
Clearly, also this expression is not invariant under rescalings and we further conjecture that this
freedom can be fixed by requiring a leading term of
�
i
1
ui
. We have successfully checked this con-
jecture for the examples of the resolutions of C3/Z5 and C3/Z6, see also the discussion in sections
5.2 and 5.3. Finally we note that (4.11) provides up to a numerical factor the proportionality con-
stant r in (3.14).
§4.2.2 Obtaining the propagator. The same derivation as above applies to the case of genus two.
Analogously to the previous discussion, one chooses the ambiguity in (2.68), such that one obtains
1
2
Ci jkS
jk =− 1
20
∂i log
�
χ10
�− 1
2
∂i log(detImτ) . (4.12)
Here, we abbreviate ti by i and have used (3.14).
In this case one finds the following equality for the propagator
Si j = 1
2πi
1
10
�
∂τpq log
�
χ10
�+ 5
i
(Imτ)−1pq
�
Cpi C
q
j . (4.13)
As for the well-known case of genus one, it is interesting to wonder whether the ambiguity (2.66)
is also fixed by a generalized Ramanujan identity. In fact, we derive such an identity for the al-
most meromorphic Siegel modular form ∂τ log
�
χ10
�
in section 9, see (9.3) and (9.5) for an explicit
realization.
We recall the constraint (2.66) for the propagator which reads in the flat coordinates ti
∂iS
kl =−CimnS kmS lm + f kli . (4.14)
Again, we canmake use of the relation (2.46) to re-write this as
(Rsym2S )
r s,mn = t (S ⊗S )r s,mn + ∂t
i
∂τr s
�
C−1
�m
k
�
C−1
�m
l f
kl
i . (4.15)
By abuse of notation,S mn denotes here only ∂τmn log
�
χ10
�
and the definition of the operatorsRsym2
and t (S⊗S) is provided in section 6.1. Comparing this expression to (9.3), it follows that the ambi-
guities f mni are universally determined and can be expressed in terms of the meromorphic Siegel
modular form fRS of weight sym2⊗ sym2 as
f mni =−Cir sCrkC sl Cmo Cnp ( fRS)kl ,op . (4.16)
5| Examples
In this section we exemplify the theory which has been developed in sections 2, 3 and 4 by solving
the topological string on three different toric geometries. The first one is given by local P2. Besides
being the standard example of a geometry with genus onemirror curve it also serves as an interest-
ing limiting case of the resolution of C3/Z5. The latter geometry has a genus two mirror curve with
two realmoduli and nomass parameter deformations. Finally, we consider an examplewith amass
parameter which is provided by the resolution of C3/Z6. In all calculations we find our formalism
to be perfectly confirmed.
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
0 0 1 −3
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
−1 −1 1 1
 (5.1)
§5.1 Solving the Topological String on local P2.
§5.1.1 The geometry and its mirror. First we will solve the refined topological string on the anti-
canonical bundleKP2 =O (−3)→P2. The solution to this problem is well known and will serve as a
reference for the latter cases. Here the mirror curve is of genus one and all physical quantities can
be expressed throughmodular or quasi-modular forms. We read off from the toric diagram that the
A-cycle intersects the B-cycle −3 times. In addition, we find that the coordinates
X0 = uxyw, X1 = x2y, X2 =wy2, X3 =w2x , (5.2)
automatically fulfill the constraint
z = X1X2X3
X 30
, u−3 = z , (5.3)
that can be read off from the toric diagram. Accordingly, the mirror curve Σ(z) is given by
x2y +w2y +wx2+uxyw = 0. (5.4)
Here z denotes the complex structuremodulus that takes values in the punctured sphereM (Σ(z))=
P1 \ {z = 0, z =− 127 , 1z = 0}. Using birational transformations as e.g. provided by Nagell’s algorithm
this can be brought into Weierstrass form
y2 = 4x3− 1
12
(1+24z)x− 1
216
(1+36z+216z2) . (5.5)
As a next step, one inverts the j -function in order to evaluate τ as a function of z and obtains
q(z)=−z3+45z4−1512z5+45672z6+O (z7) , q = e2πiτ . (5.6)
We can also use the knowledge about q in order to evaluate the A-period according to (4.1) as
t = log(z)−6z+45z2−560z3+ 17325
2
z4+O (z5) . (5.7)
As a consistency check one notices that the Picard-Fuchs operator
D =Θ2+ z(3Θ+2)(3Θ+1)3Θ=LΘ, Θ= z∂z , (5.8)
annihilates the A-period, as expected. Having computed the period we can exploit (2.36) to deter-
mine the prepotential
F (0,0) =− 1
18
X 3A+3Q−
45
8
Q2+ 244
9
Q3− 12333
64
Q4+ 211878
125
Q5+O (Q6) . (5.9)
Here, we have introduced themonodromy invariant variableQ = et . Also, we note that the correctly
normalized B-period is given as
tD =−1
6
log(z)2+ 1
3
XA log(z)−3z+ 141
4
z2+ 1486
3
z3− 129805
16
z4+O (z5) . (5.10)
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Finally, we find that the Yukawa couplings are given as
Czzz =−1
3
1
z3(1+27z) . (5.11)
The genus one free energies are given by
F (0,1) =− 1
12
log(z7(1+27z))− 1
2
log(
∂XA
∂z
) , (5.12)
and
F (1,0) = 1
24
log(
1+27z
z
). (5.13)
§5.1.2 Direct integration. In this subsection we discuss the direct integration procedure applied
to the example of local P2. First of all, one notices that
zc = 1+27z , (5.14)
is a good coordinate to perform computations around the conifold locus. Indeed, using (4.1) one
directly obtains the A-period around the conifold locus as
tc =α
�
zc + 11
18
z2c +
109
243
z3c +
9389
26244
z4c +
88351
295245
z5c +O (z6c )
�
(5.15)
Here, the proportionality constant α parametrizes the matching of the conifold period with the
mass of D2-branes wrapping the vanishing cycle. In practice, it gets fixed by the gap condition
(2.69). As a next step, we use the results of section 4.1 in order to determine the propagator,
Szz = 3
4
z2+9z3−54z4+756z5−13284z6+260496z7−5451624z8+119116656z9+O �z10� . (5.16)
Now the holomorphic anomaly equation (2.55) can be solved recursively and the holomorphic am-
biguity at each step can be fixed by implementing the gap condition (2.70).
§5.2 Solving the Topological String on C3/Z5.
§5.2.1 The geometry and its mirror. We now apply the direct integration procedure to the topo-
logical string on a mirror-pair where the A-model geometry is the resolution of the orbifold C3/Z5.
The toric data is given in (5.17) and one can see that the Kaehler-structure is parametrised by two
moduli, both corresponding to normalisable directions in the moduli-space.
0 0 1 −3 1 x0
1 0 1 1 −2 x1
2 0 1 0 1 x2
0 1 1 1 0 x3
−1 −1 1 1 0 x4
↑ ↑
P1b P
1
f

(5.17)
By investigating the scaling relations, one easily sees that the divisor obtained by setting x0 = 0
is given by a P2 while one obtains a F3 from x1 = 0. In addition there are two generators of the
Mori cone. They correspond to the hyperplane class of P2, which can also be identified with the
base P1b of F3 while the curve P
1
f gets identified with the fiber of the latter. There are no mass
parameters present and the mirror curve is now given by a Riemann surface of genus two. From
the two generators of the Mori cone we construct the mirror curve and read off the moduli
z1 = X1X3X4
X 30
, z2 = X0X2
X 21
. (5.18)
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Figure 3: Toric diagram of the A-model geometry, which is the resolution of C3/Z5.
The constraints can be easily solved using the following choice of coordinates
X0 = u xyz, X1 = v x2y, X2 = x
3y
z
, X3 = y2z, X4 = xz2 , (5.19)
where the relation between u, v and z1, z2 is given as
u = z−
2
5
1 z
− 15
2 , v = z
− 15
1 z
− 35
2 . (5.20)
Note that the coordinates u, v are the natural coordinates from a diagrammatic point of view and
signal two normalizable complex structure moduli. In contrast, z1, z2 are the physical complex
structure moduli that appear in the mirror map. Having clarified the choice of coordinates, the
mirror curve takes the form
y2 =−4x5+ z−
4
5
1 z
− 25
2 x
4+2z−
3
5
1 z
− 45
2 x
3+ (1+2z2)z−
2
5
1 z
− 65
2 x
2+2z−
1
5
1 z
− 35
2 x+1. (5.21)
The discriminant locus14 of the curve is given by
Δ= 1+27z1+3125z21z32 +4z22(4+125z1)− z2(8+225z1) . (5.22)
In addition, one finds three Picard Fuchs operators
L1 = (Θ1−2Θ2)Θ21− z1
�
(Θ2−3Θ1)3−3(Θ2−3Θ1)2+2Θ2−6Θ1
�
,
L2 = (Θ2−3Θ1)Θ2− z2
�
(2Θ2−Θ1)2+2Θ2−Θ1
�
,
L3 = Θ2Θ21+ z1z2(Θ2−3Θ1)(2Θ2−Θ1)(Θ2−3Θ1−1) . (5.23)
Here we have used the common abbreviation for logarithmic derivatives Θi = zi ddzi . Note that
linear dependent relations of the generators in the toric diagram can lead to linear independent
Picard-Fuchs operators which is what happens here. In particular, the third differential operator is
needed in order to exclude a triple logarithmic solution which is allowed by the first two operators.
If one does not take into account the third operator, the solutions to the first two operators take
the form (1, t i , ∂i F, 2F − t i∂i F ) which is familiar from the compact case but not expected for the
non-compact case.
After having excluded the triple-logarithmic solution, one then finds five solutions that are anni-
14We refer to the discriminant locus as the product of non-trivial irreducible components of the discriminant. The
discriminant is up to a numerical factor given by the Igusa invariantD in (5.33).
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hilated by the Picard-Fuchs operatorsLi ,
σ0 = 1
σ1 = log(z1)−6z1− z2+45z21 −
3
2
z22 −560z31 −18z21z2−
10
3
z32 +O (z4)
σ2 = log(z2)+2z1+2z2−15z21 +3z22 +
560
3
z31 +6z21z2+
20
3
z32 +O (z4)
σ3 = 3z1− z22 − z1z2−
141
4
z21 − z2 log(z2)−
3
2
z22 log(z2)−
3
10
log(z2)
2
−1
5
log(z1) log(z2)+2z1 log(z1)−15z21 log(z1)−
1
5
log(z1)
2+O (z3),
σ4 = −2z2−7z22 − z2 log(z2)−
3
2
z22 log(z1)−
3
5
log(z1) log(z2)− 1
10
log(z1)
2
−3z2 log(z2)− 9
2
z22 log(z2)−
9
10
log(z2)
2+O (z3), (5.24)
and a basis for the periods takes the form [Hos06]
Π =

t˜D1
t˜D2
t1
t2
1
=

−3 1 λ11 λ12 ρ1
1 −2 λ21 λ22 ρ2
0 0 1 0 ρ3
0 0 0 1 ρ4
0 0 0 0 1


∂t1F
(0,0)
∂t2F
(0,0)
t1
t2
1
 , (5.25)
with �
∂t1F
(0,0), ∂t2F
(0,0), t1, t2
�= � 1
(2πi )2
σ3,
1
(2πi )2
σ4,
1
2πi
σ1,
1
2πi
σ2
�
. (5.26)
Here, the λkl as well as ρm parameterize the ambiguity to add logarithmic solutions of order zero
and one to the double logarithmic solutions and do not influence the non-perturbative part of the
prepotential but they are crucial in order to obtain an integral basis. However, as we do not refer
to such a basis in the following we do not fix these ambiguities. By inverting the A-periods σ1,σ2
(5.24), we readily obtain the mirror map as
z1(Q1,Q2) = Q1+6Q21 +Q1Q2+9Q31 +10Q21Q2+O (Q4) , (5.27)
z2(Q1,Q2) = Q2−2Q1Q2−2Q22 +5Q21Q2+6Q1Q22 +3Q32 +O (Q4) , (5.28)
where we have introduced the monodromy invariant variablesQi = eσi .
§5.2.2 Extracting the complex structure moduli from the mirror. As a next step we extract the
period matrix of the mirror curve that takes the explicit form
τ=
�
τ11
1
2τ12
1
2τ12 τ22
�
. (5.29)
In contrast to the torus, where the number of normalizable complex structuremoduli of themirror
curve matches the moduli of a generic elliptic curve, one finds in the case at hand that the family
of mirror curves parametrized by z1,z2 only defines a hypersurface within the Siegel fundamental
domainF2 = Γ2
�
H(2). Using the formulae (3.13), one obtains for the mirror curve (5.21)
A = −8z
2
5
1 z
4
5
2 (−1+ z2 (4+40z1)) , (5.30)
B = 4z
4
5
1 z
8
5
2
�
1+24z1+2400z21z32 −8z2 (1+25z1)+ z22
�
16+440z1−80z21
��
, (5.31)
C = −8z
6
5
1 z
12
5
2
�−1−20z1+72z21 +8z21z42 (1009+10900z1)+4z2 �3+75z1+92z21�
−4z22
�
12+365z1+1652z21
�+16z32 �4+145z1+948z21 +320z31�� , (5.32)
D = 4096z61z92
�
1+27z1+3125z21z32 +4z22 (4+125z1)− z2 (8+225z1)
�
. (5.33)
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Computing the absolute invariants (3.16) and comparing them to their Fourier expansions (C.18)
whose computation is presented in appendix C one obtains
q1(z1,z2) = −z31 + z31z2+45z41 − z31z22 −60z41z2−1512z51 +O (z6) ,
q2(z1,z2) = z21z52 +16z21z62 −5z31z52 +O (z9) ,
r (z1,z2) = −z1−3z1z2+15z21 −13z1z22 +20z21z2−279z31 +O (z4) . (5.34)
Here, we have denoted q1 = e2πiτ11 , q2 = e2πiτ22 and r = e2πiτ12 . In addition, we note that in the
limit of restricting to the local P2 model, corresponding to z2→ 0 only q1 survives and gets indeed
identifiedwith (5.6). It is also satisfying to check that x1 and x2 reduce to theWeierstrass coefficients
g2,g3 in (3.1). Using the knowledge of the τ-matrix as well as of the periods, we can determine the
prepotential. For this purpose we make use of (2.46) noting that
C =
�−3 1
1 −2
�
, (5.35)
and find that
F (0,0) = − 1
15
T 31 −
1
10
T 21 T2−
3
10
T1T
2
2 −
3
10
T 32 +3Q1−2Q2−
45
8
Q21 +4Q1Q2−
1
4
Q22
+244
9
Q31 −10Q21Q2+3Q1Q22 −
2
27
Q32 +O (Q4) . (5.36)
In particular, denoting Ki j = ∂t Ai ∂t Aj F
(0,0), one finds the explicit relations15
τ11 = −4K11+4K12−K22 , (5.37)
τ22 = −K11+6K12−9K22 , (5.38)
τ12 = −2K11+7K12−3K22 . (5.39)
In addition, once the prepotential is known, we can directly write down the Yukawa couplings
which are found to be
Cz1z1z1 = −
2+9z1−16z2−95z1z2+32z22 +300z1z22
5z31Δ
, (5.40)
Cz1z1z2 = −
1+27z1−8z2−210z1z2+16z22 +400z1z22
5z21z2Δ
, (5.41)
Cz1z2z2 = −
3+81z1−14z2−405z1z2+8z22 +325z1z22
5z1z22Δ
, (5.42)
Cz2z2z2 = −
9+243z1−17z2−540z1z2+4z22 +225z1z22
5z32Δ
. (5.43)
The knowledge of the A-periods enables us to check the conjecture (4.11) and we find in this case
that
|Gi j | =
���� E6(τ)B(zi ,mj )
z
8
5
1 z
6
5
2 E4(τ)C
�(zi ,mj )
, (5.44)
where we have fixed the rescaling ambiguity accordingly. Finally, with the help of a few known
BPS numbers the unkowns in (2.59) and (2.60) can be determined and one finds the refined free
energies at genus one
F (1,0) = 1
24
log
�
Δz−21 z
−3
2
�
, F (0,1) =− 1
12
log
�
Δz
38
5
1 z
39
5
2
�
− 1
2
log
�
|Gi j |
�
,
15Clearly, the prepotential can also be integrated by determing the B-periods first. From this perspective, this is merely
a check of (2.46).
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F (1,0) = − 1
12
T1− 1
8
T2+ 7
8
Q1− 1
6
Q2− 129
16
Q21 +
5
6
Q1Q2− 1
12
Q22
+589
6
Q31 −
65
6
Q21Q2+
7
8
Q1Q
2
2 −
1
18
Q32 +O (Q4) , (5.45)
F (0,1) = − 2
15
T1− 3
20
T2+ 1
4
Q1− 1
6
Q2− 3
8
Q21 +
1
3
Q1Q2− 1
12
Q22
−23
3
Q31 −
5
6
Q21Q2+
1
4
Q1Q
2
2 −
1
18
Q32 +O (Q4) . (5.46)
After this discussion, we are prepared to proceed to the direct integration which provides us with
the higher genus free invariants.
§5.2.3 Direct Integration. In order to determine the higher genus free energies, we first have to
calculate the propagator. Recall that the propagator is in the genus two case given by a matrix
S =
�
S 11(z1,z2) S 12(z1,z2)
S 21(z1,z2) S 22(z1,z2)
�
. (5.47)
Instead of using equations (2.66), (2.67) and (2.68), we follow the procedure in section 4.2. Using
the relation (5.39) one finds that the following ansatz for the components of (5.47) solves (2.68),
S t1t1 = 1
10
�
9
∂
∂τ11
log
�
χ10
�+3 ∂
∂τ12
log
�
χ10
�+ ∂
∂τ22
log
�
χ10
��
, (5.48)
S t1t2 = 1
10
�
−3 ∂
∂τ11
log
�
χ10
�− 7
2
∂
∂τ12
log
�
χ10
�−2 ∂
∂τ22
log
�
χ10
��
, (5.49)
S t2t2 = 1
10
�
∂
∂τ11
log
�
χ10
�+2 ∂
∂τ12
log
�
χ10
�+4 ∂
∂τ22
log
�
χ10
��
. (5.50)
This expression can be directly written down without any further computation, once the toric dia-
gram of the A-model geometry is known and the τ-matrix has been extracted from themirror curve
by inverting the Fourier expansion of the Igusa invariants as performed in the previous section.
After tensor transforming to the coordinates zi these read explicitly
S z1z1 = 7
10
z21 +9z31 −
3
10
z21z2−54z41 −6z31z2+O (z5) , (5.51)
S z1z2 = − 3
20
z1z2−3z21z2+
3
5
z1z
2
2 +18z31z2+7z21z22 +O (z5) , (5.52)
S z2z2 = 3
10
z22 + z1z22 −
6
5
z32 −6z21z22 −4z1z32 +O (z5) . (5.53)
In addition, we have checked that these propagators obey the over-determined systemof equations
provided by (2.67). Even more importantly, the ambiguities take precisely the form16 (4.16). Let us
emphasize once more that this reflects the fact that the ambiguity of the propagator is completely
fixed by the generalization of the Ramanujan identities for genus two as presented in (9).
In order tofix the holomorphic ambiguities f (gL ,gR ) that arise after integration of the holomorphic
anomaly equation (2.55), we have to impose the gap condition at the conifold. To do this we have
to choose a rational point on the discriminant locus in the moduli space and repeat the previous
analysis. Throughout the following discussion, we will work with the point
(z1, z2)= (3,−2/9) . (5.54)
16For the ambitious reader whowants to re-check this calculationwe note that our internal conventions for f mn,klRS differ
by a factor of −1/2 for the off-diagonal elements on each side.
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The logarithmic singularities in the periods at the conifold are of the form log(Δ). However sincewe
will need to transform objects from the large radius point to the conifold it is desirable that the new
set of variables zci (z) can easily be inverted. The most convenient ansatz is a linear transformation
zci = bi
�
z1− zc,01
�
+ci
�
z2− zc,02
�
. (5.55)
For the expansion of the singular periods to be well behaved in these coordinates we choose zco
orthogonal and zcp parallel to the conifold locus, i.e. ∇z zco ∼∇zΔ and ∇z zcp ·∇zΔ= 0. Then one can
expand the logarithm as
log(Δ) = log(zco +O
�
(zc )2
�
)= log(zco)+ log
�
1+ O
�
(zc )2
�
zco
�
= log(zco)+
∞�
n
(−1)n+1
n
�
O
�
(zc )2
�
zco
�n
. (5.56)
and observes that a period ω=π log(Δ)+ f has the structure
ω(zco ,z
c
p )=π(zco ,zcp ) log(zco)+π(zco ,zcp )
∞�
n
(−1)n+1
n
�
O
�
(zc )2
�
zco
�n
+ f (zco ,zcp ) . (5.57)
Using a linear ansatz we find the variables
zco = −9+ z1−27z2 ,
zcp = −
727
9
+27z1+ z2 , (5.58)
at the point (3,−2/9) which are orthogonal and tangential to the discriminant locus. After trans-
forming the Picard-Fuchs operators into these new variables one obtains again five periods,
t0c = 1, (5.59)
t A,1c = zco −
271476409
2127869700
�
zco
�2+ 116172
16120225
zcoz
c
p −
2187
5861900
�
zcp
�2+O (z3) ,
t A,2c = zcp −
8420610821
590880856630
zcoz
c
p −
2408185701
295440428315
�
zcp
�2+O (z3) ,
tB ,1c =
271062557874
35748291826115
zcoz
c
p −
6636689883
12999378845860
�
zcp
�2+ zco log�zco�− 2714764092127869700 �zco�2 log�zco�
+ 116172
16120225
zcoz
c
p log
�
zco
�− 2187
5861900
�
zcp
�2
log
�
zco
�+O (z3) ,
tB ,2c =
�
zco
�2− 1359666zcozcp
809425831
− 793881
809425831
�
zcp
�2+O (z3) . (5.60)
Note that these are not analytical continuations of the periods (5.24), (5.25) obtained at the large
radius point. As there are besides the trivial solution three more solutions that take the form of
a power series and only one logarithmic solution, a comment how the splitting into A− and B−
periods is performed is in order. One identifies the power series in front of the logarithm tB ,1c as
the period t A,1c . t
A,2
c is choosen so that it starts with z
c
p and we found a possible addition of X
B ,2
c to
cancel out in all physical quantities. Also note that XB ,1c contains terms with negative powers in z
c
o
at higher order. Finally, we find the following mirror map
zco = T c1 +
271476409
2127869700
�
T c1
�2− 116172
16120225
T c1T
c
2 +
2187
5861900
�
T c2
�2+O (T 3) ,
zcp = T c2 +
8420610821
590880856630
T c1T
c
2 +
2408185701
295440428315
�
T c2
�2+O (T 3) . (5.61)
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At the large radius point the ambiguities Ai , f mni , f˜
m
i j and Yukawa couplings Ci jk are rational ex-
pressions in the moduli zi and can be tensor transformed into the conifold coordinates zc . Again
the topological metric can be calculated from the A-periods via
Gci j =
∂X A,ic
∂zcj
, (5.62)
and solving the over-constrained system of equations (2.66), (2.67) and (2.68) yields the propagator
at the conifold. We have integrated the refined holomorphic anomaly equation (2.55) and imple-
mented the gap-condition (2.69) up to genus three. The first two orders of the refined free energies
at genus two are given by
F (2,0) = 7
46080
+ 47
1280
z1− 1
240
z2− 753
640
z21 −
13
3840
z1z2− 1
60
z22 +O (z3),
F (1,1) =− 7
11520
− 73
200
z1+ 19
600
z2+ 2949
200
z21 +
31
300
z1z2+ 19
150
z22 +O (z3),
F (0,2) = 1
1920
+ 109
640
z1− 11
1200
z2− 23331
3200
z21 −
233
9600
z1z2− 11
300
z22 +O (z3), (5.63)
and the leading terms for genus three are
F (3,0) = 31
77414400
− 3229
1152000
z1+ 83
2304000
z2+O (z3),
F (2,1) =− 31
12902400
+ 346669
10240000
z1− 1023
1280000
z2+O (z3),
F (1,2) = 41
9676800
− 104421
1280000
z1+ 13277
2880000
z2+O (z3),
F (0,3) =− 1
483840
+ 26454323
460800000
z1− 27563
4800000
z2+O (z3). (5.64)
The refined GV invariants are listed in Appendix D. In addition we find the following non-vanishing
refined BPS invariants
N (1,0)0,1 =N (1,1)0,0 =N (1,1)0,1 =N (1,2)0,1 = 1. (5.65)
§5.3 Solving the Topological String on C3/Z6. In the previous section we discussed local C3/Z5
which is the simplest geometry with mirror curve of genus two as it only has two true moduli. Now
we present the discussion of the resolution17 of the orbifoldC3/Z6 which provides an example with
three moduli out of which one is just a deformation (mass) parameter.
Figure 4: The A-model geometry of C3/Z6.
17Note that there are two ways to make Z6 act on C
3. The second way leads to a geometry whosemirror curve has genus
one.
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The toric diagram is shown in figure 4 and the corresponding data is listed in (5.66).
0 0 1 −2 1 0 x0
0 1 1 1 −2 0 x1
0 2 1 0 1 0 x2
1 −1 1 0 0 1 x3
0 −1 1 1 0 −2 x4
−1 −1 1 0 0 1 x5
 (5.66)
We note that the orbifold is resolved by twoHirzebruch surfaces, F2 and F4 which correspond to the
divisors {x0 = 0} and {x1 = 0} respectively. In addition there is the non-compact divisor {x4 = 0} that
has the topology of C×P1 which resolves the singularity C2/Z2 corresponding to the point on the
edge of the toric diagram.
By analogous considerations to those for the case C3/Z5 one finds the mirror curve by the Hori-
Vafa method to be given as
y2 =
�
z3z
2
1 −
z21
4
�
x6− z1
2
x5+
�
z1
2
+ 1
4
�
x4−
�
z1z2
2
+ 1
2
�
x3−
�
z2
2
+ 1
4
�
x2− z2
2
x− z
2
2
4
. (5.67)
Note that the variables zi are already those which correspond to the three Mori vectors of the toric
Diagramwhich need to be contrasted to the two realmoduli and themass parameters appearing in
the toric diagram. The discriminant locus of the mirror curve is found to consist of two irreducible
components which are given as
Δ1 =1−8z1+16z21 −64z21z3−8z2+68z1z2−144z21z2+576z21z2z3+16z22 −144z1z22 +270z21z22
−1512z21z22z3+216z31z22 −864z31z22z3+216z21z32 +864z21z32z3−972z31z32 +3888z31z32z3
+729z41z42 −5832z41z42z3+11664z41z42z23 ,
Δ2 =4z3−1. (5.68)
Here Δ2 corresponds to a locus with enhanced SU (2) gauge symmetry where the theory stays reg-
ular, compare also the discussion in [KM96; KMP96].
The three Picard Fuchs operators that correspond to the Mori vectors of the toric diagram
L1 =Θ1(Θ1−2Θ2−2Θ3)+4Θ2Θ3− z1(2Θ1−Θ2+1)(2Θ1−Θ2) ,
L2 =Θ2(Θ2−2Θ1)+ z2(2Θ2−Θ1+1)(2Θ2−Θ1) ,
L3 =Θ23+ z3(2Θ3−Θ1+1)(2Θ3−Θ1) , (5.69)
need also in this case to be supplemented by a fourth operator corresponding to the sum of the
three mori cone vectors
L4 =Θ2Θ23+ z1z2z3(Θ1−2Θ2)(Θ1−2Θ3)(2Θ1−Θ2) . (5.70)
The latter discards one double-logarithmic and a triple-logarithmic solution of the three opera-
tors (5.69). In addition, we observe again that the system of solutions of (5.69) takes the form
(1, t i , ∂i F, 2F − t i∂i F ). Having remarked this we present the solution to the complete system that
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includes (5.70),
σ0 =1,
σ1 = log(z1)+2z1+3z21 − z3−
3
2
z23 − z2−
3
2
z22 +O (z3),
σ2 = log(z2)− z1− 3
2
z21 +2z2+3z22 +O (z3),
σ3 = log(z3)+2z3+3z23 +
20
3
z33 +
35
2
z43 +
252
5
z53 +O (z6),
σ4 =−2z1−2z1 log(z1)− z1 log(z3)+ 2
3
z3 log(z3)− 2
3
log(z1) log(z3)−2z2 log(z2)
− 2
3
log(z1) log(z1)− 1
3
log(z3) log(z2)− 2
3
log(z2)
2+O (z2),
σ5 =−2z2−2z2 log(z1)− 1
3
log(u)2+ 1
3
z3 log(z3)− z2 log(z3)− 1
3
log(z1) log(z3)−4z2 log(z2)
− 4
3
log(z1) log(z2)− 2
3
log(z3) log(z2)− 4
3
log(z2)
2+O (z2), (5.71)
with �
∂1F
(0,0), ∂2F
(0,0), t1, t2, t3
�= � 1
(2πi )2
σ4,
1
(2πi )2
σ5,
1
2πi
σ1,
1
2πi
σ2,
1
2πi
σ3
�
. (5.72)
Using the monodromy invariant variablesQ1 = eσ1 ,Q2 = eσ2 andQ3 = eσ3 the mirror map is given
by
z1(Q1,Q2,Q3)=Q1−2Q21 +3Q31 +Q1Q3−4Q21Q3+Q1Q2−3Q21Q2+Q1Q2Q3+O (Q4) ,
z2(Q1,Q2,Q3)=Q2+Q1Q2+Q1Q2Q3−2Q22 −3Q1Q22 +3Q32 +O (Q4) ,
z3(Q1,Q2,Q3)=Q3−2Q23 +3Q33 −4Q43 +5Q53 −6Q63 +7Q73 +O (Q8) , (5.73)
where z3(Q1,Q2,Q3) can be expressed as
z3(Q3)= Q3
(1+Q3)2
. (5.74)
Integrating ∂1F (0,0) and ∂2F (0,0) we obtain the prepotential
F (0,0) =−2Q1−2Q2− 2
9
T 31 −
1
3
T 21 T3−
1
3
T 21 T2−
1
3
T1T2T3− 2
3
T1T
2
2 −
1
3
T 22 T3−
4
9
T 32 +O (Q2) . (5.75)
We list the corresponding instanton numbers in appendix E. Having computed the prepotential,
we can determine the Yukawa couplings
C111 =−
1
3z31Δ1
(4−8z1 +16z21 −64z21 z3 −32z2 +80z1z2 −168z21 z2 +672z21 z2z3 +64z22 −192z1z22 +540z21 z22 −2160z21 z22 z3 −432z21 z32 +1728z
2
1 z
3
2 z3),
C112 =−
1
3z21 z2Δ1
(2−16z1 +32z21 −128z21 z3 −16z2 +124z1z2 −264z21 z2 +1056z21 z2z3 +32z22 −240z1z22 +594z21 z22 −2376z21 z22 z3 −216z21 z32 +864z
2
1 z
3
2 z3),
C122 =−
1
3z1z
2
2Δ1
(4−32z1 +64z21 −256z21 z3 −20z2 +176z1z2 −384z21 z2 +1536z21 z2z3 +16z22 −192z1z22 +540z21 z22 −2160z21 z22 z3 −108z21 z32 +432z
2
1 z
3
2 z3),
C222 =−
1
3z32Δ1
(8−64z1 +128z21 −512z21 z3 −22z2 +208z1z2 −480z21 z2 +1920z21 z2z3 +8z22 −132z1z22 +432z21 z22 −1728z21 z22 z3 −54z21 z32 +216z
2
1 z
3
2 z3). (5.76)
We also use the knowledge of the prepotential in order to successfully check the relation (2.46).
Here, the two derivatives have to be taken with respect to the two true moduli t1 and t2. The toric
data (5.66) provides us with the following intersection matrix
C =
� −2 1
1 −2
�
. (5.77)
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We obtain
q1(z1,z2,z3)=z41z62z23 +4z51z62z23 +16z61z62z23 +16z41z72z23 +56z51z72z23 +160z41z82z23 +O (z15),
q2(z1,z2,z3)=z41z23 +16z51z23 +160z61z23 −2z41z2z23 −40z51z2z23 + z41z22z23 +O (z9),
r (z1,z2,z3)=z21z3+8z31z3+48z41z3+2z21z2z3+6z31z2z3+9z21z22z3+O (z6), (5.78)
and plugging these expressions into the respective Fourier expansions of the absolute Igusa in-
variants (3.16) we find perfect agreement with the rational expressions obtained from the mirror
curve (5.67). In addition, we also verify our conjecture for the expression of the determinant of the
topological metric (4.11)
|Gi j | =
�
E6(τ)B(zi )
16z21z
2
2E4(τ)C
�(zi )
, (5.79)
where the indices i , j are again only running over true moduli t1, t2.
As a next step, we use the known GV invariants for local F2 [Ali09; HKP13] to fix the ambiguities
for the free energies at genus one
F (1,0) = 1
24
log
�
Δ1z
−4
1 z
−4
2 z
−2
3
�
, F (0,1) =− 1
12
log
�
Δ1z
8
1z
8
2z3
�
− 1
2
log
�
|Gi j |
�
.
The corresponding refined GV invariants can be found in Appendix E. Finally using the logarithmic
derivatives of χ10 we obtain the propagator from (4.13) as
S11 =
3z21
10
− 6z
3
1
5
−8z41z3−32z51z3−
3
10
z21z2+
9
5
z31z2+16z41z2z3+O (z7) ,
S12 =− 3
20
z1z2+ 3
5
z21z2+4z31z2z3+16z41z2z3+
3
5
z1z
2
2 −
9
4
z21z
2
2 −14z31z22z3+O (z7) ,
S22 =
3z22
10
− 3
10
z1z
2
2 −2z21z22z3−8z31z22z3−
6z32
5
+ 9
5
z1z
3
2 +10z21z32z3+O (z7) . (5.80)
We have successfully checked that this propagator obeys the over-determined system of equations
(2.66) and (2.67).
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6| Almost Holomorphic Siegel Modular Forms
The propagator that was described in (4.13) is an almost meromorphic Siegel modular form. To
subsume it under a satisfying structure theory, we first develop a theory of almost holomorphic
Siegel modular forms. Shimura studied them very early on [Shi86] and called them nearly holo-
morphic. Subsequent work by Zagier [Zag94] and Kaneko-Zagier [KZ98] employed “almost holo-
morphic” as terminology, and defined quasi modular form as the “constant part” of almost holo-
morphic ones.
From a geometric and representation theoretic point of view, it is clear how to define almost
holomorphic Siegelmodular forms. We discuss this in Remark 6.14. A classical, explicit description,
however, is not available in the literature, and we start the mathematical part of this work by filling
that gap. In fact, not even all covariant differential operators are explicitly known. They are the
theme of Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we provide a definition of almost holomorphic functions. It
serves as a foundation for Section 6.4, which contains the definition and basic properties of almost
holomorphic Siegel modular forms.
§6.1 Preliminaries. We revisit some basic aspects of the theory of Siegel modular forms. The
reader can find a good introduction, which goes more into detail, in [Fre83] or [BGHZ08]. Siegel’s
foundational work [Sie51] provides one of themost general contexts in which Siegelmodular forms
can be understood.
The upper half spaces. We write H(n) = {τ ∈Mattn(C) : Im(τ) is positive definite} for the degree n
Siegel upper half space. The real and imaginary parts of τ, which are matrices of size n ×n, are
written x =Re(τ), y = Im(τ), throughout. Coordinates of τ, x, and y are denoted respectively by
τi j , xi j , and yi j . We use the ambiguous notation y−1i j =
�
y−1
�
i j for the i j -th entry of y
−1 (as opposed
to the inverse of yi j ).
The symplectic group. The Siegel upper half space carries an action of the symplectic group. Let
Jn =
�
0 1n
−1n 0
�
be the standard symplectic form, where 1n is the n×n identity matrix. The symplectic
group is its stabilizer
G(n) = Spn(R)=
�
g ∈Mat2n(R) : tg Jng = Jn
�
. (6.1)
Elements of G(n) are written as
�
a b
c d
�
with a,b,c,d ∈ Matn(R). The action of G(n) on H(n) is then
defined by
gτ= (aτ+b) (cτ+d)−1. (6.2)
We fix special elements inv =
�
0 −1n
1n 0
�
∈ G(n) and trans(b) =
�
1n b
0 1n
�
∈ G(n) for b ∈ Mattn(R), where
Mattn(R) denotes the space of n×n symmetricmatrices with real entries. Note that inv and trans(b),
for b running troughMattn(R), generate G
(n).
The integral points of G(n) are denoted by Γ(n) = Spn(Z). In analogy to the previous observation,
Γ(n) is generated by inv and all trans(b) with b ∈Mattn(Z).
Slash actions. Given a representation σ of GLn(C), we set�
f |σ g
�
(τ)=σ(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ)
for f ∈C∞�H(n)→V (σ)� and g ∈G(n). We call |σ the slash action associated to the weight σ, or less
strictly, the weight σ slash action.
If we do not state otherwise, σ is assumed to be finite dimensional and complex. In the special
case of σ= detk , we write f |k g for f |detk g .
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Weights. Write std for the standard representation of GLn(C), defined by (g ,v) �→ gv . Let std∨
be its contragredient, given by (g ,v) �→ tg−1v . Bases for them will be denoted by ei and e∨i with
1 ≤ i ≤ n. We identify the symmetric square sym2 of std and its contragredient sym∨2 with the
representations (g ,m) �→ gm tg and (g ,m) �→ tg−1mg−1 on Mattn(C). Bases in this case, are ei j and
e∨i j with 1≤ i , j ≤ n.
Since every representation of SLn(C) is a subrepresentation of std
l for some 0 ≤ l ∈ Z (cf. Theo-
rem 5.5.11 of [GW09]), we find that every representation of GLn(C) can be embedded into std
l1 ⊗
std∨ l2 for some 0 ≤ l1, l2 ∈ Z. We will often write tensor products as σσ� = σ⊗σ�, if σ and σ� are
representations of the same group. The outer tensor product is denoted by�.
The space of homomorphisms between two representations is written Hom(σ,σ�). If σ and
σ� are irreducible, then by Schur’s Lemma either Hom(σ,σ�) ∼= C or Hom(σ,σ�) = 0. Do mind
the difference between Hom(σ,σ�) and the generally large space of vector space homomorphisms
Hom
�
V (σ),V (σ�)
�
. To simplify notation, if we are given a Hom
�
V (σ),V (σ�)
�
-valued functionm on
H(n) and a function f taking values in V (σ) then we writem f for τ �→m(τ) f (τ).
Since we often swap components of tensor product, we fix notation once and for all. We let
ti j : σ1⊗ · · ·⊗σa −→σ1⊗ · · ·⊗σi−1⊗σ j ⊗σi+1⊗ · · ·⊗σ j−1⊗σi ⊗σ j+1⊗ · · ·⊗σa (6.3)
be the canonical isomorphism, if, say, 1≤ i < j ≤ a. Now fix distinct integers i1, . . . , ib and j1, . . . , jc
between 1 and a. The average of components is denoted by
t(i1,...,ib) ( j1,..., jc ) =
1
bc
b�
k=1
c�
l=1
tik jl . (6.4)
In what follows, we will few sym2 and sym∨2 as subrepresentations of std2 and std∨2, if they origi-
nate in the application of lowering or raising operators.
§6.2 Differential operators for Siegel modular forms. A differential operator D fromC∞
�
H(n)→
V (σ)
�
toC∞
�
H(n)→V (σ�)� is called covariant if it intertwines the associated slash actions:
D
�
f |σ g
�= �D f �|σ� g
for all f ∈C∞�H(n)→V (σ)� and all g ∈G(n). The space of such differential operators is denoted by
D(σ,σ�).
Differential operators for Siegelmodular forms in the case ofσ= detk were foundbyMaass [Maa79]
and by Shimura [Shi73]. For our purpose we need a basic understanding of the analytic properties
of covariant differential operators for any (holomorphic) weight.
We proceed in three steps to compute them. We first give the lowering operators (inD
�
σ, sym∨2⊗
σ
�
) for arbitrary holomorphic weight. This amounts to a direct verification. Second, we deduce
from this the raising operators (in D
�
σ, sym2⊗σ�) in case that σ is the standard representation or
its contragredient. As a third step, we deduce all properties of covariant differential operators that
we need from the previous computations and the fact that the standard representation generates
the representation ring of SLn(C).
Notation for differentials. Given 1≤ i , j ≤ n, we set
∂i j = ∂τ,i j = ∂τi j =
d
dτi j
, ∂i j = ∂τ,i j = ∂τi j =
d
dτi j
. (6.5)
Differentials with respect to y are analogously denoted by ∂y,i j .
Following both Maass and Shimura, we define the following matrices of differential operators.
∂τ =
�1+δi j
2
∂τ,i j
�
i , j
and ∂τ =
�1+δi j
2
∂τ,i j
�
i , j
,
where δi j is the Dirac symbol.
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Lowering operators. For holomorphic weight σ, we define the lowering operator
L= L(n) = L(n)σ : f �→ y t
�
y∂τ
�⊗ f . (6.6)
Proposition 6.1. Let σ be a complex representation of GLn(C). Then Lσ ∈D
�
σ, sym∨2⊗σ�.
Remark 6.2. Note that in the genus 1 case, sym∨2 is the same as det−2. Thus (6.6) reproduces the
classical Maass raising operator (see p. 177 of [Maa71]), which is Lk = y2∂τ up to normalizing, mul-
tiplicative scalars.
Lemma 6.3. We have
y ◦ inv= τ−1yτ−1 = τ−1yτ−1 .
Proof. Since y = 12i (τ−τ), we have y ◦ inv= 12i
�−τ−1+τ−1�= τ−1yτ−1.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Since σ is, by assumption, holomorphic, application of the cocycle as-
sociated with σ commutes with application of ∂τ. We can therefore reduce our considerations
to f ∈ C∞�H(n)� and the trivial weight σ = 1. This, in particular, simplifies notation: Instead of
y t
�
y∂τ
�⊗ f we can write y�∂τ f �y .
It is clear that L intertwines trans(b) ∈G(n) for all b ∈Mattn(R). Compatibility of L with the action
of inv thus implies the statement. Using y ◦ inv = τ−1yτ−1 = τ−1yτ−1 (see Lemma 6.3) and �∂τ f �◦
inv= τ�∂τ( f ◦ inv)�τ, verified in Equation (6.7) below, we find that
y
�
∂τ f
�
y |sym∨2 inv= τ
�
τ−1yτ−1 τ
�
∂τ( f ◦ inv)
�
τ τ−1yτ−1
�
τ= y�∂τ( f ◦ inv)�y .
This proves the proposition after we have checked�
∂τ f
�◦ inv= τ�∂τ( f ◦ inv)�τ. (6.7)
Consider�
∂τ( f ◦ inv)
�
(τ)= ∂τ f
�−τ−1�=�
i , j
ei j
1+δi j
2 ∂i j f
�−τ−1�= �
i , j ,k,l
ei j
�1+δkl
2 ∂kl f
��−τ−1� 1+δi j2 ∂i j �−τ−1�.
The inner differential ∂τ
�−τ−1� can be computed using the product rule, giving
0= ∂τ⊗
�
ττ−1
�= �∂τ⊗τ��1n ⊗τ−1�+ �1n ⊗τ��∂τ⊗τ−1�,
which yields
∂τ⊗τ−1 =−
�
1n ⊗τ−1
���
i , j
ei j ⊗ 12 (ei j + e j i )
��
1n ⊗τ−1
�
.
Symmetry of τ allows us to shift the occurrence of τ−1 from the second to the first tensor compo-
nent:
∂τ⊗τ−1 =−
�
τ−1⊗ 1n
���
i , j
ei j ⊗ 12 (ei j + e j i )
��
τ−1⊗ 1n
�
.
This establishes the transformation behavior in (6.7).
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The raising operator for the standard representation. To deduce raising operators from lowering
operators, we will use the intertwining operators
Cstd f = y f and Csym2 f = y f y . (6.8)
Lemma 6.4. The operatorCstd is covariant from std to std
∨, andCsym2 is covariant from sym2 to sym∨2.
Proof. Covariance of Cstd follows from
y f |std∨ g = t(cτ+d) t(cτ+d)−1y(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ)= y (cτ+d)−1 f (gτ).
Covariance of Csym2 can be established by a similar computation.
Remark 6.5. The inverses of the above operators are given explicitly by
Cstd∨ f =C−1std f = y−1 f and Csym∨2 f =C−1sym2 f = y−1 f y−1 . (6.9)
We set
Rstd =C−1sym2 ⊗C−1std ◦Lstd∨ ◦Cstd and Rstd∨ =C−1sym2 ⊗Cstd ◦Lstd ◦C−1std . (6.10)
From the covariance properties of the defining operators, we deduce that
Rstd ∈D
�
std,sym∨2⊗ std� and Rstd∨ ∈D�std∨, sym∨2⊗ std∨�. (6.11)
Recall that we denote the canonical basis ofV (std) andV (sym2) by ei (1≤ i ≤ n) and ei j (1≤ i , j ≤
n), respectively. In a formal way, we write t(12)3 : V
�
sym2⊗ std�→ V �sym2⊗ std� for the map that
descends from
1
2(t13+ t23) : V (std⊗ std⊗ std)−→V (std⊗ std⊗ std)
el ⊗ em ⊗ en �−→ 12
�
en ⊗ em ⊗ el + el ⊗ en ⊗ em
�
.
(6.12)
Proposition 6.6. For f ∈C∞�H(n)→V (std)�, we have
Rstd f = ∂τ⊗ f − i2 t(12)3
�
y−1⊗ f �, (6.13)
and for f ∈C∞�H(n)→V (std∨)�, we have
Rstd∨ f = ∂τ⊗ f + i2 t(12)3
�
1n ⊗ y−1 f
�
. (6.14)
Proof. Denote coordinates of f corresponding to the ei by fi . To compute Rstd, we start by com-
puting Lstd∨ ◦Cstd f , which equals�
i , j ,k,l
ei j yik y j l
1+δkl
2 ∂kl
�
m,n
emymn fn
= �
i , j ,m
ei j em
� �
k,l ,n
yik y j l ymn
1+δkl
2 ∂kl fn + i4
�
n
�
yimy jn + yin y jm
�
fn
�
.
Recall that we write y−1i j for the i j -th entry of y
−1. Now, Csym∨2⊗Cstd∨ maps the previous expression
to �
i �, j �,m�
ei �j �em� y
−1
ii � y
−1
j j � y
−1
mm�
�
i , j ,m
� �
k,l ,n
yik y j l ymn
1+δkl
2 ∂kl fn − i2
�
n
1
2
�
yimy jn + yin y jm
�
fn
�
= �
k,l ,n
ekl en
1+δkl
2 ∂kl fn − i4
�
m,n,m�
emnem�
�
y−1mm� fn + y−1nm� fm
�
.
The expression for Rstd∨ can be derived in an analogous way.
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Differential operators for tensor products of weights. To extend our considerations to arbitrary
representations, we have to study how raising operators combine when taking the tensor product
of two weights. For a representation σ, the order 1 raising operator Rσ is of the form
Rσ f = ∂τ f +Kσ f , for Kσ ∈C∞
�
H(n)→Hom�V (σ),V (sym2⊗σ)��.
Given two representations σ and σ�, we write ισ for the inclusion
ισ : Hom
�
V (σ),V (sym2⊗σ)�−→Hom�V (σ⊗σ�),V (sym2⊗σ⊗σ�)�
φ �−→φ⊗ id.
Similarly, ισ� is defined as an inclusion of Hom
�
V (σ�),V (sym2⊗σ�)� into the same codomain.
Lemma 6.7. Using above notation, we have
Kσ⊗σ� = ισ
�
Kσ
�+ ισ��Kσ��.
Proof. A computation gives for Kσ⊗σ�
�
f |σσ� g
�
the expression�
∂τ⊗σ(cτ+d)−1
�⊗σ�(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ) + t12�σ(cτ+d)−1⊗ �∂τ⊗σ�(cτ+d)−1�� f (gτ)
+Kσ⊗σ�
�
σ(cτ+d)−1⊗σ�(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ)�.
The transposition t12, defined in (6.3), switches the first and second component of σ⊗ sym2⊗σ�.
By definition, we have�
∂τ⊗σ(cτ+d)−1
�
f (gτ)+Kσ
�
σ(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ)�= �Kσ f �|sym2⊗σ g ,
implying that�
∂τ⊗σ(cτ+d)−1
�⊗σ�(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ)+ ισ(Kσ)�σ(cτ+d)−1⊗σ�(cτ+d)−1 f (gτ)�
equals
�
ισ(Kσ) f
� |sym2⊗σ⊗σ� g . The analogue equation holds for Kσ� and its image under ισ� . After
plugging this into the first equality and comparing terms, this implies the lemma.
Let a,b,c, i1, . . . , ib , and j1, . . . , jc be as in (6.4). The raising operators for powers of std
∨ involve
the following modification of t(i1,...,ib) ( j1,..., jc ):
ty(i1,...,ib) ( j1,..., jc ) =
1
bc
b�
k=1
c�
l=1
tik jl ◦µyjl , (6.15)
where µyj is multiplication with y
−1 in the j -th component.
Corollary 6.8. Explicit expressions for the corvariant differential operators
Rstdl ∈D
�
stdl , sym∨2⊗ stdl �, Rstd∨ l ∈D�std∨ l , sym∨2⊗ std∨ l �, and
Rstdl1 std∨ l2 ∈D
�
stdl1std∨ l2 , sym∨2⊗ stdl1std∨ l2� (6.16)
are
Rstdl f = ∂τ⊗ f − i l2 t(12)(3···2+l )(y−1⊗ f ), Rstd∨ l f = ∂τ⊗ f + i l2 t
y
(12)(3···2+l )(1n ⊗ f ), and
Rstdl1 std∨ l2 = ∂τ⊗ f − i l12 t(12)(3···2+l1)(y−1⊗ f ) + i l22 t
y
(12)(3+l1···2+l1+l2)(1n ⊗ f ).
(6.17)
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The Lie algebra of Spn . To describe D
�
σ, sym2σ
�
and D
�
σ, sym∨2σ
�
, we employ the Lie theoretic
description of differential operators given by Helgason [Hel59; Hel92] and, in context of discrete
series representations, by Schmid [Sch76].
Let spn denote the complexified Lie algebra of G
(n) = Spn(R). Fix
kn =
�� a b
−b a
�
: a =− ta ∈Matn(C), b = tb ∈Matn(C)
�
, (6.18)
which is the complexified Lie algebra of the maximal compact subgroup
Kn =
�� a b
−b a
�
: a,b ∈Matn(R), ai +b ∈Un(R)
�
⊆ Spn(R).
Denote the center of kn by kn,C or, suppressing the genus, kC. To a representationσ of GLn(C) we can
attach a representation of kn by taking the differential of its restriction to Kn . Since Kn is connected,
we can and will refer to representations of kn by corresponding representations of GLn(C).
As a kn module, we have the decomposition
spn
∼= kn ⊕p+n ⊕p−n , (6.19)
where p±n is the differential of the Kn representations sym2 and sym∨2. A suitable generator of kC
acts on them by ±2. We will throughout refer to eigenvalues of this generator as kC-eigenvalues.
We denote invariants of a Lie algebra representation V of kn by H0(kn ,V ). Fix two representation
σ and σ� of GLn(C). Write Do
�
σ,σ�
�
for the space of order o differential operators that are covariant
from |σ to |σ� . In Theorem 10 of [Hel59], Helgason described them by the following vector space
isomorphism:
Do
�
σ,σ�
�∼=H0�kn , symo (p+n ⊕p−n )⊗σ∨⊗σ��. (6.20)
We reiterate Helgson’s remark that this isomorphism is not compatible with composition of differ-
ential operators.
Helgason’s result allows us to restrict the order of covariant differential operators.
Proposition 6.9. Fix irreducible representations σ and σ� of GLn(C).
(i) If the kC-eigenvalues of σ and σ� agree, then D1(σ,σ�)=D0(σ,σ�).
(ii) If the kC-eigenvalues of σ and σ� differ by ±2, then D2(σ,σ�)=D1(σ,σ�).
(iii) We have D0(σ,σ�)∼=Hom(σ,σ�).
(iv) The space D1(σ,σ�) is spanned by operators πL ◦Lσ and πR ◦Rσ� , where πL ∈ Hom
�
sym2σ,σ�
�
and πR ∈Hom
�
sym∨2σ,σ�
�
, respectively.
Proof. Case (iii) is a direct consequence of (6.20). To prove case (i) and (ii), it suffices to compute
kC-eigenvalues in symo(p+n ⊕p−n )⊗V (σ)∨⊗σ∨⊗σ� for o ∈ {1,2}.
The kC-eigenvalues of 1 ∼= sym0(p+n ⊕p−n ) and p+n ⊗p−n ⊂ sym2(p+n ⊕p−n ) are 0. On p+n and p−n they
are ±2, by definition, and on sym2p+n and sym2p−n they equal ±4. In case (i) the kC-eigenvalue of
σ∨ ⊗σ� equals −a+a±2 = ±2 for some a ∈ C, and in case (ii) it equals 0. Combining these values
we deduce all cases but (iv).
To establish the remaining statement (iv), note that the case of lowering operators is implied by
the isomorphism
H0
�
kn , sym
∨2⊗σ∨⊗σ��∼=Hom
kn
�
sym2⊗σ, σ��.
The case of raising operators can be dealt with analogously.
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Commutation relations. By abuse of notation, we denote two projections by the same symbol:
πsym2 : sym
2⊗ sym∨2⊗σ, sym∨2⊗ sym2⊗σ−→σ. (6.21)
To concisely state commutation relations of differential operators, we suppress the composition
symbol: LRσ = L◦Rσ. Powers of operatorswill be understood as repeated composition: Ld = L◦· · ·◦L
for 0≤ d ∈Z.
Lemma 6.10. We have
πsym2 LRsym∨2⊗σLσ − Lπsym2 Rsym∨2⊗σLσ ∈D1
�
σ, sym2⊗σ�.
In particular, it can be expressed as a linear combination of constituents of Lσ.
Proof. It is straightforward to see that the given expression is a differential operator of order at
most 2, since symbols of differential operators commute. Wemay assume thatσ is irreducible. De-
note its kC eigenvalue by a. Further, observe that the kC eigenvalues of sym∨2⊗ sym2⊗ sym∨2⊗σ
equals a−1. By Helgason’s theory as stated in Proposition 6.9, the left hand side is an order 1 differ-
ential operator, which is a linear combination of the constituents of Lσ by the same proposition.
Lemma 6.11. We have
Lsym2σRσ − t12 Rsym∨2σLσ ∈Hom
�
σ, sym2sym∨2σ
�
.
Proof. The left hand side is a covariant differential operator of order at most 1 that preserves kC
eigenvalues. Therefore, we can deduce the statement from Proposition 6.9.
Lemma 6.12. Let σ be a representation with kC eigenvalue a. Then
πsym2
�
Lsym2σRσ− t12 Rsym∨2σLσ
�= −(1+n)a
8
.
Proof. By Lemma 6.11, the left hand side lies in Hom(σ,σ). We may assume that σ is irreducible,
so that Hom(σ,σ) ∼= C. To compute the precise value, note that in the following expression for
LR− t12RL �
y t(y∂τ)
��
∂τ+Kσ
�− t12��∂τ+Ksym∨2σ��y t(y∂τ)��
order 0 terms can only arise from y t(y∂τ)Kσ. Using Lemma 6.7, we reduce ourselves to the casesσ=
std and σ = std∨. We focus on the former one, and leave the latter one to the reader. For any
1≤ o ≤ n, we have
y t(y∂τ)⊗
−i
2
t(12)3(y
−1⊗ eo)= −i
2
�
i , j ,k,l
ei j yik y j l
1+δkl
2
∂kl
�
m,n,o
1
2
�
emoen + eonem
�
y−1mn
= 1
4
�
i , j ,k,l ,m,n
ei j yik y j l
1
2
�
emoen + eonem
�−1
2
�
y−1kmy
−1
ln + y−1kn y−1lm
�
.
We execute multiplication of y and y−1 twice
−1
16
�
i , j ,m,n
ei j
�
emoen + eonem
��
δimδ jn +δinδ jm
�= −1
16
�
i , j
ei j
�
eioe j + eo j ei + e j oei + eoi e j
�
.
Applying πsym2, we obtain
−1
16
�
i , j
�
δ j o +δio + δi jδ j oeo +δioδi j
�
eo = −(1+n)
8
eo .
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§6.3 Almost holomorphic functions. We throughout write O
�
H(n)
�
for the space of holomorphic
functions onH(n).
Definition 6.13. A smooth function f : H(n)→V (σ) is almost holomorphic of depth d if Ld+1 f = 0.
Remark 6.14. This definition is motivated by the theory of holomorphic discrete series, whose be-
havior under differential operators is well-known [Sch76]. Very recently, a work that focuses on this
perspective has appear as a preprint: [PSS15].
The following are basic properties of almost holomorphic functions on H(n) which are straight
forward to prove.
Proposition 6.15. Suppose that f : H(n)→V (σ) and g : H(n)→V (σ�) are almost holomorphic func-
tions of depth d and d �. Then the tensor product f ⊗ g is almost holomorphic of depth d +d �.
Proof. We abbreviate d �� = d +d �. It suffices to inspect the equation Ld ��+1 f ⊗ g =�d ��+1t=0 tt �(Lt f )⊗
(Ld
��+1−t g )
�
with suitable permutations of tensor components tt : (sym2)tσ(sym2)d
��+1−tσ� → (sym2)d ��+1σσ�.
Lemma 6.16. If f is almost holomorphic of depth d, then πsym2LRL f −Lπsym2RL f has depth d −1.
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 6.10, seen that f , which has depth d , vanishes after apply-
ing d +1 times arbitrary constituents of L.
Analytic properties. Almost holomorphic functions in the setting of elliptic modular forms can be
easily recognized as a polynomial in y−1 whose coefficients are holomorphic functions. Their total
degree coincides with the depth.
Theorem 6.17. A function f ∈C∞�H→V (σ)� is almost holomorphic of depth d if and only if it is a
polynomial in the entries of y−1 of degree at most d and with holomorphic coefficients.
Proof. Note that L y−1 is constant. After embedding σ into
�
sym2sym∨2
�d ⊗σ, it follows that every
polynomial in the entries of y−1 of at most degree d is indeed almost holomorphic of depth d .
We proceed as in the case of elliptic modular forms to establish the converse. Note that it suf-
fices to treat irreducible σ. Since the lowering operator is the same for representationsσ and detkσ
for any k ∈ Z, we may always modify σ correspondingly. In particular, we can assume that the
kC-eigenvalue of σ is arbitrarily large. Then Lemma 6.12, shows that the space of almost holomor-
phic functions of depth d is contained in the span of depth d −1 functions and their image under
πsym2 Rsym2σ. Since the case d = 0 is clear, the result follows by induction.
Theorem 6.17 tells us that an almost holomorphic function f is a polynomial in the entries of
y−1. For t ∈Mattn( 12Z) with integral diagonal entries, set y−t = exp
�
trace
�
t log(y−1)
��
. Then f can be
written as
f (τ)=�
t
ft (τ)y
−t (6.22)
with holomorphic ft , finitely many of which are non-zero. We call ft the t-th part of f , and f0 is
called the constant part of f .
§6.4 Definition of almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms. Seen that one goal of this work
is to settle basic tools for the treatment of almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms, we give a
slightly more general definition, including vector valued modular Siegel modular forms with re-
spect to representations of Γ(n) = Spn(Z), than the one that is necessary to prove Theorem 8.5. Note
also that statements in this paper can be extended to representations of the metaplectic double
cover Mp2n(Z) of Spn(Z) without difficulties, since they depend only on analytic properties of cor-
responding modular forms.
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Definition 6.18. Let ρ be a finite dimensional, complex representation of Γ(n) andσ a finite dimen-
sional, complex representation of GLn(C). An almost holomorphic function f : H(n)→V (σ)⊗V (ρ)
of depth d that satisfies
f |σ,ρ γ= f for all γ ∈ Γ(n),
and, if n = 1, is bounded by some power of y−1 as y →∞, is called an almost holomorphic Siegel
modular form of genus n, depth d , weight σ, and type ρ.
We write M(n)
�
σ[d ]�ρ
�
for the space of such functions; notation which is inspired by the fact that
almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms correspond to automorphic forms whose “K -type at the
infinite place”, related to σ, is not the highest possible, but d steps away from it. Proposition 6.15
implies that
M(n)
�
σ[d ]�ρ
�⊗M(n)�σ� [d �]�ρ��⊆M(n)�(σσ�)[d+d �]�ρρ��. (6.23)
An almost holomorphic Siegel modular form f has Fourier expansion
f (τ)= �
t∈Mattn (Q)
c( f ; t , y) exp
�
2πi trace(tτ)
�
(6.24)
where every Fourier coefficient c( f ; t , y) is a polynomial in the entries of y−1 with coefficients in C.
7| Fourier-Jacobi expansions
Fourier-Jacobi expansions of Siegel modular forms have developed to a major tool to study Siegel
modular forms. They have been abstractly been considered in [EZ85]. Roughly, a Siegel modular
form f can be written as
f (τ)= �
m∈Z
φm(τ1,z) exp(2πi mτ2)
where we use, here and throughout, the decomposition τ =
�
τ1
tz
z τ2
�
with τ1 ∈ H(n−1), τ2 ∈ H(1), and
z ∈ Cn−1. Each φm is a Jacobi form, which can be related to Siegel modular forms of genus n−1.
The theory of Fourier-Jacobi expansions has recently culminate in [BWR14], where the last named
author and his coauthor prove that such formal expansions converge, if they exhibit the symmetry
relations of Fourier coefficients that hold for Fourier expansions of Siegel modular forms.
In this section, we present the foundations of Fourier Jacobi expansions of almost holomorphic
Siegel modular forms. In particular, we attach almost holomorphic Fourier-Jacobi coefficients to
almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms and show that they determine them uniquely. In the
case of genus n = 2, we characterize the spaces of almost holomorphic Jacobi forms using the ap-
proach in [IK11]. Note that it is possible to extend this to arbitrary genera, but the focus of this
paper lies on n = 2.
§7.1 Preliminaries. Jacobi forms were defined in [EZ85] and generalized in [Zie89]. Here, we
revisit basic notation.
The Jacobi upper half space. Write H(n)J =H(n)×Cn = {(τ,z) : τ ∈H(n),z ∈Cn} for the Jacobi upper
half space of genus n (and cogenus 1). The real and imaginary part of τ and z are denoted by
τ= x+ i y and z = u+ i v . If n = 1, then we suppress the genus, writingHJ instead ofH(n)J.
The Heisenberg group. Fix the Heisenberg group
H(Rn)= �h = (λ,µ,κ) : λ,µ ∈Rn , κ ∈Matn(R)�
with addition
(λ1,µ1,κ1)+ (λ2,µ2,κ2)=
�
λ1+λ2,µ1+µ2, κ1+κ2+λ1 tµ2−µ1 tλ2
�
.
It carries a right action of G(n) defined by the natural action on row vectors of length 2n:
(λ,µ,κ)
�
a b
c d
�= �λa+µc,λb+µd , κ�.
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The Jacobi group. The real Jacobi group G(n)J = G(n)J(R) is the non-trivial extension 0→H(Rn)→
G(n)J→G(n)→ 1 of G(n) by H(Rn). Multiplication in G(n)J is defined by�
g1,h1
��
g2,h2
�= �g1g2,h1g2+h1�.
We often consider elements of H(Rn) as elements of G(n)J via the inclusionH(Rn)⊂G(n)J. Shorthand
notation for elements of G(n) considered as elements of G(n)J is provided by the following section to
G(n)J�G(n):
g ∈G(n) �−→ �g , (0,0,0)� ∈G(n)J.
If n = 1, we drop the superscript (n), writing GJ instead of G(1)J. Recall the shorthand notation
a,b,c,d for the entries of g ∈G(n). Similarly, the entries of h ∈H(Rn) will be denoted by λ, µ, and κ
without further mentioning it.
We have an action of G(n)J onH(n)J:
g J (τ,z)= �g , (λ,µ,κ)� (τ,z)= �(aτ+b)(cτ+d)−1, (z+λτ+µ)(cτ+d)−1�. (7.1)
Remark 7.1. The connection between Jacobi forms and Siegel modular forms, that we are going to
exhibit, is based on the embedding
G(n)Jsym �−→G(n) ,
��
a b
c d
�
, (λ,µ,κ)
� �−→ �a 0 b a tµ−b tλλ 1 µ κ
c 0 d c tµ−d tλ
0 0 0 1
�
, (7.2)
where G(n)Jsym is the subgroup of G
(n)J such that κ+µ tλ is symmetric. Details can be found in [Zie89].
The (discrete) Jacobi group Γ(n)J ⊂G(n)J is defined as
Γ(n)J = �γJ = �γ, (λ,µ,0)� : g ∈ Γ(n), λ,µ ∈Zn�.
Slash actions. Let σ be a finite dimensional, complex representation of the affine group
Affn(C)=GLn(C)�Cn . (7.3)
We attach to it a slash action onC∞
�
H(n)J→V (σ)� by�
φ|Jσ,m g J
�
(τ,z)= σ�cτ+d ,c tz+c tµ−d tλ�−1 (7.4)
· exp
�
2πim
�− (z+λτ+µ)c(cτ+d)−1 t(z+λτ+µ)+2λ tz+λτ tλ+ trace(κ)��φ�gJ(τ,z)�.
This is called the Jacobi slash action of weight σ and indexm. If σ = detk for some k ∈ Z, then we
write |Jk,m for the corresponding slash action.
Weights. Via the embeddings
GLn(C) �−→Affn(C), g �−→ (g ,0), and
Affn(C) �−→GLn+1(C), (g ,h) �−→
�
g h
0 1
�
representations of GLn(C) and GLn+1(C) give rise to Affn(C)-representations. We ambiguously use
std j and sym j for (symmetric) powers of the standard representation of GLn(C) for any n. When
considering them as representations of Affn(C), we will add n or n+1 as a subscript to distinguish
them: std jn and std
j
n+1 are then the representations of Affn(C) that arise from the first and second
inclusion, respectively.
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§7.2 Differential operators for genus 1 Jacobi forms. The first, physical, part of this paper only
made use of genus 2 Siegel modular form. We have so far formulated the theory of Jacobi forms in
the case of arbitrary genus n. For the rest of this section, we will focus on the case of genus 1 Jacobi
forms (which arise from genus 2 Siegel modular forms). The main reason is that the explicit theory
of differential operators has not yet been fully developed for all genera. It will be the theme of a
separate paper.
We revisit differential operators, following closely the exposition in [CR10], but use different no-
tation for the raising and lowering operators. To define differential operators, we use the following
notation:
∂τ := ∂∂τ = 12
�
∂
∂x − i ∂∂y
�
, ∂τ := ∂∂τ = 12
�
∂
∂x + i ∂∂y
�
,
∂z := ∂∂z = 12
�
∂
∂u − i ∂∂v
�
, ∂z := ∂∂z = 12
�
∂
∂u + i ∂∂v
�
.
The heat operator, normalized as in [IK11], is
Lm = 4m
2πi
∂τ− 1
4π2
∂2z . (7.5)
The raising operators and lowering operators with respect to Jacobi slash actions |Jk,m are given
by
RJk,m := 2i
�
∂τ+ vy ∂z +2πim v
2
y2
�+ ky , LJk,m :=−2i y�y∂τ+ v∂z�,
RJHk,m := i∂z −4πmvy , LJHk,m :−i y∂z .
Bernd and Schmidt described their covariance properties in [BS98]. For g ∈GJ and φ ∈C∞(HJ), we
have
LJk,m
�
φ|k,m g
�= �LJk,mφ�|k−2,m g , RJk,m�φ|k,m g �= �RJk,mφ�|k+2,m g
LJHk,m
�
φ|k,m g
�= �LJHk,mφ�|k−1,m g , RJHk,m�φ|k,m g �= �RJHk,mφ�|k+1,m g .
As usual, we suppress the subscripts k and m. Note, however, that (RJ)d = RJk+2d−2,m · · ·RJk,m and
(RJH)d
H =RJH
k+dH−1,m · · ·R
JH
k,m . The commutation rules for the raising and lowering operator are:�
LJ,LJH
�= �RJ,RJH�= 0, �LJ,RJ�=−k, �LJH,RJH�= im, �LJ,RJH�=−LJH, �LJH,RJ�=RJH. (7.6)
§7.3 Almost holomorphic functions (genus 1). Let O
�
HJ
�
be the space of holomorphic functions
onHJ.
Definition 7.2. A smooth function φ : HJ → C is almost holmorphic of depth (d ,dH) with 0 ≤
d ,dH ∈Z if �LJ�d φ= �LJH�dHφ= 0.
The analogues of Proposition 6.15 and Theorem 6.17 are as follows.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that φ : HJ → C and ψ : HJ → C are almost holomorphic functions of
depth (d ,dH) and (d �,d �H. Then the product f g is almost holomorphic of depth
�
d +d �, dH+d �H�.
Theorem 7.4. A function φ ∈ C∞�HJ� is almost holomorphic of depth (d ,dH) if and only if it is a
polynomial in y−1 and vy−1 of degree at most d and dH, respectively, with holomorphic coefficients.
Proof. This follows from the expressions for LJ and LJH, using induction. Indeed, up to non-zero
multiplicative constants, LJ y−a(v y−1)b equals ay−(a−1)(v y−1)b , and LJH y−a(v y−1)b is by−a(v y−1)b−1.
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§7.4 Almost holomorphic Jacobi forms (genus 1). We define almost holomorphic Jacobi forms
only for weight σ= detk , since in the general case, we have not studied the corresponding lowering
operators.
Definition 7.5. An almost holomorphic function φ ∈ C∞�HJ) is called an almost holomorphic Ja-
cobi form of depth (d ,dH), weight k, and indexm if it satisfies
(i) φ|Jk,m γ=φ for all γ ∈ ΓJ.
(ii) For all α,β ∈Q, φ(τ,ατ+β) is bounded by some power of y as τ→ i∞ .
We write J[d ,d
H]
k,m for the space of such function.
The following proposition generalizes Lemma 6.3 in [BRR12]. It says that there is no analogue of
the exceptional almost holomorphic elliptic modular form E2.
Proposition 7.6. For every k,m ∈Z and every pair of positive integers d and dH, we have
J[d ,d
H]
k,m =
d�
t=0
dH�
tH=0
�
RJ
�t �RJH�tH Jk,m .
Proof. It suffices to know that there is no Jacobi form of integral weight and index that is either
constant in τ or z. Then the statement follows along the lines of the proof of Lemma6.3 in [BRR12].
§7.5 Covariant operators from vector valuedweights (genus 1). Recall that we focus on the case
of genus n = 1. In this section, we reinterpret a result by Ibukiyama and Kyomura [IK11] in terms of
covariant operators
CJ
detksyml2
: C∞
�
HJ→ detksyml2)−→C∞
�
HJ→
l�
j=0
V (detk+ j )
�
, φ �−→ �ι0(φ), . . . , ιl (φ)�, (7.7)
where ι j is defined below.
Fix a basis f j (0≤ j ≤ l ) forV (detksyml2), where
�
a 0
0 1
� ∈GJ acts on f j bymultiplicationwith a j . Co-
ordinates of a functionφ : HJ→V (syml2) with respect to this basis are denoted by 〈φ, f j 〉. Ibukiyama
and Kyomura defined the following maps ι j onC∞
�
HJ→V (syml2)
�
on page 795 of [IK11]:
ι j (φ)=
� j/2�
t=0
j−2t�
j �=0
�
l − j �
j −2t − j �
��
l − j +2t
2t
�
(2k+2 j −2t −5)!! (2t −1)!!
(−2m) j− j � (2k+2 j −5)!! ∂
j−2t− j �
z L
t
m 〈φ,f j � 〉, (7.8)
where n!!= (2n)!/(2nn!). They prove in Theorem 2.1 that
ιν
�
φ|detksyml2,m g
J�= ιν(φ)|k+ν,m g J
for all g J ∈GJ. This, in particular, implies covariance of Cdetksyml .
§7.6 Fourier Jacobi coefficients. In this section, we briefly return to the case of general genus n.
We attach Fourier Jacobi coefficients to every almost holomorphic Siegel modular form.
Decompose τ as �
τ1
tz
z τ2
�
, τ1 ∈H(n−1), τ2 ∈H, and z ∈Cn−1
Write y1 and y2 for the imaginary part of τ1 and τ2. The ambiguous notation y−11 will be used to
denote (y−1)1. Every almost holomorphic Siegelmodular formhas aweak Fourier Jacobi expansion
f (τ)= �
m∈Q
�φm(τ1,z, y2) exp(2πi mτ2) . (7.9)
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We define Fourier Jacobi coefficients of f by
φm(τ1,z)= lim
y2→∞
�φm(τ1,z, y2), (7.10)
which is well-defined, since y−1→
�
y−11 0
0 0
�
as y2→∞. If f has trivial type and weight σ, thenm ∈Z
if �φm �= 0, and for every y2, �φm(τ1,z, y2) is invariant under the |Jσ,m action of Γ(n−1)J.
Remark 7.7. Observe that dety−1→ 0 as y2→∞. In particular, it is possible to find subexpressions
of, for example, Rn f for a Siegel modular form f , whose term of highest depth vanishes when
passing to the Fourier Jacobi expansion.
8| Classification of Almost Holomorphic Siegel Modular Forms
The graded ring of elliptic modular forms is defined as
M(•)=M(1)(•)= �
0≤k∈Z
M(1)
�
detk�1
�
.
A minimal set of (algebraically independent) generators is given by the Eisenstein series E4 and E6,
where
Ek (τ)= 1−
2k
Bk
∞�
m=1
σk−1(m) exp(2πi mτ) k ≥ 4.
When extending this to a differential graded algebra with derivative R acting as Rk = ∂τ− ki2 y−2 on
the k-th graded piece, we obtain
R∞M(•)=
∞�
d=0
RdM(•)⊂ �
0≤d∈Z
�
0≤k∈Z
M(1)
�
detk [d ]�1
�
.
This carries an action of the lowering operator L, which is not surjective. Instead, we have
coker
R∞M(•)
L=R∞M(•)/L
�
R∞M(•)�= span 1. (8.1)
The (modular) weight 2 Eisenstein series is
E2(τ)= −3
π
y−1+1−24
∞�
n=1
σ1(n) exp(2πi nτ) ∈M(1)
�
det2[1]
�
. (8.2)
While E2 is not in the range of R, the Ramanujan relation
1
2πi RE2 = 12πi Rdet2 E2 = 112
�
E22 −E4
�
(8.3)
implies that
�M(1)(•)= �
0≤d
�
0≤k∈Z
M(1)
�
detk[d ]
� = ∞�
d=0
Rd
�
C[E4,E6]+E2C[E4,E6]
�=C�E2,E4,E6�
is a differential algebra. Since LEd2 = 3d2πi Ed−12 we have an exact sequence
0−→M(1)(•)−→ �M(1)(•) L−→ �M(1)(•)−→ 0. (8.4)
The goal of this section is to show that the situation is more complicated for higher genera. We
focus on the case n = 2, and find that
coker�M(2) L= �M(2) /L �M(2) = span 1.
In particular, we prove that there is no analogue of E2 in genus 2. In Section 9, we will then provide
a replacement for it.
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§8.1 Thenon-commutative algebraof Siegelmodular forms. It is common to consider the graded
ring of Siegel modular forms, summing over all spaces of scalar valued Siegel modular forms like so�
k∈Z
M(n)
�
detk
�
. (8.5)
Note that the sum runs over all isomorphism classes of complex 1-dimensional representations of
GLn(C). The above is, indeed, a ring: The tensor product of two Siegel modular forms of weight k
and k � is amodular formofweight detk⊗detk � , which is isomorphic to detk+k � . Further, it is possible
to consistently choose bases of V (detk ) for all k, which turn all the isomorphisms detk ⊗detk � ∼=
detk+k
�
into isomorphisms of framed representations. One simply chooses the unit vector ek ∈
V (detk ) as a basis, and uses isomorphisms ek ⊗ ek � �→ ek+k � .
What seems like excess of precision in the case of scalar valued Siegel modular forms, becomes
important in the vector valued setting. Given two representations σ and σ� of GLn(C) the tensor
product σ⊗σ� in general decomposes into many irreducibles with multiplicities possibly larger
than 1. Also, it is not trivial to consistently choose bases of all irreducibles that behave well with
respect to tensor products. A similar problem arises from types of Siegel modular forms.
There are two approaches to accommodate this problem, neither of which seems to have ap-
peared in the literature. It is possible to sum over tensor powers of the standard representation.
One would consider �
0≤l∈Z
M(n)
�
stdl
�
(8.6)
By a result of Weissauer [Wei83], every irreducible representation σ for which M(n)
�
σ�ρ
�
is not
trivial for some ρ is contained in some tensor power of stdl , so that (8.6) contains all Siegel mod-
ular forms of level 1. More specifically, detk ⊆ stdnk . In particular, the non-commutative graded
ring (8.6) of Siegel modular forms contains the classical one (8.5).
The type of Siegel modular forms, if n ≥ 2, can be expressed in terms of Weyl representations ρL
attached to (positive definite and integral) lattices L . ONe can thus appy a similar construction,
to obtain a non-commutative ring that contains all Siegel modular forms of arbitrary weights and
types. We arbitrary will not go into details, though.
The second approach, which seems most suitable to study the analogue of (8.1), is to sacrifice
the algebra structure in favor of a grading with respect to irreducible representations of GLn(C) and
Γ(n). The direct sum
M(n)
�•�• �=�M(n)�σ�ρ�, (8.7)
where σ and ρ run through fixed representatives of isomorphism classes of representations, is a
commutative hyper-algebra.
§8.2 Hyper-algebras. A hyper-group is group whose multiplication is multi-valued [Wal37]. We
take the idea of multi-valued operators to define hyper-algebras, which we could not find in the
literature.
Let SubVec(A) be the set of all finite rank submodules of a vector space A.
Definition 8.1. A triple (A,+, · ) with (A,+) a K -vector space and a binary operator
· : A× A −→ SubVec(A)
is called a hyper-algebra (with strong identity) if
(i) there is a unique element e ∈ A such that e · r = r · e = spanr for all r ∈ A, and for every a ∈ A
there is a� such that e ∈ aa�,a�a.
(ii) for k ∈K \ {0} and a,a� ∈ A, we have aa� = (ka)a� = a(ka�).
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(iii) for a,a�,a�� ∈ A, we have a(a�+a��)⊆ aa�+aa��.
(iv) for a,a�,a�� ∈ A, we have a(a�a��)= (aa�)a��, where the product is linearly extended to SubVec(A)×
SubVec(A).
Further, we say that
(1) A is commutative if for a,a� ∈ A, we have aa� = a�a.
(2) A isG-graded for a hyper-groupG if A =�g Ag and Ag Ag � ⊆�h∈g g � Ah .
(3) A is a differential hyper-algebra, if there is a K -linear map
∂ : A −→ SubVec(A)
satisfying the Leibniz rule ∂(aa�)⊆ (∂a)a�+a(∂a�) for all a,a� ∈ A. If A is graded by G , then we
say that ∂ has grading g ∈G , if ∂Ag � ⊆�h∈g g � Ah for all g � ∈G .
Remark 8.2. The notion of hyper-groupsmakes it obvious to call the structure that we have defined
a hyper-algebra. But the reader should be warned that this is not standard. In fact, it has nothing
in common with hyper-algebras associated with groups in, for example, [Sul78].
§8.3 The differential graded hyper-algebra of almost holomorphic Siegel modular forms. Re-
call that isomorphismclasses of irreducible,finite-dimensional, complex representations ofGLn(C)
form a hyper-group Rep(GLn(C)) with multiplication given by the decomposition of tensor prod-
ucts. Typically, this is formulated in terms of fusion algebras (see [Eho95] for one instance) or
Grothendieck rings, but Definition 8.1 suggests that it is more convenient to work with hyper-
groups. Similarly, irreducible, finite-dimensional representations of Γ(n) with finite index kernel,
yield a hyper-group Rep(Γ(n)). By fixing representatives once and for all, we consider elements of
Rep(GLn(C)) and Rep(Γ(n)) as actual representations.
Set
�M(n) = �
0≤d∈Z
�
σ∈Rep(GLn (C))
ρ∈Rep(Γ(n))
M(n)
�
σ[d ]�ρ
�
. (8.8)
For f ∈M(n)�σ[d ]�ρ� and g ∈M(n)�σ� [d �]�ρ��, set
f ⊗ g = span
κσ:σ⊗σ�→σirr
κρ :ρ⊗ρ�→ρirr
�
κσ�κρ
��
f ⊗ g �, (8.9)
where the span runs through all homomorphism representations with irreducibleσirr and ρirr. The
C-module �M(n) carries a graded commutative hyper-C-algebra structure when equipped withmul-
tiplication as in (8.9).
The raising operators Rstdl can be extended to
�M(n). Given σ choose an embedding ι : σ �→ stdl
for some 0≤ l ∈Z. Then
R f = span
κ: sym2⊗stdl→σirr
κ
�
Rstdl f
�
. (8.10)
When equipped with the differential R, then �M(n) becomes a differential graded hyper-algebra, and
R has grading sym2. Similarly, we obtain an action of L on �M(n).
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§8.4 Exception Siegel modular forms. We finish the classification of almost holomorphic Siegel
modular forms of genus 2 that was initiated by Pitale, Saha, and Schmidt in [PSS15]. The goal of
this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3. Given σ, ρ, and 0≤ d, we have
M(2)
�
σ[d ]�ρ
�= d�
t=0
�
πsym2R
�t M(n)�(sym∨2)tσ�ρ�.
That is, Siegel modular forms generate �M(2) as a differential hyper-algebra.
Proof. This was almost proved in [PSS15], except for the cases σ = det3syml for some 0 ≤ l ∈ Z.
As noted there, it suffices to show that dimM(2)
�
detsyml �ρ
� = 0 for all l and all ρ to rule out the
remaining cases.
Suppose that f ∈M(2)�detsyml �ρ� is a non-zero Siegel modular form. We consider its Fourier
Jacobi expansion
f (τ)= �
0≤m∈Z
φm
�
τ1,z
�
e
�
mτ2
�
.
Applying the operator CJ
detsyml2
and the map 〈 ·, fl 〉 studied in Section 7.7, we find that
〈φm
�
τ1,z
�
, fl 〉
is a classical Jacobi form of weight 1 and index m. By results of Ibukiyama and Skoruppa it van-
ishes [IS07]. Applying the next Lemma 8.4 yields the result.
Lemma 8.4. Let f ∈M(n)�σ�ρ� and v ∈σ∨. If v ◦ f = 0 then (GLn(C)v)◦ f = 0.
Proof. This follows from invariance of f under the action of the Levi factor. For u ∈GLn(Z), we have
(uv) f (τ)= (uv)u f � tuτu�= v f � tu−1τu−1�= 0.
The uv for u ∈GLn(Z) span GLn(C)v ⊆V (σ∨), and this implies the lemma.
The classification by Pitale, Saha, and Schmidt, which appeared shortly before the presentmanu-
script was finished, shows that there is no modular level 1 Siegel modular form of weight sym2 if
n = 2. We extend this to all genera by applying a variant of the argument in the proof of Theorem8.3.
Proposition 8.5. If n ≥ 2, then for any ρ, we have
M(n)
�
sym2[1]�1
�=M(n)�sym2�1�.
Proof. We can and will assume that ρ is irreducible. We claim that every f ∈M(n)�sym2[1]� is of the
form f (τ) = g (τ)+ cy−1 for some constant c ∈ C and holomorphic g . Indeed, assume that f (τ) =
g (τ)+h(y−1) for a holomorphic function g and a linear function h ∈ sym2⊗sym∨2 without constant
term. A direct computation shows that the image of f under L equals−t12h. It is a modular form of
weight sym∨2sym2, which by Lemma 8.7 is supported on the span of
�
i j e
∨
i j
1
2 (ei j +e j i ). This proves
the claim.
It suffices to show that there is no f (n) ∈M(n)�sym2[1]� of the form f (n)(τ)= g (n)(τ)+y−1. The 0-th
Fourier Jacobi coefficient of f (n), defined in (7.10), is a Siegel modular form of genus n−1. Since
dimM(n−1)(sym2)= 0, we find that it equals f (n−1). We are therefore reduced to the case n = 2.
Consider the case n = 2. We employ the Fourier Jacobi expansion. As a next step we show that
vanishing of the 0-th Fourier Jacobi coefficient of f (2) contradicts its existence. Assuming that f (2)
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exists, letm beminimal subject to the condition that them-th Fourier Jacobi coefficient, say φm of
f (2) is non-zero. Combining (7.10) and (7.7), we see that C J
sym2
φm has Fourier expansion starting
atm: �
m≤n;r
c(n,r )exp
�
2πi (nτ1+ r z)
�
.
Its components are elements of J[0,0]0,m , J
[0,0]
1,m , and J
[1,0]
2,m . Using the same argument as in [BWR14], these
correspond via the maps D2ν in (9) of [EZ85] to almost modular forms modular forms of weight at
most 2+2m, whose Fourier expansions starts atm. Ifm ≥ 1, they are zero by the theory of almost
holomorphic elliptic modular forms. This implies that φ0 �= 0, if f (2) exists.
It suffices to show that the 0-th Fourier Jacobi coefficient of f (2) would have to vanish, contra-
dicting its existence. The Fourier Jacobi expansions of f (2) starts like
f (2)(τ)=
�
φ0,3(τ1,z) φ0,2(τ1,z)
φ0,2(τ1,z) φ0,1(τ1,z)
�
+ y−1 +
�
φ1,3(τ1,z) φ1,2(τ1,z)
φ1,2(τ1,z) φ1,1(τ1,z)
�
e(τ2) +O
�
e(2τ2)
�
,
where τ= �τ1 zz τ2 � as in Section 7. The covariant operator CJsym2 in (7.7) yields Jacobi forms in
J0,0 = {0}, J0,1 = {0}, J[1,0]0,2 = span(E2), J1,0 = {0}, J1,1 = {0}, J[1,0]1,2 = {0}.
This implies that
φ0,1 = c, φ0,2 = 0, φ0,3(τ1,z)+ y−11 = −π3 E2(τ1), φ1,1 = 0, φ1,2 = 0, φ1,3 = 0
for some constant c ∈ C. The symmetry relations c( f ; t , y) = tuc( f ; tutu, y)u for u ∈GL2(Z), when
applied to t = �1 00 0� and u = �0 11 0� contradicts the given equality for φ0,3. This establishes the state-
ment.
Remark 8.6. In the case n ≥ 4, one could prove Proposition 8.5 by combining [Wei87] and [Wei86].
Lemma 8.7. Suppose thatσ and ρ are irreducible. If the kC-eigenvalue ofσ is negative, or if it is zero
and σ �=1 or ρ �=1, then dimM(n)�σ�ρ�= 0.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2 in [Wei83]. Indeed, for negative kC-eigenvalue, we ob-
tain the statement directly. If it vanishes, than the corank of σ in the sense defined in [Wei83]
equals n, so that σ is a power of det, implying σ = 1. Then ρ = 1 is a consequence of the fact ρ is
irreducibe, and hence its invariant subspaces are all trivial.
9| A meromorphic replacement for E2
Throughout this section, we focus on the case n = 2. Physical considerations naturally gave rise
to the logarithmic derivative ∂τ log(φ
(2)
10 ) of φ
(2)
10 = 4χ10 for Igusa’s χ10 ∈ M(2)
�
det10
�
, defined on
page 195 of [Igu62]. The goal of this section is to describe ∂τ log(χ10) as a meromorphic replace-
ment of the constant part of the weight 2 Eisenstein series E2 in the genus 1 case. In particular, we
will find a ring-like structure equipped with the (vector valued) differential ∂τ acting on it.
§9.1 An almostmeromorphic Siegel modular form. In (4.13), we find the following definition:
S(τ)= S(2)(τ)= 110∂τ log(φ(2)10 )− i2 y−1, (9.1)
where ∂τ is the vector valued derivative defined in Section 6.2. We can conveniently express S as
S(τ)= 110φ(2)−110 Rdet10φ(2)10 = 110φ(2)−110
�
∂τ−5i y−1
�
φ(2)10 , (9.2)
from which modularity of S becomes immediately clear.
In analogy with Definition 6.13, we define almost meromorphic functions for complex represen-
tations σ of GLn(C), subsuming S.
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Definition 9.1. Let D ⊂H(n) be a smooth, locally closed submanifold of codimension 1. A smooth
function f : H(n) \D→V (σ) is almost meromorphic of depth d if Ld+1 f = 0.
It is immediately clear that Theorem 6.17 generalizes. That is, almost meromorphic functions are
polynomials in the entries of y−1 whose coefficients are meromorphic functions. The constant
term of this polynomial is called its constant part.
Let us summarize immediate consequences of Equation (9.2).
Proposition 9.2. The function S defined in (9.1) is an almost meromorphic function, whose singu-
larities lie on the submanifolds z = 0 and its Γ(2) translates. For any γ ∈ Γ(2) we have S|sym2 γ= S.
The Ramanujan relation (8.3) is generalized by the next proposition. Before stating it, recall the
averaged transposition t= t(12)(34) defined in (6.4). When applying it to sym2sym2, as below, it has
the form
t
�
e11e11
�= e11e11 , t�e11e12�= 12e11�e12+ 12�e12e11 , t�e11e22�= 14�e12�e12 ,
t
��e12�e12�= e11e22+ e22e11+ 12�e12�e12 , where �ei j = ei j + e ji1+δi j .
Proposition 9.3. We have
Rsym2 S = t(S⊗S) + fRS(τ), (9.3)
where fRS is ameromorphic Siegel modular forms of weight sym2⊗sym2, which has a pole of order 2
at z = 0; that is, φ(2)10 fRS is holomorphic.
Proof. We prove this by first comparing non-constant parts and then checking Fourier coefficients.
To summarize, we have
100S⊗S =φ(2)−210 ∂τφ(2)10 ⊗∂τφ(2)10 − 5iφ(2)−110 ∂τφ(2)10 ⊗ y−1 − 5iφ(2)−110 y−1⊗∂τφ(2)10 − 25 y−1⊗ y−1 ,
10Rsym2 S =−φ(2)−210
�
∂τφ
(2)
10 ⊗∂τφ(2)10
� + φ(2)−110 �∂τ⊗∂τ�φ(2)10 − 5i −i2 ∂y y−1
− iφ(2)−110 t(12)(34)
�
y−1⊗∂τφ(2)10
� − 5t(12)(34)�y−1⊗ y−1�.
Set Δ=�i j ei j 12 (ei j + e ji ). We have ∂y y−1 =−(y−1⊗ 12)Δ(y−1⊗ 12), and a straightforward compu-
tation reveals that t(12)(34)(y−1⊗ y−1) = (y−1⊗ 12)Δ(y−1⊗ 12). It is obvious from the definition of t
that t(12)(34)(y−1⊗∂τφ(2)10 )= t(12)(34)(∂τφ(2)10 ⊗ y−1). Taking these equalities, we find that RS−t(S⊗S) is
meromorphic.
To finish the proof consider the holomorphic modular forms
100φ(2)210
�
Rsym2 S− t(S⊗S)
�=−10�∂τφ(2)10 ⊗∂τφ(2)10 � + 10φ(2)10 �∂τ⊗∂τ�φ(2)10 − t(12)(34)�∂τφ(2)10 ⊗∂τφ(2)10 �.
(9.4)
We compute its expansion around z = 0. Let Δ12 = Δ(τ1)Δ(τ2) be the product of the modular dis-
criminant depending on τ1 and τ2. Then
100
(2πi )4φ
(2)2
10
�
Rsym2 S− t(S⊗S)
�
has expansion
−10��e12zΔ12+O (z3)���e12zΔ12+O (z3)�− t���e12zΔ12+O (z3)���e12zΔ12+O (z3)��
+10�z2Δ12+O (z4)��e11�e12z ∂τ1Δ12+ e22�e12z ∂τ2Δ12+�e12e11z ∂τ1Δ12
+�e12e22z ∂τ2Δ12+�e12�e12 12Δ12+O (z3)�.
The leading term is therefore
z2Δ212
�−11
2 �e12�e12− 14e11e22− 14e22e11�+10z3Δ12�∂τ1Δ12(e11�e12+�e12e11)+∂τ2Δ12(e22�e12+�e12e22),
which, in particular, implies that φ(2)10 f is holomorphic.
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§9.2 Fourier coefficients of fRS . Our goal is to compute Fourier coefficients of fRS defined in (9.3).
We use an Ansatz to find an expression for φ(2)10 fRS in terms of usual generators. This expression is
displayed in Equation (9.5). We obtain it by first decomposing det10sym2sym2 explicitly, finding
a basis for the corresponding spaces of Siegel modular forms, and then comparing coefficients
with (9.4). Multiplication with φ(2)−110 then yields Fourier coefficients of fRS (in a prescribed Weyl
chamber).
In this Section we will frequently refer to Sage [Ste+14] scripts. They can all be found on the last
named author’s homepage. Note that several of them make us of the implementation of Jacobi
forms [Rau12] that is currently only available at Sage-Trac, i.e., as a branch u/mraum/ticket/16448
at Sage-Git.
We will use polynomials p in two variables v1 and v2 with the action (gp)(v1 v2)= p
�
(v1 v2)g
�
as
a basis for symmetric power representations of SL2(C). An isomorphism to our previous basis e11,
e12+ e21, e22 of sym2 is given by
e11 �→ v21, e12+ e21 �→ 2v1v2, e22 �→ v22.
Adecomposition of sym2⊗sym2. By the Clebsch-Gordan rules we know that sym2⊗sym2 ∼= sym0⊕
sym2⊕ sym4 as a representation of SL2(C). Let us find an explicit basis in terms of v1 and v2. To
simplify notation, we will denote by u1, u2 and v1, v2 the variables of the polynomials in the first
and second tensor component. Those in the image will be denoted by w1 and w2.
The trivial representation, one checks, is spanned by
u21v
2
2 −2u1u2v1v2+u22v21 .
Bases for sym2 and sym4, respectively, are given by
w21 = u21v1v2−u1u2v21, w1w2 = 12
�
u21v
2
2 −u22v21
�
, w22 = u1u2v22 −u22v1v2 ,
and
w41 = u21v21, w31w2 = 12
�
u21v1v2+u1u2v21
�
, w21w
2
2 = 16
�
u22v
2
1 +4u1u2v1v2+u21v22
�
,
w1w
3
2 = 12
�
u22v1v2+u1u2v22
�
, w42 = u22v22.
Table of basic Fourier coefficients. In Table 13, we give the first few Fourier coefficients of classical
scalar valued Siegel modular forms that have been taken from [LMF15]; Or equivalently computed
by the Sage script basic_fourier_expansions.sage. On the left of Table 13, we give names of Siegel
modular forms, which are all explained in below. On the right, we give their Fourier coefficients
according to the scheme dictated by the first 9 lines.
The space M(2)(det12) has dimension 3. A natural basis consists of the Siegel Eisenstein se-
ries E (2)12 , the Klingen Eisenstein series E
(2)
Δ attached to the unique weight 12 cusp formΔ in genus 1,
and the Maass lift φ(2)12 of the unique Jacobi cusp form φ12 of weight 12 and index 1.
The space M(2)(det10sym4) is one dimensional. A generator was found by Ibukiyama in [Ibu12]
using E (2)4 and E
(2)
6 as input data. The Ibukiyama-Rankin-Cohen bracket is
{ f , g }sym4 ∈M(2)
�
detk+k
�
sym4
�
for f ∈M(2)�detk� and g ∈M(2)�detk ��.
With respect to our choice of basis w41, . . . ,w
4
2, it equals
1
2k
�(k �+1)g
�
∂211 f w
4
1 +2∂11∂12 f w31w2+
�
∂212 f +2∂11∂22 f
�
w21w
2
2 +2∂12∂22 f w1w32 +∂222 f w42
�
−(k+1)(k �+1)
�
(∂11 f )(∂11g )w
4
1 +
�
(∂11 f )(∂12g )+ (∂12 f )(∂11g )
�
w31w2
+ �(∂11 f )(∂22g )+ (∂12 f )(∂12g )+ (∂22 f )(∂11g )�w21w22
+ �(∂22 f )(∂12g )+ (∂12 f )(∂22g )�w1w32 + (∂22 f )(∂22g )w41�
+12k(k+1) f
�
∂2112w
4
1 +2∂11∂12g w31w2+
�
∂212g +2∂11∂22g
�
w21w
2
2 +2∂12∂22g w1w32 +∂222g w42
�
.
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Wedonot reproduce the Fourier coefficients of {E (2)4 , E
(2)
6 }sym4, but refer the reader to the Sage script
mentioned above.
An explicit expression for φ(2)10 fRS . Using the Sage script fRS_phi2_10_fourier_expansion.sage, we
compute an explicit representation of φ(2)10 fRS . We obtain
φ(2)10 fRS =
−1
72576000
�
E (2)4 , E
(2)
6
�
sym4 +
1
400
φ(2)12 , (9.5)
where the embedding of det10sym4 anddet12 into det10sym2sym2 is as above. From this expression,
we obtain the Fourier coefficients in Table 14.
Fourier expansion ofφ(2)−110 . The Fourier expansion ofφ
(2)−1
10 is not unique, but depends on aWeyl
chamber as explained in [Bor98]. The zero locus of φ(2)10 is Γ
(2) {τ : z = 0}, and a Weyl chamber is a
connected component of its complement in H(2). We consider the one that contains i
�
1 t2
t2 t
�
for all
sufficiently small, positive t . In this Weyl chamber, φ(2)−110 has Fourier expansion
q1ζq2
�
(n,r,m)�0
�
1−qn1 ζr qm2
�c(nm−r 2),
where q1 = exp(2πi τ1), ζ= exp(2πi z), q2 = exp(2πi τ2), and
(n,r,m)� 0⇔ (n > 0) ∨ (n = 0∧m > 0) ∨ (n =m = 0∧ r > 0).
The c(n) are the Fourier coefficients of the weak Jacobi form of weight 0 and index 1 that is uniquely
determined by c(−1) = 2. Its Fourier expansion is computed to the necessary extend in the Sage
script phi2_10_inv_fourier_expansion.sage.
To compute the Fourier expansion of φ(2)−110 correctly the bound on (n,r,m) that were found
in [GKR13] have to be taken into account. This, eventually yields the Fourier coefficients, some
of which are displayed in Table 15. The reader is also referred to the file phi2_10_inv_fe.sobj. This
file is computed by phi2_10_inv_fourier_expansion.sage and contains a Sage-readable dictionary
of Fourier coefficients
chi10inv_fe.sobj : (n,r,m) �→ c�φ(2)−110 , � n r /2r /2 m ��
for many more (n,r,m).
Fourier coefficients of fRS . Computing Fourier coefficients of fRS in the Weyl chamber that was
previously defined, we simply have to multiply φ(2)10 fRS by φ
(2)−1
10 . This is performed in the Sage
script fRS_fourier_expansion.sage. The resulting Fourier coefficients are displayed in Table 16. The
previously mentioned Sage script will produce a file fRS_fe.sobj, which contains a dictionary of
Fourier coefficients
fRS_fe.sobj : (n,r,m) �→ c� fRS , � n r /2r /2 m ��.
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z71 z
6
2 −
329135134765625
7168
z81 z
6
2 +
2596957685546875
27648
z91 z
6
2 −
8894909423828125
96768
z101 z
6
2 +
40810302734375
1152
z111 z
6
2
+ 992905029296875
32256
z91 z
7
2 −
1694947509765625
10752
z101 z
7
2 +
1370550537109375
8064
z111 z
7
2 −
1363372802734375
43008
z121 z
8
2
�
(A.19)
f (0,3) = 1
Δ4
�
64675591
58060800000
− 54856777
1814400000
z1 +
65194601
181440000
z21 −
55731167
22680000
z31 +
242045929
22680000
z41 −
216143287
7087500
z51 +
200947909
3543750
z61 −
22452548
354375
z71 +
1654522
50625
z81 +
40894657
645120000
z2
− 8658850111
5806080000
z1z2 +
697315817
48384000
z21 z2 −
594293389
8064000
z31 z2 +
122562197
567000
z41 z2 −
975682873
2520000
z51 z2 +
54401369
105000
z61 z2 −
187652267
283500
z71 z2 +
2428696
4725
z81 z2 +
84392949
20480000
z22
− 24515809627
215040000
z1z
2
2 +
598212759449
430080000
z21 z
2
2 −
19527458020663
1935360000
z31 z
2
2 +
1494655943567
30240000
z41 z
2
2 −
1392743766707
8064000
z51 z
2
2 +
258536031797
604800
z61 z
2
2 −
944837177
1344
z71 z
2
2
+ 511856045
756
z81 z
2
2 −
30988525
108
z91 z
2
2 +
7989111
128000
z32 −
858617793
512000
z1z
3
2 +
70359296979
3584000
z21 z
3
2 −
2572634392021
18432000
z31 z
3
2 +
165039233141773
232243200
z41 z
3
2 −
908991091601
331776
z51 z
3
2
+ 737264763775
96768
z61 z
3
2 −
334904956675
24192
z71 z
3
2 +
58374183625
4032
z81 z
3
2 −
61068818875
9072
z91 z
3
2 +
15197463
35840
z42 −
10461879
896
z1z
4
2 +
2531382111
17920
z21 z
4
2 −
2039769849
1792
z31 z
4
2
+ 317068931875
43008
z41 z
4
2 −
796055737705
21504
z51 z
4
2 +
114660098778775
884736
z61 z
4
2 −
38440191740875
129024
z71 z
4
2 +
84196628171875
193536
z81 z
4
2 −
429043328125
1152
z91 z
4
2 +
9972960171875
72576
z101 z
4
2
− 1768497705
1792
z31 z
5
2 +
17572939425
896
z41 z
5
2 −
288041235375
1792
z51 z
5
2 +
5223196121875
7168
z61 z
5
2 −
1612869727140625
774144
z71 z
5
2 +
1013819765140625
258048
z81 z
5
2 −
143767815859375
32256
z91 z
5
2
+ 105542079296875
48384
z101 z
5
2 +
182184140625
896
z61 z
6
2 −
967665390625
384
z71 z
6
2 +
91877128515625
8064
z81 z
6
2 −
4438408203125
192
z91 z
6
2 +
6031614501953125
290304
z101 z
6
2
− 65818115234375
10368
z111 z
6
2 −
37890185546875
8064
z91 z
7
2 +
64582275390625
2688
z101 z
7
2 −
105147705078125
4032
z111 z
7
2 +
106353759765625
32256
z121 z
8
2
�
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B| The Ambiguities for C3/Z6
A1 =
1
15z1Δ1
�
2−12z1 +16z21 −64z3z21 −16z2 +102z1z2 −144z21 z2 +576z3z21 z2 +32z22 −216z1z22 +270z21 z22 −1512z3z21 z22 +108z31 z
2
2 −432z3z31 z
2
2 +216z21 z32
+864z3z21 z32 −486z
3
1 z
3
2 +1944z3z
3
1 z
3
2
�
(B.1)
A2 =
1
15z2Δ1
�
2−16z1 +32z21 −128z3z21 −12z2 +102z1z2 −216z21 z2 +864z3z21 z2 +16z22 −144z1z22 +270z21 z22 −1512z3z21 z22 +216z31 z
2
2 −864z3z31 z
2
2 +108z21 z32
+432z3z21 z32 −486z
3
1 z
3
2 +1944z3z
3
1 z
3
2
�
(B.2)
f 111 =
1
100Δ1
�
−9z1 +72z21 −144z31 +320z3z
3
1 +81z1z2 −684z
2
1 z2 +1440z31 z2 −3200z3z
3
1 z2 −216z1z
2
2 +1908z21 z22 −3726z31 z
2
2 +10428z3z31 z
2
2 −1944z41 z22 +6720z3z41 z22
−4800z3z51 z
2
2 +19200z23 z51 z
2
2 +144z1z32 −1296z
2
1 z
3
2 +486z
3
1 z
3
2 −12492z3z
3
1 z
3
2 +10692z
4
1 z
3
2 −36960z3z
4
1 z
3
2 +28800z3z
5
1 z
3
2 −115200z
2
3 z
5
1 z
3
2 +1944z
3
1 z
4
2 +7728z3z31 z
4
2
−8748z41 z42 +28656z3z41 z42 −6561z51 z
4
2 +6804z3z51 z
4
2 +77760z23 z51 z
4
2 +6561z51 z
5
2 −52164z3z
5
1 z
5
2 +103680z
2
3 z
5
1 z
5
2
�
(B.3)
f 121 =
1
200Δ1
�
9z2 −72z1z2 +144z21 z2 −320z3z21 z2 −108z22 +900z1z22 −1872z21 z22 +4832z3z21 z22 +432z32 −3744z1z
3
2 +7614z
2
1 z
3
2 −25164z3z
2
1 z
3
2 +1944z
3
1 z
3
2 −6720z3z
3
1 z
3
2
+4800z3z41 z32 −19200z
2
3 z
4
1 z
3
2 −576z
4
2 +5184z1z42 −7776z21 z42 +51552z3z21 z42 −16524z31 z
4
2 +57912z3z31 z
4
2 −26640z3z41 z42 +106560z23 z41 z42 −7776z21 z52 −30912z3z
2
1 z
5
2
+34992z31 z
5
2 −124128z3z
3
1 z
5
2 +6561z
4
1 z
5
2 −16524z3z
4
1 z
5
2 −38880z
2
3 z
4
1 z
5
2 −26244z
4
1 z
6
2 +208656z3z
4
1 z
6
2 −414720z
2
3 z
4
1 z
6
2
�
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f 221 =
1
100z1Δ1
�
−9z22 +72z1z22 −144z21 z22 +512z3z21 z22 +108z32 −900z1z
3
2 +1872z
2
1 z
3
2 −6800z3z
2
1 z
3
2 −432z
4
2 +3744z1z42 −7614z21 z42 +31836z3z21 z42 −1944z31 z
4
2 +7512z3z31 z
4
2
−1200z3z41 z42 +4800z23 z41 z42 +576z52 −5184z1z
5
2 +7776z
2
1 z
5
2 −59040z3z
2
1 z
5
2 +16524z
3
1 z
5
2 −63456z3z
3
1 z
5
2 +6120z3z
4
1 z
5
2 −24480z
2
3 z
4
1 z
5
2 +7776z
2
1 z
6
2 +30912z3z
2
1 z
6
2
−34992z31 z
6
2 +133632z3z
3
1 z
6
2 −6561z
4
1 z
6
2 +45684z3z
4
1 z
6
2 −77760z
2
3 z
4
1 z
6
2 +26244z
4
1 z
7
2 −208656z3z
4
1 z
7
2 +414720z
2
3 z
4
1 z
7
2
�
(B.5)
f 112 =
1
200Δ1
�
9z21 −72z31 +144z
4
1 −320z3z41 −72z21 z2 +612z31 z2 −1296z
4
1 z2 +1872z3z41 z2 +9600z3z51 z2 −19200z3z
6
1 z2 +76800z
2
3 z
6
1 z2 +144z
2
1 z
2
2 −1296z31 z
2
2 +2430z41 z22
−5796z3z41 z22 +1944z51 z
2
2 −35520z3z51 z
2
2 +72000z3z61 z
2
2 −288000z23 z61 z
2
2 +1944z41 z32 +7728z3z
4
1 z
3
2 −8748z
5
1 z
3
2 +28872z3z
5
1 z
3
2 −38880z3z
6
1 z
3
2 +155520z
2
3 z
6
1 z
3
2
+6561z61 z
4
2 −52164z3z61 z
4
2 +103680z23 z61 z
4
2
�
(B.6)
f 122 =
1
100Δ1
�
−9z1z2 +72z21 z2 −144z31 z2 +512z3z
3
1 z2 +72z1z
2
2 −612z21 z22 +1296z31 z
2
2 −4332z3z31 z
2
2 −2400z3z41 z22 +4800z3z51 z
2
2 −19200z23 z51 z
2
2 −144z1z32 +1296z
2
1 z
3
2
−2430z31 z
3
2 +11628z3z
3
1 z
3
2 −1944z
4
1 z
3
2 +13632z3z
4
1 z
3
2 −15840z3z
5
1 z
3
2 +63360z
2
3 z
5
1 z
3
2 −1944z
3
1 z
4
2 −7728z3z31 z
4
2 +8748z41 z42 −31248z3z41 z42 +4860z3z51 z
4
2
−19440z23 z51 z
4
2 −6561z51 z
5
2 +52164z3z
5
1 z
5
2 −103680z
2
3 z
5
1 z
5
2
�
(B.7)
f 222 =−
1
200Δ1
�
−27z2 +216z1z2 −432z21 z2 +1728z3z21 z2 +252z22 −2124z1z22 +4464z21 z22 −17792z3z21 z22 −720z32 +6336z1z
3
2 −12474z
2
1 z
3
2 +60684z3z
2
1 z
3
2 −5832z
3
1 z
3
2
+25728z3z31 z
3
2 −4800z3z
4
1 z
3
2 +19200z
2
3 z
4
1 z
3
2 +576z
4
2 −5184z1z42 +3888z21 z42 −75744z3z21 z42 +34020z31 z
4
2 −140856z3z31 z
4
2 +13680z3z41 z42 −54720z23 z41 z42 +7776z21 z52
+30912z3z21 z52 −34992z
3
1 z
5
2 +134496z3z
3
1 z
5
2 −19683z
4
1 z
5
2 +156492z3z
4
1 z
5
2 −311040z
2
3 z
4
1 z
5
2 +26244z
4
1 z
6
2 −208656z3z
4
1 z
6
2 +414720z
2
3 z
4
1 z
6
2
�
(B.8)
f˜ 111 =
1
10z1Δ1
�
−13+112z1 −240z21 +960z3z21 +104z2 −949z1z2 +2128z21 z2 −8672z3z21 z2 +80z31 z2 −320z3z
3
1 z2 −208z
2
2 +2008z1z22 −3911z21 z22 +22932z3z21 z22 −3900z31 z
2
2
+15600z3z31 z
2
2 −16z1z32 −3252z
2
1 z
3
2 −13584z3z
2
1 z
3
2 +15849z
3
1 z
3
2 −63396z3z
3
1 z
3
2 +540z
4
1 z
3
2 −4320z3z
4
1 z
3
2 +8640z
2
3 z
4
1 z
3
2 −108z
3
1 z
4
2 +432z3z31 z
4
2 −12960z41 z42
+103680z3z41 z42 −207360z23 z41 z42
�
(B.9)
f˜ 211 =
1
5z1Δ1
�
−2z2 +8z1z2 −32z3z1z2 +17z22 −67z1z22 +308z3z1z22 −20z21 z22 +80z3z21 z22 −40z32 +128z1z
3
2 −912z3z1z
3
2 +264z
2
1 z
3
2 −1056z3z
2
1 z
3
2 +16z
4
2 +48z1z42
+768z3z1z42 −783z21 z42 +3132z3z21 z42 −135z31 z
4
2 +1080z3z31 z
4
2 −2160z23 z31 z
4
2 +108z21 z52 −432z3z
2
1 z
5
2 +810z
3
1 z
5
2 −6480z3z
3
1 z
5
2 +12960z
2
3 z
3
1 z
5
2
�
(B.10)
f˜ 112 =
1
5Δ1
�
3z1 −32z21 −32z3z21 +80z31 −320z3z
3
1 −11z1z2 +160z
2
1 z2 +240z3z21 z2 −480z31 z2 +1920z3z
3
1 z2 −4z1z
2
2 −102z21 z22 −552z3z21 z22 +459z31 z
2
2 −1836z3z31 z
2
2
+540z41 z22 −4320z3z41 z22 +8640z23 z41 z22 −27z31 z
3
2 +108z3z
3
1 z
3
2 −810z
4
1 z
3
2 +6480z3z
4
1 z
3
2 −12960z
2
3 z
4
1 z
3
2
�
(B.11)
f˜ 212 =
1
10z1Δ1
�
−3+24z1 −48z21 +192z3z21 +24z2 −207z1z2 +464z21 z2 −1696z3z21 z2 −80z31 z2 +320z3z
3
1 z2 −48z
2
2 +440z1z22 −949z21 z22 +4284z3z21 z22 −204z31 z
2
2 +816z3z31 z
2
2
+16z1z32 −636z
2
1 z
3
2 −1968z3z
2
1 z
3
2 +2619z
3
1 z
3
2 −10476z3z
3
1 z
3
2 −540z
4
1 z
3
2 +4320z3z
4
1 z
3
2 −8640z
2
3 z
4
1 z
3
2 +108z
3
1 z
4
2 −432z3z31 z
4
2 −1620z41 z42 +12960z3z41 z42
−25920z23 z41 z42
�
(B.12)
f˜ 122 =
1
10z2Δ1
�
−13z1 +124z21 −368z31 +832z3z
3
1 +320z
4
1 −1280z3z41 +52z1z2 −521z21 z2 +1552z31 z2 −4128z3z
3
1 z2 −1200z
4
1 z2 +4800z3z41 z2 −4z21 z22 +609z31 z
2
2 +2292z3z31 z
2
2
−3024z41 z22 +12096z3z41 z22 +2160z51 z
2
2 −17280z3z51 z
2
2 +34560z23 z51 z
2
2 −27z41 z32 +108z3z
4
1 z
3
2 +1620z
5
1 z
3
2 −12960z3z
5
1 z
3
2 +25920z
2
3 z
5
1 z
3
2
�
(B.13)
f˜ 222 =
1
5z2Δ1
�
−8+64z1 −128z21 +512z3z21 +51840z3z41 +68z2 −581z1z2 +1256z21 z2 −4864z3z21 z2 −80z31 z2 +320z3z
3
1 z2 −144z
2
2 +1307z1z22 −2590z21 z22 +13368z3z21 z22
−1464z31 z
2
2 +5856z3z31 z
2
2 +4z1z32 −1950z
2
1 z
3
2 −7656z3z
2
1 z
3
2 +8775z
3
1 z
3
2 −35100z3z
3
1 z
3
2 −540z
4
1 z
3
2 +4320z3z
4
1 z
3
2 −8640z
2
3 z
4
1 z
3
2 +27z
3
1 z
4
2 −108z3z31 z
4
2 −6480z41 z42
�
(B.14)
C| Siegel modular forms of genus two
In this appendix we introduce the basics of Siegel modular forms that are needed. Although many
statements and definitions hold for arbitrary genus, we restrict ourselves to genus two. The Siegel
upper halfplane is denoted by
H(2) = �τ ∈C2×2|τT = τ, Imτ≥ 0� , (C.1)
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on which the homogenous modular group Γ2 = Sp(4,Z) operates by
τ �→ �aτ+b��cτ+d�−1, �a b
c d
�
∈ Sp(4,Z). (C.2)
The quotient H(2) by this action is called the Siegel fundamental domain F2 = Γ2
�
H(2). A Siegel
modular form of weight w is a holomorphic function f : H(2) −→ C, such that for all τ ∈ H(2) and
γ ∈ Γ2
f (γτ)= det�cτ+d�w f (τ), γ= �a b
c d
�
, (C.3)
holds. The space of all Siegel modular forms of weight w is denoted by Mw (H(2)). As
�
1 1
0 1
�
is
contained in Γ2, any Siegel modular form f admits a Fourier expansion which reads
f =�
T
a(T )exp(2πi Tr(Tτ)). (C.4)
Here the summation is over all half integer matrices T ∈ 12Z2×2 which have integer diagonal el-
ements. Next we introduce the Siegel operator Φ, which is a map Mw (H(2)) −→ Mw (H(1)) and is
defined by
Φ f = lim
t→∞ f
�
τ 0
0 i t
�
, τ ∈H, t ∈R. (C.5)
The elements of kerΦ are called cusp forms. For w ≥ 4 we define the Eisenstein series by
Ew (τ)=
�
C ,D
det(cτ+d)−w . (C.6)
The summation is over all inequivalent bottom rows
�
C D
�
of elements of Γ2. A classical theorem
by Igusa states that the space of Siegel modular forms of genus two has a representation as
M =C[E4,E6,χ10,χ12,χ35]
��
χ235 =R
�
, (C.7)
Here E4 and E6 denote the Eisenstein series of degree four and six, while the cusp forms are given
as follows
χ10 =− 43867
21235527 ·53
�
E4E6−E10
�
, (C.8)
χ12 =− 131 ·593
213375372337
�
3272E34 +2 ·53E26 −691E12
�
. (C.9)
Note that χ10 as defined by Igusa differs from the Maas lift φ
(2)
10 considered in section 9 by a factor
of four. R denotes a polynomial in E4,E6,χ10,χ12 whose explicit form can be found in [Igu67].
Fourier Expansion of Eisenstein series of genus two. In this subsection we discuss how to com-
pute the Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series. We start by recalling some mathematics termi-
nology.
• Let d be a square-free integer and consider the field extension K = Q[�d ] of the rational
numbers. The discriminant of K is given as
ΔK =
�
d if d ≡ 1 modulo 4
4d if d ≡ 2,3 modulo 4 (C.10)
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• The Möbius function µ :N−→ {−1,0,1} is defined as follows
µ(n)=

1 if n is a square-free, positive integer with an even number of prime factors
−1 if n is a square-free, positive integer with an odd number of prime factors
0 if n has a squared prime factor
(C.11)
• The divisor function σk (n) with k ∈C is defined as
σk (n)=
�
d |n
dk (C.12)
• A Dirichlet character is a function χ :Z−→Cwith the following properties
1. There is a k ∈Z, such that χ(n)=χ(n+k) for all n
2. χ(n)
�
= 0 if gcd(n,k)> 1
�= 0 if gcd(n,k)= 1
3. χ(mn)=χ(m)χ(n)
In particular, a Dirichlet character χ is a group homomorphism
�
Z/(kZ)
�∗ −→C∗. Vice versa,
any character of the unit group of Z/(kZ) extends to a Dirichlet character by setting χ(n)= 0
for n �∈ �Z/(kZ)�∗
• A Dirichlet L-function associated to a Dirichlet character is given by
L(s,χ)=
∞�
n=1
χ(n)
ns
, Re(s)> 1 (C.13)
• Given a prime p, the Kroneckersymbol
� a
p
�
is for a ∈Z defined as
�
a
p
�
=

1, if a is a quadratic rest modulo n
−1, if a is not a quadratic rest modulo n
0, if a ≡ 0 modulo n
(C.14)
For general n ∈Nwith prime factorization n = pν11 . . .pνkk one puts
� a
n
�= � ap1 �ν1 . . .� apk �νk . Note
that
� ·
n
�
is a Dirichlet character modulo n.
Theorem. (E. g. [EZ85]) Let Ew be an Eisenstein series of weight w, T =
�
a b/2
b/2 c
�
∈ 12Z2×2 be
positive semi-definite. Denote D = b2−4ac ≤ 0 and let D0 be the discriminant of Q(
�
D). Then the
Fourier coefficient a(T ) is one, if a = b = c = 0 and
−2w
Bw
�
d |gcd(a,b,c)
dw−1α(D/d2) (C.15)
otherwise. Here Bk denotes the kth Bernoulli number, α is defined by α(0)= 1 and
α(D)= 1
ζ(3−2w)C (w −1,D). (C.16)
Here the Cohen function C is defined by
C (s−1,D)= LD0 (2− s)
�
d | f
µ(d)
�D0
d
�
ds−2σ2s−3( f /d), D =D0 f 2. (C.17)
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In this expression, ζ denotes the Dedekind zeta-function and LD0 is the Dirichlet L-series associated
to the character
� ·
D0
�
.
In the following we list the explicit Fourier expansions of the above generators
E4(q1,q2,r ) = 1+240q1+240q2+2160q21 +30240q1q2+2160q22 +240
q1q2
r 2
+13440q1q2
r
+13440q1q2r +240q1q2r 2+6720q31 +181440q21 +181440q1q22 +6720q32
+30240q
2
1q2
r 2
+30240q1q
2
2
r 2
+138240q
2
1q2
r
+138240q1q
2
2
r
+138240q21q2r
+138240q1q22r +30240q21q2r 2+30240q1q22r 2
E6(q1,q2,r ) = 1−504q1−504q2−16632q21 +166320q1q2−16632q22 −504
q1q2
r 2
+44352q1q2
r
+44352q1q2r −504q1q2r 2−122976q31 +3792096q21q2+3792096q1q22 −122976q32
+166320q
2
1q2
r 2
+166320q1q
2
2
r 2
+2128896q
2
1q2
r
+2128896q1q
2
2
r
+2128896q21q2r
+2128896q1q22r +166320q21q2r 2+166320q1q22r 2
χ10(q1,q2,r ) = 1
2
q1q2−9q21q2−9q1q22 +
q21q2
2r 2
+ q1q
2
2
2r 2
− q1q2
4r
+ 4q
2
1q2
r
+ 4q1q
2
2
r
− 1
4
q1q2r
+4q21q2r +4q1q22r +
1
2
q21q2r
2+ 1
2
q1q
2
2r
2
χ12(q1,q2,r ) = 5
6
q1q2−11q21q2−11q1q22 +
5
6
q21q2
r 2
+ 5
6
q1q22
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D| Refined GV invariants for C3/Z5
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 3 -6 27 -192 1695 -17064 188454 -2228160 27748899 -360012150
1 -2 4 -10 64 -572 6076 -71740 909760 -12146622 168604540 -2412582616
2 0 3 -12 91 -980 12259 -166720 2394779 -35737460 548460000 -8599208436
3 0 5 -12 108 -1332 18912 -289440 4632120 -76306398 1282295808 -21860004816
4 0 7 -24 150 -1808 26983 -443394 7665776 -136440800 2471539911 -45269668626
5 0 9 -56 294 -2982 42005 -689520 12254816 -227540162 4331108122 -83626566000
6 0 11 -140 675 -5992 76608 -1192644 20764870 -386343036 7482057534 -148451081248
7 0 13 -324 1738 -13550 158814 -2322056 38750866 -703362386 13488597425 -268229722780
8 0 15 -686 4732 -33552 359898 -4954570 79050699 -1387505216 25992283043 -509660731360
9 0 17 -1328 12960 -88746 874588 -11327904 172924796 -2932945300 53475853968 -1026989105240
10 0 19 -2394 34357 -245520 2245125 -27363700 399648535 -6552913216 116272411761 -2183695179370
Table 2: GV invariants at genus (0,0)
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d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 0 -10 231 -4452 80948 -1438086 25301295 -443384578 7760515332
1 0 0 0 -18 576 -13968 305244 -6329628 127275876 -2508961104 48786866820
2 0 0 0 -24 896 -25636 650852 -15418734 349139480 -7658224250 164057415432
3 0 0 0 -28 1152 -37032 1056780 -27964428 701652588 -16919331450 395589996732
4 0 0 0 -30 1407 -48966 1515448 -43561508 1185905652 -30938142568 779767395056
5 0 0 9 -66 2061 -68908 2174157 -65084016 1863846681 -51392001108 1371429906120
6 0 0 68 -280 4500 -119124 3489856 -102704154 2969225052 -83868926462 2312642950872
7 0 0 300 -1410 13413 -261576 6617379 -181806634 5100476481 -142921977728 3965155214627
8 0 0 988 -6760 48183 -695664 14702120 -365286402 9681953781 -262834540958 7179092104476
9 0 0 2698 -29360 187770 -2131298 37329793 -822940764 20261551070 -525109967206 13926533807541
10 0 0 6444 -113186 751019 -7150716 105558998 -2048434992 46290047925 -1133487473126 28930878789904
Table 3: GV invariants at genus (1,0)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 -4 35 -386 5161 -74368 1117672 -17319898 274571953 -4428464750 72399258543
1 1 -4 45 -750 13174 -235148 4227874 -76326692 1381543835 -25051915148 454880537144
2 0 -4 46 -900 19554 -420472 8861756 -183661746 3754800426 -75910228250 1520587166090
3 0 -20 46 -944 23394 -578872 13923300 -325336476 7413730499 -165426093894 3626709524196
4 0 -56 164 -1370 29417 -750734 19452681 -494871808 12281325148 -297499294404 7050658845633
5 0 -120 643 -3602 51118 -1121972 28252291 -735181136 19077844392 -487791469432 12245596115880
6 0 -220 2522 -11456 121392 -2132580 47798426 -1186598986 30575571450 -794192203582 20520959813816
7 0 -364 8526 -41314 340762 -4920912 95935665 -2184901598 53716745464 -1367832764572 35294081485451
8 0 -560 24835 -154752 1078545 -12985696 220762885 -4561068642 105019097003 -2565242151798 64643620048364
9 0 -816 63278 -566320 3665611 -37876670 564821327 -10560913916 226102977980 -5244562425062 127513019275063
10 0 -1140 145113 -1945582 12930429 -118326784 1568446692 -26605876980 528222136235 -11577646359018 269921674605741
Table 4: GV invariants at genus (0,1)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 0 0 -102 5430 -194022 5784837 -155322234 3894455457 -93050366010
1 0 0 0 0 -216 15012 -659088 23286132 -722619936 20558391372 -549482611284
2 0 0 0 0 -312 25402 -1299948 52772850 -1855049556 59041090140 -1746828786552
3 0 0 0 0 -390 34912 -1994490 90371068 -3526024576 123699660448 -4006116067574
4 0 0 0 0 -450 43803 -2714134 133676408 -5667402346 215531532522 -7541030566234
5 0 0 0 0 -564 56340 -3636050 188364003 -8450098622 341039465436 -12674180528160
6 0 0 -12 33 -1302 89949 -5397344 277712616 -12685944558 527916004781 -20372727166960
7 0 0 -116 471 -5616 205699 -9811006 463444751 -20541312540 851408769126 -33210201574872
8 0 0 -628 4498 -31902 647792 -22397190 906948972 -37292448660 1490395858323 -57261471814196
9 0 0 -2488 32985 -194232 2563379 -62839000 2080200874 -76550883550 2874492150421 -106583214770442
10 0 0 -8036 190910 -1170468 11563235 -209199272 5533285795 -177007441804 6108659068296 -215066543042220
Table 5: GV invariants at genus (2,0)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 0 165 -7448 239030 -6574236 165498745 -3934550232 89865837855 -1992688534060
1 0 0 0 249 -16032 663816 -22351692 665886174 -18286464756 473803348152 -11751841988652
2 0 0 0 284 -21788 1085422 -43131672 1486268819 -46417626916 1348910501365 -37100685165104
3 0 0 0 294 -24852 1407460 -63647560 2476239454 -86461707148 2782756496277 -84053632394048
4 0 0 0 295 -27592 1688645 -83386604 3553493834 -135672322024 4756388163712 -155776855706696
5 0 0 -120 865 -40020 2221550 -110664544 4919143810 -198534576552 7396590575826 -257815753553060
6 0 0 -1484 5370 -101208 3849720 -169488448 7298405957 -296633814860 11342997342789 -409933588199632
7 0 0 -9632 39827 -381244 9203294 -321797124 12472772327 -484935911712 18313654586964 -665820277600268
8 0 0 -43732 268944 -1812560 28546696 -754793300 25028162865 -894682148776 32327818731481 -1151304488157956
9 0 0 -157232 1579910 -9323548 107088059 -2132204912 58508571346 -1866608513100 63045566722361 -2156999365698592
10 0 0 -477892 7945885 -48404096 447651280 -6998081720 157304121266 -4377953683428 135534530407883 -4387648213279700
Table 6: GV invariants at genus (1,1)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 1 -56 1710 -45478 1108429 -25510644 565560106 -12208303534 258259176252 -5377587417300
1 0 1 -62 2823 -101210 3123131 -87398508 2285563966 -56886814500 1363692509267 -31741367003420
2 0 1 -62 3083 -135046 5051631 -167324604 5070030051 -143679833838 3866332989620 -99855731010794
3 0 21 -62 3117 -150012 6401972 -242529558 8329863808 -264680950084 7904947970683 -224565445050932
4 0 126 -370 5015 -187166 7888757 -317686030 11857695191 -411277565110 13383285674817 -412600220588284
5 0 462 -2332 17188 -364870 12034886 -449182560 16816027403 -605858293698 20790005285269 -679898745656230
6 0 1287 -14442 70155 -1022430 25116729 -783594714 26879295676 -941310618136 32492448213165 -1089619106809056
7 0 3003 -72430 338223 -3391610 65165109 -1690999402 51032170076 -1653086126192 54861619097005 -1817288123911204
8 0 6188 -293502 1718392 -13023266 195187516 -4260040764 112884832140 -3323304791332 103316703343033 -3287506711857818
9 0 11628 -991856 8413737 -54852288 656650202 -12066214776 281352005882 -7507672419570 216602339119797 -6526511388596102
10 0 20349 -2908410 37685481 -242056852 2402813660 -37503651456 771051279956 -18655847273504 498243332814881 -14133822653295814
Table 7: GV invariants at genus (0,2)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 0 0 15 -3672 290853 -15363990 649358826 -23769907110 786400843911
1 0 0 0 0 28 -9038 895004 -56764044 2800998468 -117271264390 4368276685200
2 0 0 0 0 39 -14318 1647535 -120373298 6755811733 -317790113114 13156914112074
3 0 0 0 0 48 -18996 2412872 -196006904 12206895204 -633769608952 28779314566504
4 0 0 0 0 55 -23102 3156548 -277709398 18773083610 -1056971776506 51911426998599
5 0 0 0 0 60 -27784 4008354 -372807278 26742919550 -1601413604094 83702954155532
6 0 0 0 0 140 -40296 5522988 -516972356 38066404131 -2363089642518 128764263234726
7 0 0 15 -56 1090 -94614 9521920 -811965094 58217079594 -3617744837466 200176789418018
8 0 0 176 -1538 11205 -358426 22162654 -1538663154 100876901423 -6029485692286 329118801193692
9 0 0 1130 -21898 117201 -1881714 68569525 -3571773320 202306292870 -11205365856114 587561193934288
10 0 0 5232 -201110 1135775 -11788422 270108872 -10102578488 470971719089 -23362479231458 1149433429910848
Table 8: GV invariants at genus (3,0)
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d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 0 0 3646 -332500 18307188 -784000382 28746178815 -947455553070 28883283581120
1 0 0 0 0 6736 -817658 56229716 -2890271136 123724696980 -4664622899914 160128325772898
2 0 0 0 0 8591 -1240914 100812817 -6020174066 294558138571 -12516025972770 478543796677390
3 0 0 0 0 9595 -1541556 141315405 -9507560084 520483728764 -24542285301304 1033022927270955
4 0 0 0 0 10060 -1762130 176472063 -13005635874 779144061743 -40074259816370 1832137941830936
5 0 0 0 0 11942 -2095360 218310699 -16998820726 1083695909005 -59481598311246 2903077344820940
6 0 0 286 -704 31327 -3252496 304703564 -23423999308 1522934680590 -86512345468570 4402967053374246
7 0 0 4101 -14832 173458 -7932290 542315279 -37210408886 2328821117728 -131676086618278 6787311660887958
8 0 0 30706 -201910 1335968 -29094066 1282419545 -71414914086 4056835940421 -219450368091250 11121462357918974
9 0 0 160494 -2029890 10923049 -143171810 3973169453 -167074649216 8171560102165 -408274358839182 19828985332878797
10 0 0 660490 -15457318 86650077 -819422430 15457087268 -475302472716 19096999811219 -851813505320610 38743456874318870
Table 9: GV invariants at genus (2,1)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 0 -792 74640 -4150308 177499683 -6464352018 211097449143 -6368926838778 180940547430291
1 0 0 0 -1044 141232 -10305512 547583663 -23880243270 909350539113 -31362711810712 1002969680533521
2 0 0 0 -1100 173984 -15317486 968113645 -49239570774 2148320040446 -83640362553570 2982529054781422
3 0 0 0 -1106 185762 -18382200 1322846349 -76293814476 3741031288415 -162136840377466 6379219588997229
4 0 0 0 -1106 200166 -20872804 1625640316 -102612370488 5515121845123 -261276623451526 11187678438452042
5 0 0 462 -4208 308575 -27242952 2075005637 -134967532118 7642082210213 -384898656237490 17575381337394925
6 0 0 9757 -34468 914095 -50492366 3204053300 -195554839650 10983999127237 -564354092549442 26674496909199694
7 0 0 95115 -363608 4096989 -134471610 6429657554 -338709281142 17714458393384 -885389528147694 41780584233048109
8 0 0 602395 -3442542 24297636 -473005618 16339619628 -709931460036 33124639634829 -1550574847245638 70711217658486539
9 0 0 2872686 -27531174 159003934 -2069571994 50880368591 -1767456288994 71569396226022 -3060796330213490 131835980366899491
10 0 0 11166111 -182163160 1053629099 -10307057780 187616361586 -5139288077960 176685724431350 -6773022816685924 271069267170147567
Table 10: GV invariants at genus (1,2)
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
d2
0 0 36 -3552 199129 -8477200 305202621 -9831079874 292451827680 -8193427901442 219053227327973
1 0 0 37 -5132 391895 -21456544 951816717 -36559985102 1265167969027 -40459733831784 1216486396522567
2 0 0 37 -5332 482505 -31872458 1680167027 -75235065398 2982734988243 -107682958186546 3610552800188045
3 0 -8 37 -5342 512892 -37960032 2277288722 -115697208032 5159487585801 -207532502054646 7683566995242455
4 0 -120 403 -9694 650547 -45492860 2845195737 -155997880696 7584685164224 -332849815705118 13405043007333180
5 0 -792 4032 -44232 1456988 -72718424 4003499489 -214623624454 10718340308348 -493969134826666 21087866983228178
6 0 -3432 40032 -227316 4852264 -169805898 7373281571 -346895883190 16401686036909 -749687050494070 32594365559442838
7 0 -11440 303420 -1430960 18827088 -497163382 17348476209 -692265842390 29328965878560 -1259736657853762 53323814192441639
8 0 -31824 1731540 -9791434 86102063 -1681294978 48005169030 -1640618797164 61576392616975 -2420210604499130 96594746682174718
9 0 -77520 7822110 -64355702 441639078 -6453703762 150166863631 -4417828314310 147334819728793 -5270128198705030 195620751168796920
10 0 -170544 29481458 -378136780 2411472333 -27268753568 519116905858 -13161855037508 390992623491806 -12736589773157528 438155527249781100
Table 11: GV invariants at genus (0,3)
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E| Refined GV invariants for C3/Z6
GV invariants at genus (0,0):
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -6 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 -6 -6 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -10 -10 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 -8 -32 -8 0 0 0 0 4 0 -14 -70 -14 0 0 0 0
5 0 -10 -110 -110 -10 0 0 0 5 0 -18 -270 -270 -18 0 0 0
6 0 -12 -288 -756 -288 -12 0 0 6 0 -22 -770 -2200 -770 -22 0 0
7 0 -14 -644 -3556 -3556 -644 -14 0 7 0 -26 -1820 -11544 -11544 -1820 -26 0
2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 -6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 -12 -12 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -12 -12 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 -18 -96 -18 0 0 0 0 4 0 -20 -110 -20 0 0 0 0
5 0 -24 -416 -416 -24 0 0 0 5 0 -28 -518 -518 -28 0 0 0
6 0 -30 -1280 -3850 -1280 -30 0 0 6 0 -36 -1710 -5292 -1710 -36 0 0
7 0 -36 -3204 -22176 -22176 -3204 -36 0 7 0 -44 -4510 -33000 -33000 -4510 -44 0
4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 -6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -8 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 -10 -10 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -14 -14 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 -20 -112 -20 0 0 0 0 4 0 -18 -126 -18 0 0 0 0
5 0 -30 -576 -576 -30 0 0 0 5 0 -30 -630 -630 -30 0 0 0
6 0 -40 -2016 -6368 -2016 -40 0 0 6 0 -42 -2254 -7308 -2254 -42 0 0
7 0 -50 -5580 -42400 -42400 -5580 -50 0 7 0 -54 -6426 -50652 -50652 -6426 -54 0
GV invariants at genus (0,1):
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 68 68 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 144 144 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 300 1016 300 0 0 0 6 0 0 704 2608 704 0 0 0
7 0 0 988 7792 7792 988 0 0 7 0 0 2496 22672 22672 2496 0 0
2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 204 204 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 248 248 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1073 4184 1073 0 0 0 6 0 0 1368 5492 1368 0 0 0
7 0 0 4032 40032 40032 4032 0 0 7 0 0 5368 56344 56344 5368 0 0
4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 276 276 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 288 288 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1589 6484 1589 0 0 0 6 0 0 1736 7224 1736 0 0 0
7 0 0 6448 70100 70100 6448 0 0 7 0 0 7272 81432 81432 7272 0 0
GV invariants at genus (1,0):
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 35 35 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 45 45 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 84 359 84 0 0 0 0 4 0 119 635 119 0 0 0 0
5 0 165 1987 1987 165 0 0 0 5 0 249 4095 4095 249 0 0 0
6 0 286 7620 20554 7620 286 0 0 6 0 451 17545 51556 17545 451 0 0
7 0 455 23414 134882 134882 23414 455 0 7 0 741 58110 384852 384852 58110 741 0
2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 46 46 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 46 46 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 129 731 129 0 0 0 0 4 0 130 751 130 0 0 0 0
5 0 284 5380 5380 284 0 0 0 5 0 294 5891 5891 294 0 0 0
6 0 535 25327 78341 25327 535 0 0 6 0 570 29847 94930 29847 570 0 0
7 0 906 90234 652272 652272 90234 906 0 7 0 990 113047 863476 863476 113047 990 0
4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 84 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 45 45 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 119 119 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 130 751 130 0 0 0 0 4 0 129 1023 129 0 0 0 0
5 0 295 6036 6036 295 0 0 0 5 0 295 6627 6627 295 0 0 0
6 0 580 31835 103132 31835 580 0 0 6 0 581 33551 111566 33551 581 0 0
7 0 1025 126302 1000100 1000100 126302 1025 0 7 0 1035 134325 1101510 1101510 134325 1035 0
Table 12: Refined GV invariants for C3/Z6. Degree d1 goes from left to right, d3 from top to bottom
and d2 is indexed in the upper-left corner in each table.
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F| Fourier coefficients of Siegel modular forms
(n,r,m)
(0,0,0) (0,0,1) (0,0,2) (0,0,3) (0,0,4)
(1,1,1) (1,0,1) (1,1,2) (1,0,2)
(1,1,3) (1,0,3) (1,1,4) (1,0,4)
(2,2,2) (2,1,2) (2,0,2)
(2,2,3) (2,1,3) (2,0,3)
(2,2,4) (2,1,4) (2,0,4)
(3,3,3) (3,2,3) (3,1,3) (3,0,3)
(3,3,4) (3,2,4) (3,1,4) (3,0,4)
(4,4,4) (4,3,4) (4,2,4) (4,1,4) (4,0,4)
E(2)4
1 240 2160 6720 17520
13440 30240 138240 181440
362880 497280 967680 997920
604800 967680 1239840
1814400 2903040 2782080
5114880 5806080 7439040
3642240 5987520 6531840 8467200
10644480 13426560 17418240 15980160
20818560 24192000 35804160 34974720 41882400
E(2)6
1 -504 -16632 -122976 -532728
44352 166320 2128896 3792096
15422400 23462208 65995776 85322160
24881472 65995776 90644400
234311616 453454848 530228160
1126185984 1724405760 2066692320
883802304 1945345248 2818924416 3327730560
4864527360 8158449600 11304437760 12013404480
12809611584 22751511552 34911765504 42077629440 46585733040
χ10
0 0 0 0 0
1 -2 -16 36
99 -272 -240 1056
240 -240 32
-1800 2736 -1464
4352 -6816 -576
15399 -19008 27270 -43920
-6864 -26928 44064 12544
135424 -22000 65280 -36432 -279040
E(2)12
53678953 5089790160 10428980037840 901646147263680 21358556207286480
22266840960 456798756960 162868282536960 661522702800960
18728849326561920 46719773564929920 486707206711864320 957976883554934880
46765376055216000 486707206711864320 958912407409188960
9975044773603728000 43296648289119912960 67657429630096225920
341726484448551121920 994500257327275345920 1388669119242478032960
232922965682969976960 1387314320747141666880 3553058504433847368960 4778384234988952224000
11078677991333226193920 39296440893457709619840 78584973005595527976960 97978466594063423571840
98074242084224505939840 409369370741219790720000 1021197866857079343344640 1703669378274682309370880 2010986989911829611208800
E(2)
Δ
0 12096 -290304 3048192 -17805312
158976 2146176 377726976 1558123776
44644753152 111108644352 1155817838592 2276348012928
-3910809600 -25315338240 -54993613824
-210642882048 -1097120692224 -1622158990848
-10065668456448 -28301296693248 -39925363636224
2356270891776 8269812764928 24778417466880 31936386585600
18898645911552 108976387336704 198828131659776 245736461090304
-245453236125696 -584737669785600 -1744357612732416 -2891211375900672 -3257305227141120
φ
(2)
12
0 0 0 0 0
1 10 -88 -132
1275 736 -8040 -2880
2784 -8040 17600
13080 -14136 -54120
-64768 389520 -232320
48303 38016 -256410 1073520
-806520 938400 -1227600 -2309120
3392512 2311640 -5917440 6141960 15902720
Table 13: Fourier coefficients c
�
f ,
�
n r /2
r /2 m
��
of some genus 2 Siegel modular forms in [LMF15].
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(n,r,m) u21v
2
1 u1u2v
2
1 u
2
2v
2
1 u
2
1v1v2 u1u2v1v2 u
2
2v1v2 u
2
1v
2
2 u1u2v
2
2 u
2
2v
2
2
(1,1,1) − 1100 − 1100 − 1400 − 1100 − 140 − 1100 − 1400 − 1100 − 1100
(1,0,1) 150 0 − 1200 0 − 17100 0 − 1200 0 150
(1,1,2) 425
4
25
3
50
4
25
39
25
19
25
3
50
19
25 − 2825
(1,0,2) − 925 0 9100 0 11750 0 9100 0 6325
(1,1,3) − 99100 − 99100 − 243400 − 99100 − 4311200 − 1089100 − 243400 − 1089100 693100
(1,0,3) 6825 0 − 1825 0 − 34825 0 − 1825 0 − 57625
(1,1,4) 125
12
5
33
10
12
5
669
5 69
33
10 69
192
5
(1,0,4) − 26425 0 8425 0 141625 0 8425 0 − 26425
(2,2,2) 845
84
5
384
25
84
5
492
25
84
5
384
25
84
5
84
5
(2,1,2) − 845 − 90325 − 254150 − 90325 − 206725 − 90325 − 254150 − 90325 − 845
(2,0,2) 5625 0
344
5 0
56
5 0
344
5 0
56
25
(2,2,3) −126 −126 357350 −126 224125 448225 357350 448225 246625
(2,1,3) 478825
8631
25
2331
50
8631
25
9963
25
324
25
2331
50
324
25 − 1011625
(2,0,3) − 256225 0 − 117910 0 17015 0 − 117910 0 1873825
(2,2,4) 761625
7616
25 − 1324825 761625 − 2870425 − 3140825 − 1324825 − 3140825 1427225
(2,1,4) − 1192825 − 3599425 3119725 − 3599425 − 2128225 2496625 3119725 2496625 2726425
(2,0,4) − 100825 0 − 4291225 0 − 8452825 0 − 4291225 0 − 6897625
(3,3,3) 3969100
3969
100
56241
400
3969
100 − 32427200 3969100 56241400 3969100 3969100
(3,2,3) 4039225 − 950425 − 1663225 − 950425 − 8078425 − 950425 − 1663225 − 950425 4039225
(3,1,3) − 11558750 − 7298150 − 1266340 − 7298150 5159720 − 7298150 − 1266340 − 7298150 − 11558750
(3,0,3) 55085 0
5157
5 0 − 598865 0 51575 0 55085
(3,3,4) − 20077225 − 20077225 − 7910150 − 20077225 14424325 13295725 − 7910150 13295725 2745625
(3,2,4) 12513625
278784
25
70794
25
278784
25 − 6872425 633625 7079425 633625 − 8830825
(3,1,4) 1965625
71496
25
72009
25
71496
25
748386
25
37314
25
72009
25
37314
25 − 17625625
(3,0,4) 105125 0 − 321125 0 447365 0 − 321125 0 48838425
(4,4,4) − 313625 − 313625 21046425 − 313625 − 43033625 − 313625 21046425 − 313625 − 313625
(4,3,4) 3520 − 1279415 − 6021710 − 1279415 − 2938075 − 1279415 − 6021710 − 1279415 3520
(4,2,4) 428165
102192
5 − 555365 1021925 2216645 1021925 − 555365 1021925 428165
(4,1,4) 14572825 − 122789725 − 23057110 − 122789725 − 9217895 − 122789725 − 23057110 − 122789725 14572825
(4,0,4) − 1949445 0 2546565 0 −34816 0 2546565 0 − 1949445
Table 14: Fourier coefficients c
�
φ(2)10 fRS ,
�
n r /2
r /2 m
��
of φ(2)10 fRS with notation as in Section 9.2.
(n,r,m)
(−1,1,−1) (−1,2,−1) (0,0,−1) (0,1,−1) (0,2,−1) (1,−1,−1) (1,0,−1)
(1,1,−1) (1,2,−1) (2,−2,−1) (2,−1,−1) (2,0,−1) (2,1,−1) (2,2,−1)
(−1,0,0) (−1,1,0) (−1,2,0) (0,−1,0) (0,1,0) (0,2,0) (1,−2,0) (1,−1,0)
(1,0,0) (1,1,0) (1,2,0) (2,−2,0) (2,−1,0) (2,0,0) (2,1,0) (2,2,0)
(−1,−1,1) (−1,0,1) (−1,1,1) (−1,2,1) (0,−2,1) (0,−1,1) (0,0,1) (0,1,1) (0,2,1) (1,−2,1)
(1,−1,1) (1,0,1) (1,1,1) (1,2,1) (2,−2,1) (2,−1,1) (2,0,1) (2,1,1) (2,2,1)
(−1,−2,2) (−1,−1,2) (−1,0,2) (−1,1,2) (−1,2,2) (0,−2,2) (0,−1,2) (0,0,2) (0,1,2) (0,2,2)
(1,−2,2) (1,−1,2) (1,0,2) (1,1,2) (1,2,2) (2,−2,2) (2,−1,2) (2,0,2) (2,1,2) (2,2,2)
1 2 2 24 48 3 48
327 648 4 72 648 3272 6404
2 24 48 24 600 1152 48 600
−648 8376 15600 1152 8376 −12800 85176 154752
3 48 327 648 48 600 −648 8376 15600 −648
25353 −50064 130329 209304 −50064 561576 −1127472 1598376 2023536
4 72 648 3272 6404 1152 8376 −12800 85176 154752
−50064 561576 −1127472 1598376 2023536 −3859456 18458000 −32861184 28698000 16620544
Table 15: Fourier coefficients c
�
φ(2)−110 ,
�
n r /2
r /2 m
��
of φ(2)−110 in the Weyl chamber described in Sec-
tion 9.2.
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(n,r,m) u21v
2
1 u1u2v
2
1 u
2
2v
2
1 u
2
1v1v2 u1u2v1v2 u
2
2v1v2 u
2
1v
2
2 u1u2v
2
2 u
2
2v
2
2
(0,0,0) − 1100 1100 − 1400 1100 − 140 1100 − 1400 1100 − 1100
(0,1,0) 0 150 − 1100 150 − 1150 150 − 1100 150 0
(0,2,0) 0 150 − 150 150 − 1125 150 − 150 150 0
(1,−1,0) − 425 425 1100 425 − 750 − 150 1100 − 150 0
(1,0,0) − 85 − 625 150 − 625 1125 0 150 0 0
(1,1,0) − 425 − 1625 1100 − 1625 − 750 150 1100 150 0
(1,2,0) 0 − 1225 0 − 1225 0 0 0 0 0
(2,−2,0) − 25 25 0 25 − 925 − 150 0 − 150 0
(2,−1,0) − 3825 710 3100 710 − 350 − 150 3100 − 150 0
(2,0,0) − 37225 − 1825 350 − 1825 3325 0 350 0 0
(2,1,0) − 3825 − 10750 3100 − 10750 − 350 150 3100 150 0
(2,2,0) − 25 − 4625 0 − 4625 − 925 150 0 150 0
(0,−1,1) 0 − 150 1100 − 150 − 750 425 1100 425 − 425
(0,0,1) 0 0 150 0
11
25 − 625 150 − 625 − 85
(0,1,1) 0 150
1
100
1
50 − 750 − 1625 1100 − 1625 − 425
(0,2,1) 0 0 0 0 0 − 1225 0 − 1225 0
(1,−2,1) − 85 8625 − 9150 8625 − 17325 8625 − 9150 8625 − 85
(1,−1,1) 25625 − 25625 31425 − 25625 285 − 25625 31425 − 25625 25625
(1,0,1) − 43225 0 − 56125 0 − 65 0 − 56125 0 − 43225
(1,1,1) 25625
256
25
314
25
256
25
28
5
256
25
314
25
256
25
256
25
(1,2,1) − 85 − 8625 − 9150 − 8625 − 17325 − 8625 − 9150 − 8625 − 85
(2,−2,1) − 201625 201625 − 99325 201625 − 175825 86425 − 99325 86425 − 43225
(2,−1,1) 1027825 − 1014350 20487100 − 1014350 390350 − 205225 20487100 − 205225 205225
(2,0,1) − 1644825 0 − 16585 0 − 50825 0 − 16585 0 − 323225
(2,1,1) 1027825
10143
50
20487
100
10143
50
3903
50
2052
25
20487
100
2052
25
2052
25
(2,2,1) − 201625 − 201625 − 99325 − 201625 − 175825 − 86425 − 99325 − 86425 − 43225
(0,−2,2) 0 − 150 0 − 150 − 925 25 0 25 − 25
(0,−1,2) 0 − 150 3100 − 150 − 350 710 3100 710 − 3825
(0,0,2) 0 0 350 0
33
25 − 1825 350 − 1825 − 37225
(0,1,2) 0 150
3
100
1
50 − 350 − 10750 3100 − 10750 − 3825
(0,2,2) 0 150 0
1
50 − 925 − 4625 0 − 4625 − 25
(1,−2,2) − 43225 86425 − 99325 86425 − 175825 201625 − 99325 201625 − 201625
(1,−1,2) 205225 − 205225 20487100 − 205225 390350 − 1014350 20487100 − 1014350 1027825
(1,0,2) − 323225 0 − 16585 0 − 50825 0 − 16585 0 − 1644825
(1,1,2) 205225
2052
25
20487
100
2052
25
3903
50
10143
50
20487
100
10143
50
10278
25
(1,2,2) − 43225 − 86425 − 99325 − 86425 − 175825 − 201625 − 99325 − 201625 − 201625
(2,−2,2) − 7910425 7910425 − 7893625 7910425 − 158885 7910425 − 7893625 7910425 − 7910425
(2,−1,2) 23548225 − 23478950 941511100 − 23478950 3008110 − 23478950 941511100 − 23478950 23548225
(2,0,2) − 33256825 0 − 33297925 0 − 69785 0 − 33297925 0 − 33256825
(2,1,2) 23548225
234789
50
941511
100
234789
50
30081
10
234789
50
941511
100
234789
50
235482
25
(2,2,2) − 7910425 − 7910425 − 7893625 − 7910425 − 158885 − 7910425 − 7893625 − 7910425 − 7910425
Table 16: Fourier coefficients c
�
fRS ,
�
n r /2
r /2 m
��
of fRS in the Weyl chamber described in Section 9.2.
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